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INTRODUCTION
The series of workshops on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames
(TNF) facilitates collaboration and information exchange among experimental and computational
researchers in the field of turbulent combustion. The emphasis is on fundamental issues of
turbulence-chemistry interaction in flames that are relatively simple in terms of both geometry and
chemistry. The TNF Workshop series was initiated to address validation of RANS based models
for turbulent nonpremixed flames, as well as partially premixed flames where combustion occurs
mainly in a diffusion flame mode. Although the title has not changed, our scope is expanding, and
the TNF10 agenda emphasized recent progress toward addressing three challenges that were
elaborated at TNF9 in Montreal (2008). These challenges are:
•

Development and validation of modeling approaches which are accurate over a
broad range of combustion modes and regimes (nonpremixed, partially premixed,
stratified, and premixed).

•

Extension of quantitative validation work to include more complex fuels (beyond
CH4) and fuel mixtures that are of practical interest.

•

Establishment of a more complete framework for verification and validation of
combustion LES, including quality assessment of calculations, as well as
development and utilization of approaches which extract knowledge and
understanding from comparisons of detailed experimental measurements with
detailed simulations.

One of the most useful functions of this workshop series has been to provide a framework for
collaborative comparisons of measured and modeled results. Such comparisons are most
informative when multiple modeling approaches are represented and when there has been early
communication and cooperation regarding how the calculations should be carried out and what
results should be compared. Experience had shown that comparisons on new target flames can
generate significant new insights, but also many new questions. These questions motivate further
research, both computational and experimental, and subsequent rounds of model comparisons. Our
overall goal is to accelerate the development of advanced combustion models that are soundly
based in fundamental science, rigorously tested against experiments, and capable of predicting
flame behavior over a wide range of turbulent combustion modes and regimes.
During the two years between workshops, we have made greatest progress on the first of the three
challenges, as demonstrated by the inclusion of model comparisons on two new target burners for
premixed and stratified combustion.
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TNF10 was attended by 93 researchers from 13 countries. The main sessions topics included:
•

Overview and recent progress on lifted flames in hot coflow

•

Model comparisons on the Sydney Piloted Premixed Jet Burner (PPJB)

•

Overview of stratified combustion experiments

•

Overview of modeling approaches for partially premixed and stratified combustion

•

Model comparisons on the Darmstadt stratified flames

•

Progress on kinetics and diagnostics for “new” fuels

•

Best practice in LES

This summary briefly outlines the presentations and discussions. Comments and conclusions given
here are based on the perspectives of the authors and do not necessarily represent consensus
opinions of the workshop participants. This summary does not attempt to address all topics
discussed at the workshop or to define all the terms, acronyms, or references. Readers are
encouraged to consult the complete TNF10 Proceedings and also the Proceedings of previous TNF
Workshops, because each workshop builds upon what has been done before.
The complete Proceedings are available for download in pdf format from www.sandia.gov/TNF.
The pdf file includes the list of participants, workshop agenda, summary abstracts of the
presentations, presentation slides, and two-page abstracts of 39 contributed posters.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Lifted Flames in Hot Coflow
The coordinators of this session, Rob Gordon and Dirk Roekaerts, provided a detailed review of the
state of knowledge on lifted flames in hot coflow, including recent progress and recommendations
for future work. Development of their contribution into a published review article is very much
encouraged. The session provided a review of the existing experimental and numerical work that
has been conducted on burner configurations of a non- or partially premixed jet in a hot coflow. In
most cases, the hot coflow is provided from post-combustion gases of lean flames and hence is
reduced in oxygen level compared to air (vitiated). This design permits the investigation of
conditions in the combustion zone similar to those arising by entrainment of recirculated flue gas
occurring in industrial combustion devices but with the advantage that the flow pattern is much
simpler, and the chemistry of the coflow is decoupled from the combustion products. This allows
the focus of the investigations to be on turbulence-chemistry interaction and flame stabilization
mechanisms. In the presentation by the coordinators, characteristics of the available experimental
databases and past and recent modeling efforts were reviewed, as well as near future research plans.
Planned new experiments considerably extending the scope of the past experiments (high Reynolds
number, high pressure, other fuels) were also discussed.
The coordinators would like to highlight the following key results:
• The CO-LIF data collected for the Cabra CH4/Air case is known to be high compared to
the Raman CO data. This has been identified as a systematic error in the original data
processing, and division by a factor of 2.11 corrects the data well.
•

New experimental databases are available from experiments in the Delft (Oldenhof et al.)
and Lund (Duwig et al.) burners.

•

A comparison of LES of the Cabra burner CH4/air case, closed with either tabulation of
auto-ignition (AI) and premixed flamelets (AI-PF-FPI) or unsteady diffusion flamelet
based progress variable (FPV) was made, highlighting some differences in predictions of
standard deviation of temperature and CO.

•

1-D Linear Eddy Model computation of autoignition has been undertaken to investigate the
role of differential diffusion (Sauer et al.).

•

DNS data were used to validate some LES modeling assumptions, with a key result that
LES prediction with only diffusion flamelets over predicts liftoff height (LH) and only AI
under predicts LH (Knudsen and Pitsch, poster).

•

Liftoff height sensitivity to time step choices in the transported PDF modeling due to
fractional step methods was pointed out (Naud, poster).

•

Unsteady tabulated non-premixed flamelets methods are developed for simulating these
flames (Ihme, contribution to presentation; Vicquelin et al., poster)

The need for parametric variation in experiments and for evaluating model development based on
ability to match parametric response was re-emphasized. The presently available databases do
represent such parameter variation, and this should be followed in modeling efforts.
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Piloted Premixed Jet Burner (PPJB) Comparisons
The aim of the PPJB session, coordinated by Matt Dunn, was to compare some recent numerical
computations of the PPJB with the experimental measurements. There were contributions from
four modeling groups, two using RANS based PDF methods and two using LES methods. The
PPJB features a small diameter jet from which a lean methane-air mixture issues at high velocity.
Surrounding the central jet is a stoichiometric pilot, which ensures initial ignition of the central jet.
Both the central jet and pilot are surrounded by a large hot coflow of hydrogen-air combustion
products, ensuring that the central jet combustion process is not diluted or quenched by ambient air.
By varying the central jet velocity and keeping all other parameters constant, a parametric flame
series of four flames (PM1-50, PM1-100, PM1-150, and PM1-200) with increasing degrees of
finite-rate chemistry effects has been investigated. The flame structure in the series varies from
being thin and flamelet like in the lowest velocity flame (PM1-50) to broad and partially
extinguished in the higher velocity cases. Flames PM1-150 and PM1-200 exhibit an initial ignition
region close to the jet exit, followed by an extinction region, then a re-ignition region further
downstream as the turbulence intensity decays. The PPJB experimental measurement database
includes single point velocity measurements, planar imaging of temperature, OH and CH2O, as
well as 1D line imaging using the Raman/Rayleigh/CO LIF technique combined with crossed PLIF
of OH.
The modeling results from the Sydney group (Dunn and Masri) utilized a transported thermochemistry PDF model coupled with a RANS turbulence model. Generally it was found that the
predictive capability of the RANS turbulence model was not optimal, even in the non-reactive case
of a variable density jet. By increasing the value of time scale ratio Cφ, the degree of the predicted
finite-rate effects increased, although correspondingly the error in scalar variance and flame length
increased, making the generality of such an increase in Cφ difficult to justify. Generally the mean
flame length was predicted to be too short and this correlated with the predicted reaction rates
being too high compared to the experiments. No significant differences in the predicted results
were found between the modified Curl, EMST and IEM micro-mixing models.
The Cornell group (Rowinski and Pope) utilized a joint velocity-turbulence frequency-composition
PDF model. Generally the mean and rms mixing fields were simulated well for all flames. The
reaction progress in the calculations of the flame with the lowest jet velocity, PM1-50, is in
reasonable agreement with the measurements. However, as the jet velocity increases, the reaction
progress is increasingly overpredicted. An exhaustive parameter sensitivity study was conducted
and the primary source of error was concluded to be the modeling of the conditional diffusion term
(the micro-mixing model). The importance of the jet to pilot velocity ratio on the variation of jetpilot and jet-coflow interaction, hence finite-rate chemistry effects through the flame series was
raised as an important parameter, experiments keeping this ratio constant were proposed to
examine this effect.
Although one of the strengths of the PDF method is the ability to implement complex chemical
mechanisms, a question was raised as to whether kinetic mechanisms (such as GRI 3.0) are suitably
accurate for the mode of combustion in the PPJB where fresh methane-air mixes with hydrogen-air
combustion products. The accurate prediction of the turbulent burning velocity in a premixed
flame is a challenge for PDF models, and in particular there is a high sensitivity to the micromixing model. The fact that the use of different mixing models was shown to have such little
impact on the predicted flame structure indicates that the sensitivity of the flame structure to the
predicted turbulent burning velocity is low in the PPJB flame series. This is quite different to the
high sensitivity to the turbulent burning velocity experienced in more traditional turbulent
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premixed flames. One of the conclusions from the PDF calculations was the need for further
calculations (DNS or highly resolved LES) and potentially experimental measurements of
conditional diffusion to gain a better understanding of the performance of mixing models in highly
turbulent premixed combustion for the regimes experienced in the PPJB. This is in the hope that
such studies may provide further insight that leads to the formulation of improved or new mixing
models. In PDF methods, although models for variable values of Cφ seem well justified, it was
shown that for the flames examined varying the value of Cφ does not have a significant influence
on improving the numerical predictions for the PPJB.
The Stanford group (Mittal, Pitsch and Knudsen) utilized an LES flamelet model combined with a
level set G-Equation approach. A systematic investigation and validation of the mesh quality was
presented using the velocity measurements from four non-reacting cases, which correspond to the
bulk flow velocities of the four reacting cases. In addition, it was shown that a correct inflow
generation method for the jet and correct modeling of the chamfer on the pilot shroud were
important to obtain good velocity field predictions. Using the non-reacting case to validate the
code, the mesh and boundary condition treatment was shown to be an important test to gain
confidence in these parameters for the reacting cases. Preliminary results for all four reacting case
results were presented. Results for the mixing fields were encouraging. However, in general the
mean flame length was predicted to be too short, indicating an over prediction of the reaction rate.
Future developments of this modeling methodology will include an enhanced ability to incorporate
finite-rate chemistry effects.
The Lund/Haldor Topsøe/ Hong Kong Polytechnic group (Duwig, Nogenmyr and Chan) presented
an LES model termed integrated LES (ILES), where transport equations for all reactive species are
solved and the reaction rates are determined directly from the filtered species mass fractions and
temperature. The results of a grid and chemical mechanism sensitivity study were presented for the
PM1-100 flame. The results for the mixing fields, minor species (CO and OH) and temperature
profiles for the PM1-50 and PM1-100 flames indicated that ILES is capable of good results for all
of these measures in regions where the mesh is sufficiently fine (x/D<20). Preliminary results for
the PM1-150 flame indicated that the ILES method is capable of closely capturing the initial
ignition and subsequent extinction region of this flame. Further simulations will be required to see
if the ILES method can capture the downstream re-ignition region of the PM1-150 flame and the
PM1-200 flame in general. It was proposed that part of the success of this methodology to
problems with strong finite-rate chemistry effects is that the characteristic chemistry progress
variables are not neglected. It was shown that an important parameter for successful ILES
simulations is that sufficient grid resolution must be used to resolve both the flame-front and the
flow-fields. Because the ratio of the jet diameter to the flame-front thickness is relatively small for
the PPJB, an ILES PPJB simulation requires only a relatively moderate (in terms of LES)
computational cost for successful ILES results (e.g., D/40 mesh resolution). Quantitative measures
that determine when the ILES approach will be valid were presented as a work in progress and are
under further development.
A general finding for the simulations of the PPJB flame series was that for the PDF calculations
(Cornell and Sydney) and the Stanford LES calculations similar findings were found; for the low
velocity cases an acceptable predictive capability for the reaction progress field was found, whilst
for the higher velocity cases the predictive capability of the reaction progress field decreased
(especially for the 200m/s case). The RANS PDF modeling results presented were close to their
final form and further improvements in the RANS PDF models predictive capabilities will most
probably require the development of a revised or new micro-mixing model. Both of the LES
results presented were preliminary results in that issues with boundary conditions, model
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development, and simulating the entire flames series (and flame length) are currently being
resolved and may deliver further improvement in the results compared to those presented at
TNF10.
If significant new progress is made on the PPJB predictions before TNF11, it would be appropriate
to have another PPJB session at TNF11. Any new individuals or groups interested in contributing
simulations of the PPJB for TNF11 should contact Matthew Dunn (mjdunn@sandia.gov) to obtain
the experimental database.
Overview of Stratified Combustion Experiments
Given that stratified combustion is a new area for the TNF series, the objective of this session was
to provide an overview of experimental information on the effects of mixture stratification on flame
structure, including published work as well as work in progress. The session was split into two
parts, with Simone Hochgreb covering the broad overview and Andreas Dreizler providing details
of experiments on the TU Darmstadt Stratified Burner, which was a target for model comparisons
at this workshop.
Most of the published experimental research on the structure of stratified flames deals with fuellean combustion in laminar or mildly turbulent flows (u’/SL not much higher than 1). The mildly
turbulent cases include rod stabilized V-flame and expanding, spark-ignited flames in gridgenerated turbulence. From this work there is reasonably consistent evidence on the following.
Local flame structure and propagation speed are affected by the gradient in equivalence ratio φ, and
the effects depend on the magnitude and sign of the gradient in φ. When a flame propagates
through a fuel-lean mixture with decreasing equivalence ratio, it is described as a back supported
flame, meaning that the products immediately behind the flame have higher temperature and higher
radical concentrations than the corresponding homogeneous flame at the same equivalence ratio.
This back-supported structure enhances the local burning rate and extends the lean flammability
limit. In mildly turbulent cases, experiments have shown that stratified flames have broader and
more symmetric curvature pdfs and increased flame surface density compared to homogeneous
premixed flames. There is also evidence that flame thickness is less sensitive to φ in stratified
cases.
Detailed velocity and scalar data sets from burners with higher turbulence levels and well defined
boundary conditions are needed for model validation. Two burners have been developed for this
purpose. The TU Darmstadt Stratified Burner has a co-annular design with a central premixed pilot
flame. The inner and outer annular flows can have the same or different equivalence ratios, and
they have long development lengths to yield fully developed turbulent flow at the burner exit. This
burner was designed to isolate the effects of mixture stratification in statistically stationary flames
without the modeling complications of swirling or recirculating flows. Turbulence levels (u’/SL)
can exceed 20 in this configuration. Velocity measurements have been published and scalar
experiments are in progress. A second burner for stratified flames was developed jointly by
Cambridge and Sandia, and it was designed to be a next potential modeling target after the
Darmstadt burner. It adopts the co-annular concept of the Darmstadt burner, but uses a central
bluff body for flame stabilization and allows for variable swirl in the outer annular flow, yielding
greater complexity of the overall flow field. Examples of scalar and velocity measurements are
included in the Hochgreb presentation.
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Modeling Approaches for Stratified and Partially Premixed Combustion
The goal of this session, which was coordinated by Ed Richardson and Ed Knudsen, was to review
the current of state of stratified, partially premixed, and mixed regime turbulent combustion
models, and to suggest directions for future work that will help to advance the fidelity of model
performance in these challenging conditions.
The first half of the presentation reviewed the combustion physics that characterize mixed-regime
burning, and that must be accounted for by any relevant modeling approach. So-called `frontsupported' and `back-supported' premixed flames were used as example cases that motivate this
discussion. In these flames, the equivalence ratio of a co-flow is set as either farther from
stoichiometric (front-supported) or closer to stoichiometric (back-supported) than a central jet
stream. Newly available DNS data was referenced to demonstrate how these different
configurations change the premixed flame's structure and burning speed. Once the possible effects
of stratification are understood, it becomes important to understand the conditions under which
these effects are expected to appear. Therefore, in an effort to more rigorously distinguish between
stratified combustion and purely premixed combustion, the controlling variables that might appear
in a regime diagram for stratification were discussed. These include the ratio of the maximum
possible change in burning speed to the mean burning speed, the ratio of the Kolmogorov length
scale and the mean flame thickness, and the mixing timescale associated with the local fuel
concentration.
In the second half of this presentation, several of the most widely used LES combustion models
were discussed with respect to how they handle multi-regime burning. The approaches considered
were the flamelet model, the thickened flame model, filtered density function approaches, and the
linear eddy model. Each of these approaches was noted to have some particular advantages and
particular disadvantages in the context of partially premixed combustion. For example, the
flamelet model is expected to predict flame structure very accurately in both the non-premixed and
premixed limits, but the extent to which descriptions of these asymptotic regimes can be combined
to describe a mixed mode flame structure remains unclear.
Finally, several approaches to locally distinguishing between premixed and non-premixed regimes
in an LES were discussed. The simplest of these approaches is the flame index, but more detailed
approaches that rely on coordinate transformations that explicitly distinguish regimes were also
discussed. These approaches are now being actively applied in LES, and are the subject of ongoing
model development efforts.
One point that was raised throughout the workshop was the particular challenge that premixed
combustion presented, and how this challenge was distinct from the non-premixed modeling
challenge. Because stratified and partially premixed combustion inherently have premixed-like
behavior, models for premixed flame propagation and flame structure are essential for any
predictive multi-regime approach.
Comments on Future Work:
•

A continuing need exists for the improvement of regime distinguishing indicators. These
indicators will be needed in most combustion models that involve tabulated chemistry, but
have only begun to be developed.

•

Beyond the need for regime indicators to be used within models, a broad framework (e.g.
regime diagrams) for classifying and comparing different partially premixed flows – and
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the resultant combustion physics – will be helpful. Further study of the stratified and
partially-premixed data sets presented at this workshop may help determine the relevant
effects of various equivalence ratio and equivalence ratio length-scale distributions.
Darmstadt Stratified Flames: Model Comparisons
The Darmstadt Stratified Flames were presented as a new test case for the TNF 10 workshop.
These flames were developed at the Technical University of Darmstadt and have been investigated
by Seffrin, Fuest, Geyer and Dreizler. Model comparisons were coordinated and presented by
Andreas Kempf.
Preliminary experimental data for temperature (Rayleigh, Raman-Rayleigh), mixture fraction and
CO2 mass fraction (Raman) were also made available and presented at the workshop in comparison
to the numerical simulations. (These preliminary experimental scalar data were only made
available for presentation at TNF10. They will not be distributed further, as improved data will
become available soon.)
A set of flames was chosen as preferred target for the comparisons, and contributors were
encouraged to simulate at least the non-reactive case TSFAi2 and the basic stratified case TSFAr.
Only the Stanford group submitted further data for case TSFG.
Cases in descending order of priority:
1. TSFAi2 (isothermic) 2. TSFAr (stratified, no shear)
3. TSFGr (not stratified, no shear) 4. TSFCr (stratified, shear)
5. TSFEr (not stratified, shear)
All groups performed Large-Eddy Simlations, using (i) a sub-grid pdf/stochastic fields method in
combination with the static Smagorinsky model (Imperial, Jones’ Boffin-LES code), (ii) a flamelet
model combined with the G-Equation and the Germano model (Stanford, NGA-3DA),
(iii)premixed flamelet generated manifolds with local flame thickening and the Germano model
(Darmstadt, FASTEST) and (iv) Fureby’s flame surface density model with the static Smagorinsky
model (Imperial, Kempf’s PsiPhi code).
Two approaches were taken to represent the computational domain: Darmstadt and Stanford
simulated the flow upstream, using one large domain with local refinement (Darmstadt) and a
cascade of precursor simulations (Stanford). Both groups obtained results that were in good
agreement with the experimental velocity data. Both groups from Imperial used a more compact
computational domain, starting simulations at the outlet of the inner nozzle, prescribing the
experimental velocity data.
Overall, all groups achieved good predictions of the data, particularly considering that a new TNF
case was simulated. As the scalar data (temperature, mixture fraction and CO2 mass fraction) only
became available very late, the predictions of these quantities can be considered as ‘blind’;
modellers had no opportunity to tune their simulations to match the data. The features of the
flames that were found to be most challenging were the intricate geometry of the flame holder, the
chamfer on the nozzle exits, and the relatively low co-flow velocity of only 0.1 m/s, which makes a
long simulation time necessary.
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For TNF11, it is recommended that the Darmstadt stratified flame series be considered as a test
case. The lessons learned for TNF10 should enable all groups to accurately predict the flow and
mixing, so that the focus can be shifted towards the effect of stratification on flame-turbulence
interaction. It is hoped that groups will be able to start the TNF11 simulations earlier in the cycle
than was the case for TNF10, thus allowing sufficient time for detailed simulations to be completed
and potentially interesting comparisons to be made.
Any groups interested to contribute simulations of these flames for TNF11 should contact Andreas
Kempf (a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk) to be included in the mailing list.
Progress on Kinetics and Diagnostics for “New” Fuels
Extending validation work to fuels more complex than methane was one of the challenges outlined
at TNF9. DME and ethanol were identified as relatively simple fuels which have very different
properties and are of practical interest. For example, ethanol has a RON of 129, while DME has a
cetane number in the range 55-60. Furthermore, molecular transport properties of the two fuels are
very similar and, accordingly, differences in fuel behaviour can be directly related to chemistry
effects. Peter Lindstedt and J-Y Chen coordinated a session to review progress on kinetics and
diagnostics for these “new” fuels. The topics included an assessment of the need to (i) provide a
systematic determination of high quality thermodynamic data, (ii) the derivation and testing of
alternative detailed reaction mechanisms using data related to flame structures and ignition related
properties. (iii) The need to identify critical reaction pathways and assess the impact of
uncertainties in key kinetic rate parameters on model predictions, (iv) the reduction of the resulting
mechanisms to an acceptable size and, finally, progress in the efforts to procure high quality
experimental data in a “friendly” burner configuration (c.f. Sandia A-F series).
Reaction mechanisms have been published for ethanol by UCSD, LLNL and Dryer’s group, and
for DME by the LLNL and Dryer groups. Presentation slides form Berkeley and Imperial College
included comparisons of predicted ignition delay characteristics across a range of conditions for
both fuels, as well as comparisons of predictions from these mechanisms against published
experimental data on low pressure flame profiles, laminar flame speed, and ignition delay times.
Substantial differences in ignition delay times between the different mechanisms were shown using
a Cabra type burner configuration. The differences were such that one ethanol mechanism was
found to ignite more readily than the DME variant from another group. Sensitivity analyses were
presented that show a strong impact of the thermal dissociation of DME and the need for accurate
rate determinations was identified for a number of reactions. It was further shown that in a HCCI
type environment temperature changes of up to 30 K were required in order to bring similarity in
behaviour between alternative mechanisms. Such differences in temperature should be contrasted
with the strong sensitivity to boundary conditions experienced in, for example, the Cabra
configuration and as reported by the groups at Berkeley, Cornell and Imperial College among
others. On the positive side, a systematically reduced 28-species mechanism from Berkeley, based
on the Dryer mechanism, was shown to be in very close agreement with the parent mechanism
across a broad range of conditions. Furthermore, work to identify critical reaction pathways in
order to select, or determine, appropriate reaction rate parameters was also summarized with
examples shown using laminar flame configurations.
Progress at TU Darmstadt and Sandia to extend quantitative Raman/Rayleigh scattering methods to
DME flames was also reviewed. Here the main point was that hydrocarbon intermediates in DME
flames are much more important for Raman/Rayleigh data interpretation than in methane flames.
Raman/Rayleigh signals from DME flames cannot be interpreted usefully unless these
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intermediates are accounted for, and a method for doing this, based on information from laminar
flame calculations was introduced. Preliminary results for a series of piloted, partially premixed
DME/air jet flames were also presented.
Other Highlights
Jonathan Frank and Andreas Kronenburg organized a session to highlight other recent work of
direct or potential relevance to the TNF Workshop process. This included:
•

Pros and cons of turbulent counterflow flames as potential TNF targets. Bruno Coriton
presented work performed at Yale, Sandia, and Imperial College on two different
counterflow burners. The Yale burner was shown to produce turbulence Reynolds
numbers up to roughly 1000 and methods for separating out low frequency contributions
using techniques formulated at Yale and Imperial College were discussed.

•

Development of a piloted jet flame burner for sooty fuels (by Shaddix and coworkers at
Sandia), along with an overview of experiments using simultaneous OH/PAH PLIF and
PLII, laser extinction, 3-color extinction/emission, local radiant emissions, and PIV.

•

Results from Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF measurements on the Cambridge Swirl Burner
showing that preferential transport can significantly alter the mean atom balance across a
turbulent premixed flames.

•

Slides from Luc Vervisch an coworkers (presented by Kronenburg) describing a multiscale convergence methodology for DNS, where the meshes of Large-Eddy-Simulations
are repeatedly refined until the smallest scales are sufficiently resolved. The target
experiment is a premixed swirl flame reported by Meier et al.

Best Practice in LES
The session on best practices for LES was organized by Heinz Pitsch and Johannes Janicka, who
solicited and compiled input from many colleagues to lead off the discussion. Some studies on the
topic were presented, and some of the open questions were raised first. This was followed by an
open discussion.
The presented material includes examples of criteria for mesh refinement, discussions of the effect
of numerical schemes on modeled quantities, and sensitivity studies. As an example, an extensive
sensitivity study by Janicka was shown, where the Sydney bluff-body flame was computed and
results were compared with experimental data. Then variations of grid, boundary conditions, SGS
model, combustion model, and several parameters and modeling assumptions included in the
combustion model were performed to study the sensitivity of the solution of these parameters. For
this validation study, several other configurations were further considered.
Several recommendations for best practices were made:
1. One of the most important issues is the numerical mesh, which typically also defines the
LES filter. Mesh refinement studies should be performed. However,
a. It is not sufficient to simply do a global refinement. Mesh refinement should be
performed using refinement criteria, since also mesh distribution is important. The
local resolution should be reported. This can be done in terms of spectra,
fractional sub-filter energies, or relevant length scales. It is important that a
distribution is shown, not just a few points.
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b. If the mesh resolution is too fine, the model is not tested. Further, a very high
mesh resolution that might be achievable in simple canonical cases cannot be used
in the application of models to realistic systems for which the models are
ultimately developed.
c. While the mesh is a numerical parameter, the filter size is a model parameter. The
question was discussed whether it is important in changing the mesh, to separate
the effect of model from numerics, which is not easily possible.
2. Sensitivity studies for uncertain parameters should be performed. These parameters could
include, for example, grid, boundary conditions, models, model parameters, and modeling
assumptions. However, there is a large space of uncertain parameters and there is no
general guideline for which parametric uncertainty should be investigated.
3. The simulations should be documented in all details. This should include a description of
the mesh, boundary conditions, numerical algorithms, and all models and model
parameters.
4. Report about length scales and length scale ratios (integral scales, filter size, Kolmogorov
scales)
Recommendations to experimentalists (most of these are obvious and already considered in most
experiments):
1. Boundary conditions need to be specified in as much detail as possible.
2. Experimental uncertainties need to be well characterized and reported.
3. Error bars should be provided.
4. Series of experimental data sets should include ‘easy’ cases and cold flow.
Priorities and Planning for TNF11
TNF11 Workshop will be held in Darmstadt, Germany just prior to the 34th Combustion
Symposium (Warsaw, August, 2012) and will be hosted by the Technical University of Darmstadt.
Andreas Dreizler and Andreas Kempf will be the Program Co-Chairs. Darmstadt is convenient to
Frankfurt airport, which is a major international hub.
It is anticipated that more expensive model comparisons will be carried out for the Sydney Piloted
Premixed Jet Burner and the Darmstadt Stratified Burner. Interested modeler should contact Matt
Dunn or Andreas Kempf, as indicated in their respective summary sections. It is possible that other
target flames will be added, and such announcements will be made as early as possible. Those
interested in modeling other flames that are relevant to the TNF process are encouraged to contact
the authors of work on those specific flames.
We also expect to continue work toward developing a more complete framework for combustion
LES validation. Progress and challenges in areas of LES quality assessment, parameter variation,
and uncertainty quantification are likely to be on the agenda. Development of better methods for
quantitative comparison of experiments and LES will also be a priority for the next workshop.
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TNF10 Workshop – Preface and Acknowledgments
Beijing, 29–31 July 2010
PREFACE:
The TNF Workshop series facilitates collaboration and information exchange among
experimental and computational researchers in the field of turbulent combustion. For
most of our history, the emphasis has been on nonpremixed and partially premixed jet
flames, including a variety of stabilization mechanisms. Our primary focus has been on
issues of turbulence-chemistry interaction in flames of relatively simple fuels. Other
modeling issues, including radiation, mixing, chemical kinetic mechanisms, turbulence
modeling, and boundary conditions, have been addressed to the extent necessary to
reduce ambiguity in comparisons of measured and modeled results. This collaborative
process benefits from contributions by participants having different areas of expertise and
complementary research capabilities.
The 1st TNF Workshop was held in Naples, Italy in July 1996. Its objectives were to
select experimental data sets for testing combustion models and to establish guidelines
for collaborative comparisons of measured and modeled results on those target flames.
Subsequent workshops were held in Heppenheim, Germany (1997), Boulder, Colorado
(1998), Darmstadt, Germany (1999), Delft, The Netherlands (2000), Sapporo, Japan
(2002), Chicago, Illinois (2004), Heidelberg, Germany (2006), and Montreal, Canada
(2008). Proceedings and summaries are available at http://www.sandia.gov/TNF.
Over time, a collection of benchmark experiments and calculations has been established
in the literature, covering a progression in geometric and chemical kinetic complexity.
Collaborative research efforts have expanded the experimental knowledge base for the
benchmark flames and lead to a better understanding of the capabilities and limitations of
combustion models and experimental methods.
Perhaps the most important function of the workshops themselves has been to provide a
framework for comparing multiple combustion models applied to the same target cases.
We emphasize that this is not a competition, but rather a means of identifying areas for
potential improvements in a variety of modeling approaches and specific submodels.
The process also serves to identify gaps or inconsistencies in the experiments.
The TNF10 Workshop program reflects the broadened scope that was outlined at the
Montreal workshop (2008) in the context of three challenges:
•

Development and validation of modeling approaches which are accurate over a
broad range of combustion modes and regimes (nonpremixed, partially premixed,
stratified, and premixed).

•

Extension of quantitative validation work to include more complex fuels (beyond
CH4) and fuel mixtures that are of practical interest.

•

Establishment of a more complete framework for verification and validation of
combustion LES, including quality assessment of calculations, as well as
development and utilization of approaches which extract knowledge and
understanding from comparisons of detailed experimental measurements with
detailed simulations.
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TNF10 Workshop – Preface and Acknowledgments
Beijing, 29–31 July 2010
The inclusion of two new target flames for stratified and premixed combustion, as well as
sessions to address experimental and computational issues associated with premixed,
stratified, and partially premixed combustion contributed to a full program and vibrant
discussion.
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Best Practices in LES
Heinz Pitsch, Stanford University and Johannes Janicka, TU Darmstadt
The session on best practices for LES was organized by Heinz Pitsch and Johannes Janicka who
solicited and compiled input from many colleagues to lead off the discussion. Some studies on the topic
were presented, and some of the open questions were raised first. This was followed by an open
discussion.
The presented material is provided in the subsequent slides, and includes examples of criteria for mesh
refinement, discussions of the effect of numerical schemes on modeled quantities, and sensitivity studies.
As an example, an extensive sensitivity study by Janicka was shown, where the Sidney bluff-body flame
was computed and results were compared with experimental data. Then variations of grid, boundary
conditions, SGS model, combustion model, and several parameters and modeling assumptions included
in the combustion model were performed to study the sensitivity of the solution of these parameters. For
this validation study, several other configurations were further considered.
Several recommendations for best practices were made:
1. One of the most important issues is the numerical mesh, which typically also defines the LES
filter. Mesh refinement studies should be performed. However,
a. It is not sufficient to simple do a global refinement. Mesh refinement should be performed
using refinement criteria, since also mesh distribution is important. The local resolution
should be reported. This can be done in terms of spectra, fractional sub-filter energies, or
relevant length scales. It is important that a distribution is shown, not just a few points.
b. If the mesh resolution is too fine, the model is not tested. Further, a very high mesh
resolution that might be achievable in simple canonical cases cannot be used in the
application of models to realistic systems for which the models are ultimately developed.
c. While the mesh is a numerical parameter, the filter size is a model parameter. The
question was discussed whether it is important in changing the mesh, to separate the
effect of model from numerics, which is not easily possible.
2. Sensitivity studies for uncertain parameters should be performed. These parameters could
include, for example, grid, boundary conditions, models, model parameters, and modeling
assumptions. However, there is a large space of uncertain parameters and there is no general
guideline for which parametric uncertainty should be investigated.
3. The simulations should be documented in all details. This should include a description of the
mesh, boundary conditions, numerical algorithms, and all models and model parameters.
4. Report about length scales and length scale ratios (integral scales, filter size, Komogorov scales)
Recommendations to experimentalists (most of these are obvious and already considered in most
experiments):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Boundary conditions need to be specified in as much detail as possible.
Experimental uncertainties need to be well characterized and reported.
Error bars should be provided
Series of experimental data sets including ‘easy’ cases including cold flow
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Best Practices in LES
Heinz Pitsch
and many others

Outline
• Deﬁne scope: What means ‘Best Practices’
• Purpose of this session
• LES speciﬁc issues
• Examples
• Summarize questions
• Discussion
TNF10 Workshop
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Best Practices Means What?
•

Simulation

•
•
•
•
•

Mesh
Models
Numerical Methods
Parametric uncertainty (e.g. boundary conditions)

Comparison with experiments

•

How should LES data be compared with experiments

•
•
•
•

LES provides lots of data, what should be compared

When is a model validated?
Documentation

What do experiments need to provide to be ‘good LES validation’ experiments

•
•
•
¬

What quantities to provide good set of boundary conditions
What validation data?
What cases?

Much of this is not speciﬁc to LES

Speciﬁc to LES
•

Simulation

•
•
•
•
•

Mesh
(Models)
Numerical Methods
Parametric uncertainty (e.g. boundary conditions)

Validation/Comparison with experiments

•

How should LES data be compared with experiments

•
•
•
•

LES provides lots of data, what should be compared

When is a model validated?
Documentation

What do experiments need to provide to be ‘good LES validation’ experiments

•
•
•
¬
TNF10 Workshop

What quantities to provide good set of boundary conditions
What validation data?
What cases?

Much of this is not speciﬁc to LES
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Best Practices: Purpose
• Purpose is to provide concrete guidelines for
• Simulation practices
• Comparison with experiments
• Experimentalists

Speciﬁc to LES: Mesh&Model
•

Filter size

•

Free parameter in LES, solution should (within limits) be
independent of ﬁlter size
¬ Dynamic models

•
•
•

Typically tied to mesh resolution (implicit ﬁltering)
Function of space

Mesh reﬁnement

•
•
•
•
TNF10 Workshop

Good practice for any discretized simulation
Mesh reﬁnement changes model for implicit ﬁltering
Mesh reﬁnement study in classical sense not possible
How can good mesh/ﬁlter size distribution be demonstrated?
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Speciﬁc to LES: Numerical Methods

•

Implicit ﬁltering LES never resolved

•

Always turbulent ﬂuctuations on the scale of the
mesh size

•

Simulations always contaminated by large numerical
errors on the smallest resolved scales

•

Inherent under-resolution can lead to large dispersion
errors

•

Upwind biased schemes or numerical dissipation can
kill large-scale turbulence

•

Problem especially for scalars

Speciﬁc to LES: Parametric Uncertainty

• Adequate boundary conditions need to be
produced

• Experiments usually provide only moments of
velocities, not two-point correlation or
unsteady signal

• Nozzle geometry often slightly complex
• Perforated plates
• Contoured nozzles
• Nozzle wall shape
TNF10 Workshop
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Speciﬁc to LES:Validation
•

Modern experiments produce tons of data

•
•

E.g. instantaneous images

LES produces multi-point/multi-time (MPMT) statistics

•
•
•

What should be compared?
How do we use the fact that MPMT data are available
How should one compare instantaneous images?

•
•
•
•

MPMT statistics

How accurate does two-point correlation or OH temporal spectrum need
to be?

Comparison of ﬁltered ensemble-averaged LES and experimental data
Documentation

•

Full disclosure: What needs to be reported?

Speciﬁc to LES: Experiment
• What is essential for LES in terms of boundary
conditions

• What data sets?
• Cold ﬂow
• Parameter variations
• What LES speciﬁc data are desirable
TNF10 Workshop
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Examples
•

Simulation

•
•
•
•
•

Mesh
(Models)
Numerical Methods
Parametric uncertainty (e.g. boundary conditions)

Validation/Comparison with experiments

•

How should LES data be compared with experiments

•
•
•

LES provides lots of data, what should be compared

When is a model validated?

What do experiments need to provide to be ‘good LES validation’ experiments

•
•
•

What quantities to provide good set of boundary conditions
What validation data?
What cases?

¬

Much of this is not speciﬁc to LES

Examples: Mesh
Mesh reﬁnement study by Kempf et al.
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What are criteria for
good mesh?
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•
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1. Mesh reﬁnement studies
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2. Criteria for good ﬁlter size distribution

•
•
TNF10 Workshop

Ratio of sub-ﬁlter to resolved Reynolds stresses
Ratio of sub-ﬁlter to maximum possible scalar variance
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Recursive Filter Refinement

Provided by V. Raman

• Scalar variance should tend to zero as ﬁlter width tends to zero
¬ Normalized scalar variance is used as refinement measure

=

Z 2
Z̃(1

Instantaneous variance

Z̃)

,

Maximum variance

¬ Grid should be designed to reduce normalized variance

• Based on 20% limit for normalized variance
Filter widths/grid size at
current (n) and future
level (n+1)

n+1
n

2/3

= 0.2

Z̃(1

Z̃)

Z 2

.

¬ Provides a quantitative estimate of necessary local refinement

Sydney Bluff-Body Stabilized Flame

Provided by V. Raman

Grid reﬁned in radial direction
to reduce fractional energy

Instantaneous Fractional Energy

Fig. 1. Radial proﬁles of the fractional energy resolved at two different axial locations. The dotted line corresponds to the initial
grid, the solid line corresponds to the ﬁnal grid, and the dashed-dotted line represents an intermediate reﬁnement level. The same
number of control volumes is used in each case.
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Examples: Numerical Schemes
•

Provided by V. Raman

Gradients underpredicted
Computed
G f d ( Z ) |G gradient
(Z )

100

80

Δ = 16η

spectral

sixth

60

fourth
40

second

DNS based a priori
tests

20

4
0
0

20

40

60

80

3.5

100

G(Z )

True gradient

3

Error
error

2.5

•

At small ﬁlter widths

2

1.5
1

¬ Second order method produces
lower error than spectral method

0.5
0
0
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/

80

100
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140

Filter size

Example 1: Parametric Uncertainty

LES-Sensitivities
F. Hahn, C. Olbricht, A. Sadiki, J. Janicka

Institute for Energy and
Powerplant Technology
Technische Universität Darmstadt
TNF10 Workshop
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Issues: LES for Applied Systems
 Large number of interacting effects on results
-

Resolution
Boundary conditions
Models
….

 Curves through dots means nothing (without demonstrating sensitivities)

 Strategy, show dependence of results on
1.
2.
3.
4.

No. of CV´s
BC´s
Model assumption
Validation by comparisons with flame series

Grid Dependence Study in Complex
Geometries (Configuration)
Moveable block swirl generator

TNF10 Workshop
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Grid Dependence Study in Complex
Geometries (Grid-Structure)
Basic
configuration
1.76 CV´s
Variations
3.72 CV´s
6.52 CV´s

Grid Dependence Study in Complex
Geometries (Results)

Hahn et al., ISTP-19 (2008)
TNF10 Workshop
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Sydney Bluff Body Flames
Numerical Setup

Axial and Radial Profiles for Flame HM1E:
Sensitivity on Boundary Conditions
Tuc = 5.62% (—), Tuc = 2.81% (– – –), Tuc = 0% (− · −)

TNF10 Workshop
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Variation of Models: Flame HM1E

Variation of Models: Flame HM1E
Variation of
 Grids
 SGS models
 Non premixed generated manifolds (NPGM)
 Premixed generated manifolds (PGM)
 Definition of progress variable
 PDF modelling
 Sharp assumption of pdf
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Mean Scaler Profiles of Flame HM1E
Model Sensitivity
Spalte A: MF (—), OF-MA2 (– – –), OF-MA1 (− · −)
Spalte B: NPGM (—), PGM2 (– – –), TPDF (− · −) Experimente (•, M)

Investigated Configurations
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Summary
 Presentation of sensitivities is a crucial for LES quality analysis
 Proof always sensitivities on
- Numerical resolution
- BC´s
- Choice of turbulence and combustion modell

 Look at flame series

All these aspects may be of
importance and bias your
conclusion

Example 2: Parametric Uncertainty

THE ERROR LANDSCAPE
CONCEPT FOR
COMBUSTION LES
AM Kempf, J Oefelein, BJ Geurts
Imperial College London, Sandia Labs, University of Twente

•

Rather than performing simple two-point sensitivity analysis, full space
of all uncertain parameters, models, mesh sizes, etc could be computed

•

Comparison with experiments results in error for each parameter
combination, which is the error landscape
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Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

THE ERROR LANDSCAPE
• LES

Error as a function of grid
resolution and Smagorinsky
parameter Cs.

• Numerical

and modelling error
may compensate each other.

• An

optimum Cs exists for all
ﬁlter widths: striking valley
structure

Error Landscape according to Geurts and Meyers.
Comparision to the DNS of decaying homogeneous
isotropic turbulence ‘in a box’.

Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

EXTENSION TO FLAMES
• Can

the error landscape be
applied to reactive ﬂows with
variable density?

• Application

to the Sydney Bluff
Body Flame.

• Global

errors deﬁned in
comparison to experimental data
(Dally, Masri, Barlow, Kalt) at
different radii.
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Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

EFFECT OF CS

1/8⋅Cs

1/4⋅Cs

1/2⋅Cs

1⋅Cs

2⋅Cs

Cs = 0.173

Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

EFFECT OF CS

1/8⋅Cs

1/4⋅Cs

1/2⋅Cs

1⋅Cs

2⋅Cs

Cs = 0.173
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Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia
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ERRORS IN PREDICTION
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500

0

0
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0.5
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0.5

1
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0

0
−1

−0.5

0

0.5
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Exp.
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Δ = 1.0mm
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1000
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0

0
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

−1
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−0.5

0

0.5

1
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Example: Temperatures for different grids.     
Simulations and experiments were sampled at identical points.
Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

GLOBAL ERROR LANDSCAPE

Error Landscape for decaying isotropic
homogeneous turbulences (Geurts,
Meyers) against DNS data.

TNF10 Workshop

Global Error Landscape for Sydney Bluff
Body Flame (Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein)
against experimental data (Dally, Masri,
Barlow, Kalt).
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Kempf, Geurts, Oefelein, Imperial, Twente, Sandia

SUMMARY
• The
• An

error landscape helps understand LES error

error minimum exists for optimum value of Cs

• The

error minimum is less pronounced for the bluff-body
ﬂame than for homogeneous decaying isotropic turbulence

• Calculating

an error landscape is cheaper than reﬁning the grid

further
• The

error landscape cannot be used to estimate LES accuracy
in the absence of (experimental) reference data

Recommendations and Questions

• How can good mesh/ﬁlter size distribution be
demonstrated?

1. Demonstrate small sub-ﬁlter contribution

• Ratio of sub-ﬁlter to resolved Reynolds stresses
• Ratio of sub-ﬁlter to maximum possible scalar
variance

2. Mesh reﬁnement study

• What are criteria for good mesh/ﬁlter size
distribution quality?
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Recommendations and Questions

• Numerical methods
• Included in mesh reﬁnement?

Recommendations and Questions

• Parametric uncertainty
• Full disclosure of all details
• Sensitivity studies?
• What is good enough in large space of
uncertain parameters?
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Recommendations and Questions

•

Validation

•

What should be compared (what should we ask
for)?

•
•

How good is good enough?

•

Comparison of ﬁltered ensemble-averaged LES
and experimental data?

•

Documentation

How accurately do higher order statistics need to
be?

•

Full disclosure: What needs to be reported?

Recommendations and Questions

•

Experiments

•

What is needed to provide an adequate set of
boundary conditions?

•
•

What data sets?

•
•
•
TNF10 Workshop

Data in the nozzle

Cold ﬂow data
Parameter variations across regimes going
from simple to complex (known to
unknown)

Error bars
42
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Issues
• Do we need cold ﬂow experiments?
• Mesh reﬁnement and ﬁlter size distribution
criteria are less meaningful in premixed
combustion

• Error bars on experiments
• Boundary conditions: Measure in the nozzle
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Session on Lifted Flames in Hot Coflow
(Rob Gordon and Dirk Roekaerts)
Summary and highlights
The session on Lifted Flames in Hot Coflow was coordinated by Rob Gordon and Dirk Roekaerts.
Other contributors to the session are listed on the first slide of the presentation. The session
provided a review of the existing experimental and numerical work that has been conducted on
burner configurations of a non- or partially premixed jet in a hot coflow. In most cases, the hot
coflow is provided from post-combustion gases of lean flames, and hence are reduced in oxygen
level compared to air (vitiated). This design permits the investigation of conditions in the
combustion zone similar to those arising by entrainment of recirculated flue gas occurring in
industrial combustion devices but with the advantage that the flow pattern is much simpler, and the
chemistry of the coflow is decoupled from the combustion products. This allows the focus of the
investigations to be on turbulence-chemistry interaction and flame stabilization mechanisms. In the
presentation by the coordinators, characteristics of the available experimental databases and past
and recent modeling efforts were reviewed, as well as near future research plans. Planned new
experiments considerably extending the scope of the past experiments (high Reynolds number,
high pressure, other fuels) were also discussed.
The coordinators would like to highlight the following key results:
• The CO-LIF data collected for the Cabra CH4/Air case is known to be to be high compared
to the Raman CO data. This has been identified as a systematic error, and division by a
factor of 2.11 corrects the data well.
• New experimental databases are available from experiments in the Delft (Oldenhof et al.)
and Lund (Duwig et al.) burners.
• A comparison of LES of the Cabra burner CH4/air case, closed with either tabulation of
auto-ignition (AI) and premixed flamelets (AI-PF-FPI) or unsteady diffusion flamelet based
progress variable (FPV) was made, highlighting some differences in predictions of
standard deviation of temperature and CO.
• 1-D Linear Eddy Model computation of autoignition has been undertaken to investigate the
role of differential diffusion (Sauer et al.).
• DNS data were used to validate some LES modeling assumptions, with a key result that
LES prediction with only diffusion flamelets over predicts liftoff height (LH) and only AI
under predicts LH (Knudsen and Pitsch, poster).
• Liftoff height sensitivity to time step choices in the transported PDF modeling due to
fractional step methods was pointed out (Naud, poster).
• Unsteady tabulated non-premixed flamelets methods are developed for simulating these
flames (Ihme, contribution to presentation; Vicquelin et al., poster)
The need for parametric variation in experiments, and for evaluating model development based on
ability to match parametric response was re-emphasized. The presently available databases do
represent such parameter variation, and this should be followed in modeling efforts.
Introduction to the burners
Categorisation of flames: The principle parameters that have been used to categorize the jet in hot
coflow flames are coflow temperature, Reynolds number of both the fuel and the coflow, and
oxygen content. The coflow temperature is recognized as one of the most sensitive parameters for
control of flame liftoff. Oxygen content of the coflow at fixed coflow temperature, relative to autoignition temperature, should also be considered a key parameter. Figure 1 gives flame type as a
function of two controlling variables for methane-air flames. Different experiments from the
literature and a recent DNS simulation were compared in the frame of this diagram. In future
comparisons, in particular using different fuels, proper normalization with auto-ignition temperature
and stoichiometric conditions in each case is recommended.
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In the context of the framework proposed at TNF9 (Pope et al.) these are fundamentally adiabatic
or non-adiabatic two stream (A2 or N2) flames. However downstream, for some of the burners the
quiescent air may be entrained into the coflow and affect flame chemistry, making them N3, and it
is possible for the coflow stream to be inhomogeneous in composition, which would introduce a
stratification aspect to the flow. Accordingly, models of all categories introduced at TNF9, have
been applied, including models applicable to all modes of combustion based on full composition:
DNS, PDF and LES/FDF, Eddy dissipation concept (EDC), Linear Eddy Model (LEM), and also
models applicable to adiabatic or non-adiabatic two-stream problems.

Figure 1: Schematic regime diagram for methane-air JHC flames (Courtesy A. Rao, TU Delft).

Flame Stabilisation: The high temperature coflow introduces autoignition as a stabilization
mechanism for these lifted flames. Since in general other flame structures are also present,
applied models contain a number of ingredients from auto-ignition, premixed flame propagation and
diffusion flamelets. These ingredients will appear in the context of a model to describe turbulent
mixing (LES, LEM, micromixing model).
Databases from experiments or DNS
An overview was presented of experiments in five burners, here respectively denoted as Cabra,
Adelaide, Delft, Lund, and Cambridge burner. Table 1 gives some key experimental parameters of
the geometry and the flows of the five burners, showing the variety in values, with extreme values
highlighted. Oxygen concentration in the coflow is very important parameter, and it can be seen
that at the low end one has experiments in Adelaide and Lund. Cambridge experiments are with
hot air and the experiments on the Cabra burner and the Delft burner are intermediate.
In addition, data from a DNS simulation are included. DNS simulations of lifted flames in slot
burner configuration are achieving higher and higher Reynolds numbers. The most recent works
include detailed chemistry of Ethylene and Hydrogen at Re = 10,000 and Ret = 300 at a coflow
temperature of 1100 K. This data is available for model development and assessment (J.H. Chen
et al).
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Table 1 Overview of key parameters for each of the JHC burner types reported on:
Reynolds number, coflow mean temperature, jet velocity, coflow velocity, coflow annulus
inner diameter, oxygen percentage in coflow.

Re
Cabra 11000 –

Tco
(K)

Vjet
(m/s)

Vco
(m/s)

Dj,co
(mm)

%O2

800 –
1600

50 – 250 1 – 7

55000

Adel.

5000 –
20000

1100 –
1300

17 - 31

2.3 – 3.2 4.6 / 82

3 – 12

Delft

3000 –
9500

1400 –
1550

40

2–4

4.5 / 80

7.5 – 11

Lund

3000 –
10000

2000

30 – 100 1.4

1.5 / 60

4

Camb. 1500 -

800 1200

10 – 120 10 - 35

1.5 – 4.5 21
/ 34

3600

4.5 / 200 14 – 16

Modelling and Comparison of Models
Lists and tables were compiled of modeling results for the Cabra and the Adelaide burner. For the
Adelaide burner the focus was on the experiments with H2/CH4 fuel by Dally et al (PCI, 2002). For
the Cabra burner experiments with hydrogen (Cabra et al., 2002) and with methane (Cabra, et al.,
2005) were discussed separately.
For the Adelaide burner all published modeling results are RANS-based, with turbulence chemistry
interaction treated with EDC, PDF of CMC. (Note: at the Combustion Symposium following the
workshop, M. Ihme has reported LES results, using a three-stream steady non-premixed flamelet
progress variable model).
After the presentation of the list of published modeling efforts for the Cabra flames, an attempt was
made to compare the accuracy of the results. This was done by collecting from the literature the
predictions of the specific quantities. The modeling results were grouped in RANS-based and LESbased. Among the RANS based models, PDF methods seem best capable to predict trends in
liftoff height with coflow temperature. The LES models found to give best overall agreement
involve chemical models based on mixture fraction and a progress variable as independent scalar
variables (Z-c-models), in the context of different a priori flame structures. A model based on a
combination of auto-ignition events and premixed flamelets (AI-PF-FPI) was compared with a
model based on steady or unsteady non-premixed flamelets (FPV). Both models succeed in
predicting the axial profile of the standard deviation of temperature, but the former model has a
poorer prediction of mean mixture fraction axial profile. The limitations of comparing graphs from
published articles were clear. Different authors include plots of different quantities and a
systematic comparison is difficult. To come to final conclusions on the performance of the models
it would be necessary to systematically compare predictions for a sufficiently large set of variables,
from flow field to higher moments and PDF's. It is recommended to include this more systematic
comparison in the program of TNF11, for a set of cases to be decided.
The type of flame structures present in the flame stabilization zone can be assessed using the
flame index, applied to the resolved field in LES. These LES results with the FPV are in qualitative
agreement with the DNS results (which are for a different fuel and burner). Diffusion flame
structures are found to be more probable than premixed flame structures.
A first modeling result of the Delft burner, using EDC, shows that this model, for default settings of
the parameters, predicts too early ignition (De et al., poster).
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New Developments and plans
LES-DNS comparison
A new development is the comparison of LES predictions with a corresponding DNS. It was found
that LES prediction with only diffusion flamelets over predicts lift-off height, while using only autoignition under predicts it (Knudsen and Pitsch, poster).
Higher Carbon Number Fuels
Ethane and propane have been compared to CNG/methane at the University of Sydney under
conditions of varying dilution (with N2) and varying premixing (with air), with an initial finding that
the trends on liftoff height are opposite between propane and methane. (Masri, verbal report)
Achieving higher Reynolds numbers
TU Darmstadt have plans to develop a high Reynolds number autoignition burner, potentially able
to access in the order of Re = 100,000
Higher Pressure and New Target Fuels
A high pressure vitiated coflow burner is being developed at Lund, and Berkeley are developing the
capability to achieve 2-3 bar for DME and ethanol tests
Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward
The following topics have to be investigated in more detail:
• The relation between oxygen content of the coflow and its preheat temperature and the
resulting flame structure (transitional vs. lifted flame).
• The transition between auto-ignition stabilized flame and lifted diffusion flame.
• The role of the local flow structure in the auto-ignition process.
The following issues should be addressed in order to reach clear conclusions:
• The low Reynolds number (Re<10000) flows are susceptible to influences of molecular
transport through differential diffusion.
• The characterization of the coflow composition in many experiments is still not sufficiently
complete. Also radical concentrations may be important. Trace OH and H2 concentrations
can influence the auto-ignition process.
The following recommendations for future work are made:
• Model assumptions can be tested not only by comparison with experiments but also by
comparing with DNS databases.
• Trends in liftoff height with parameter variation should be studied both experimentally and
in modeling.
• A more systematic model comparison is to be made for the existing experimental cases
(flow field, mixing field, species fields, statistics, etc). This could be a part of the program
for the next TNF workshop.
• Physical characteristics which so far have received little attention, such as the liftoff height
PDF can be important for model validation.
• Studies should be continued or initiated on other fuels (low calorific, DME), high pressure
auto-ignition burner design, high Reynolds number burner design, and on DNS of more
complex flows and flames.
Questions and remarks by the audience
In the specification of coflow boundary conditions, it is not just traces of OH that are extremely
important, but also traces of molecular hydrogen.
Effects on coflow radial temperature profile (e.g. in Delft burner) of a cooling channel between fuel
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and coflow channels has also observed in laminar burners (See presentation by Peter Lindstedt)
PDF methods have been shown to predict trends in liftoff height well. So what is the next
challenge? It was discussed whether the inclusion of the ‘third stream’ (entrained air) was a
problem. In principle there is no problem, but the calculation has not been made yet. The
prediction of the full temperature PDF as measured by Raman-Rayleigh or CARS is an interesting
challenge.
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TNF10: session on
Lifted flames in hot coflow
Coordinators: Rob Gordon and Dirk Roekaerts
Including contributions by
B. Dally, P. Medwell, A. Rao,
J.Y. Chen et al, J.H. Chen et al,
M. Ihme, B.Naud, E. Oldenhof et al.,
C. Duwig

Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
0. Introduction to the Burners
Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
Models

1. Experiments and Databases
Cabra, Adelaide, Delft, Lund, Cambridge
DNS

2. Modelling and Comparison of Models
3. New Developments
4. Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward
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TNF10-lifted flames
Categorization of (lifted) flames in
hot (vitiated) coflow

Categorization
(following Pope et al. TNF9)
Flame

3
Air

1

2
Vitiated
air

Secondary
burner

2a 2b … 3

General possibilities:
- A(S): adiabatic, S homogeneous streams
- N(S): non-adiabatic, S homogeneous streams
- Inhomogeneous streams

Jet in vitiated coflow burners:
- Ideally: A(2)
- Possible complications:
-- entrained air as third stream Æ A(3)
-- stream 2 inhomogeneous in enthalpy
due to heat loss at walls Æ N(2)
-- both Æ N(3)
-- stream 2 inhomogeneous in composition
Æ stratified

cooling
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Role of preheat and dilution
Regime
diagram
Case:
Methane/air

A. Rao, TU Delft

Preheat and dilution
in experiments and DNS
Tcoflow

Range industrial appl.
MILD combustion

1600

Oldenhof
(Delft)

1500

Gordon
(Sydney)

Coflowtemperature

1400

1300

Cabra (CH4+)
(Berkeley)

Dally (Adelaide)
1200

DNS
J Chen
et al.

1100

Medwell (Adelaide)

1000

Cabra (H2+)
Berkeley

900

800
0

5

10

15

Coflow (mean) oxygen mass fraction [-]
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Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
0. Introduction to the Burners
Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
Models

1. Experiments and Databases
Cabra, Adelaide, Delft, Lund, Cambridge
DNS

2. Modelling and Comparison of Models
3. New Developments
4. Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward

Flame stabilization mechanisms
Z: mixture fraction based on jet and coflow
Autoignition delay time of a mixture depends on
value of Z, with minimum at very lean side (most
reactive mixture fraction)

1

2
Vitiated
air

Premixed flame propagation with flame
speed depending on local mixture fraction
(maximal near stoichiometric)
Premixed or edge flame propagation from ignition
kernels (growth of kernels)
Unsteady development of diffusion flamelets
from ignition kernels, influenced by dynamics of
scalar dissipation rate

Models will contain a number of ingredients from:
auto-ignition, premixed flame propagation and diffusion flamelets.
And this will appear in the context of a model to describe turbulent mixing
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Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
0. Introduction to the Burners
Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
Models

1. Experiments and Databases
Cabra, Adelaide, Delft, Lund, Cambridge
DNS

2. Modelling and Comparison of Models
3. New Developments
4. Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward

Models
Applicability of models:
(from Pope et al. TNF9)

Models applicable to all modes of combustion
based on full composition
- DNS
- PDF and LES/FDF
- RANS with neglect of fluctuations
Applications to lifted flames
- Thickened flame front
of almost all these models
- Eddy break-up models
are reviewed or reported today.
- Eddy dissipation concept (EDC)
- LEM, ODT, other

Did they reveal the relevant
phenomena ?

Models applicable to
adiabatic two-supply flames (A2)
- Z,c (or Z, YF, or …)
- Z, G

Did they show to be accurate ?

Models applicable to
non-adiabatic two-supply flames (N2)
- Z, c, h
- Z, G, h
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Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
0. Introduction to the Burners
Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
Models

1. Experiments and Databases
Cabra, Adelaide, Delft, Lund, Cambridge
DNS

2. Modelling and Comparison of Models
3. New Developments
4. Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward

Quick Overview of Burners
Re

Vjet
(m/s)

Vco
(m/s)

%O2

Dj,co
(mm)

800 –
1600

50 – 250 1 – 7

55000

Adel.

5000 –
20000

1100 –
1300

17 - 31

2.3 – 3.2 4.6 / 82

3 – 12

Delft

3000 –
9500

1400 –
1550

40

2–4

4.5 / 80

7.5 – 11

Lund

3000 –
10000

2000

30 – 100 1.4

1.5 / 60

4

Camb. 1500 -

800 1200

10 – 120 10 - 35

1.5 – 4.5 21
/ 34

Cabra 11000 –

3600
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Berkeley/Sydney JHC burner
TNF10-lifted
flames
Experimental
results

Berkeley/Sydney JHC

University of Sydney Vitiated
Coflow Burner
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Flow Characterisation
Coflow Temperature

CH4/Air

Axial Velocities

Coflow Velocity

Radial Profiles, Scatter
T

T

T
H2/N2

T, T’

T
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Parametric Variations – H2/N2
Liftoff vs Tcoflow

H2/N2

Liftoff vs Ufuel

Liftoff vs Ucoflow

Parametric Variations – CH4/Air
Liftoff vs Tcoflow

CH4/Air
Liftoff vs Ufuel

Liftoff vs Ucoflow
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Planar T, ∇T, OH, semi-quant CH2O,
RR indicator
CH4/Air

(∇T)^2

T

(∇T)^2

RR

OH

T

(∇T)^2

T

CH2O

OH

OH

H2/N2

Summary
High Reynolds number jets (20,000+)
Simple Geometry
Database of species and temperature for CH4 and H2
Distinct Parametric Trends
Joint T-OH-CH2O imaging (with ∇T, and RR proxy)
Under-investigated Coflow: properties, effects,
composition
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CO-Measurements in Lifted
Methane/Air flame

Cabra performed CO-measurements using Raman
scattering and LIF
LIF-measurements typically 10% lower than Raman data
TNF recommendation is to use CO(LIF)-data for model
comparison

However, analysis of measurements shows that reported
CO(LIF) measurements are larger by a factor of two
compared to CO(Raman)

CO-Measurements in Lifted
Methane/Air flame

Discussion
Similar shape for both measurements
Mixture fraction is defined using CO(Raman)-data
Î Suggests no error in LIF-experiments; most-likely only
systematic error in data-analysis

Regression analysis
Linear regression with coefficient:
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CO-Measurements in Lifted
Methane/Air flame
Correction of CO(LIF)-measurements (suggested by Barlow)
Rescale CO(LIF) by regression coefficient:
Re-evaluate mixture fraction and overall mass-fraction balance

Recommendations
Use CO(Raman)-measurement for model comparisons; reported
mixture fraction is consistent with CO(Raman)-data
Corrected CO(LIF)-results are of similar quality; can be used as
further information; requires re-evaluation of mixture fraction

Adelaide JHC burner
Experimental results

TNF10-lifted flames
P.R. Medwell, P.A.M. Kalt and B.B. Dally

CH4/H2

TNF10 Workshop
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Jet in Hot Coflow research
at University of Adelaide (experiments)
JHC burner design
Medwell et al. 2007

Dally et al. 2002

University of Adelaide
Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) burner conditions:
Coflow O2 level: 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%
Coflow temperature: 1100K and 1300K
Coflow velocity: 2.3 m/s and 3.2 m/s
Jet Reynolds number; 5000 to 20,000
Jet fuels: natural gas/methane, ethylene, LPG
Fuel diluents: H2, N2, air

YCO

Temperature

Dally et al: c.2002 – Single‐point data

YOH

YH2O
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Dally et al: c.2002 – Single‐point data
Major changes in the flame structure occur at reduced O2
coflow;
at higher jet Reynolds number, oxygen leakage from the
surroundings is related to local extinction of the flame

B.B Dally, A.N. Karpetis and R.S. Barlow,
Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 29 (2002) 1147-1154.
B.B. Dally, A.N. Karpetis and R.S. Barlow, 2002. Australian Symposium on Combustion
and The Seventh Australian Flame Days, January 2002, Adelaide, Australia

Medwell et al: c.2008 – Fuels and Blends
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Medwell et al: c.2008 – Liftoff Height
Sensitivity
Increasing the jet velocity
(Reynolds number) appears to
decrease the liftoff height
Observation recently also made in
JHC exp. Delft
Oldenhof et al (2010) Comb. Flame 157
(6), pp. 1167‐1178.

Medwell et al: c.2008 – Transitional flames

Beneath the “liftoff height” a
clear layer of OH is present
At the “liftoff height” there is a
transition from low to high
OH
These flames are transitional
rather than lifted
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Summary
Single‐point data has been used for CFD models
Models show reasonably good agreement
Third stream poses a challenge
Capturing low temperature kinetics is important
Further modelling is continuing

Imaging results collected in “lifted flames”
A fundamental change in reaction structure occurs under the hot
and diluted O2 (MILD) conditions
Precursory reactions occur upstream of the “liftoff” height
Flames in the hot and diluted coflow are not genuinely lifted
Rather than ‘lifted flames’, these should be termed
‘transitional flames’

TNF10-lifted flames
Delft JHC burner
Experimental results

E.Oldenhof, M.J. Tummers, E.H. van Veen and D. Roekaerts
Department of Multi-Scale Physics
Delft University of Technology

TNF10 Workshop
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DJHC burner – design features

• Based on the Adelaide JHC burner
(Dally et al, 2002)
• Secondary burner : ring burner
(rich mixture, air)
• Heat loss of coflow
by radiation from burner tube
• Seeding added for LDA/PIV
measurements

Jet characteristics
• Developed pipe flow
(Fuel pipe with L/D ~ 150)
• Fuel pipe is air-cooled
(Tfuel ~ 450 K)
• Studied Re-numbers of jet:
3,000 to 9,500
• So far, operated with
Dutch natural gas
(or similar synthetic mixtures)
LDA mean axial velocity at z=3 mm
(z=0 at nozzle exit)

TNF10 Workshop
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Coflow characteristics
T(K)

• So far, secondary burner
has been operated with
Dutch natural gas
• Coflow temperature and
oxygen at z=3 mm radially
inhomogeneous

YO2

Tco;max [K] YO2 [%]
DJHC-I
1540
7.6
DJHC-V
1460
8.8
DJHC-X
1395
10.9
Temperatures (top) and oxygen mass fractions (bottom), z=3 mm

Trends with jet Re
zb ,min

High-speed imaging

De
cre
asi
ng
tr

• Ignition kernels appear at
lower locations when
increasing jet Reynolds
number (jet velocity)
• As a result, the lift-off height
decreases with increasing jet
velocity

end

• This is due to the positive
radial temperature gradient
of the coflow
OH-PLIF
Re=3,000 4,500

TNF10 Workshop
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Role of entrainment
Lift-off trends
• Decrease of lift-off height
with jet Reynolds number is
due to the positive radial
temperature gradient of the
coflow:

Hottest part of coflow is
entrained faster at faster jet
velocities
Re=4,500

Re=8,500

Streamlines from LDA measurements

Experimental Database
• Two-component velocity statistics
(means and turbulent stresses)
• Temperature statistics (means,
rms values, pdf's) from CARS
• Qualitative OH-PLIF fields
• PIV fields (in progress)

Traverses at:
z=3,15,30,60,90,120,150 mm
and r=0 (centerline)
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Lund JHC burner
Experimental results
(see poster)

Lund Burner Design
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Experimental Results

TNF10-lifted flames
Cambridge JHC burner
Experimental results

TNF10 Workshop
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Experimental Setup

Ethylene

Experimental Database
H2/N2
<Lh>

Acetone

Lh_min

U/Uco

Ethylene

<SDR>
U/<U>

n-Heptane
Lh PDF
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Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
0. Introduction to the Burners
Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
Models

1. Experiments and Databases
Cabra, Adelaide, Delft, Lund, Cambridge
DNS

2. Modelling and Comparison of Models
3. New Developments
4. Conclusions, Issues and Way Forward

DNS of a Lifted Hydrogen-Air Jet Flame
in a Hot Coflow (Yoo et al. JFM 2009)
Re = 11,000 OH Mass Fraction

Turb. Re = 340
u’/Uj = 0.091
Tj = 400 K

TNF10 Workshop
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DNS of lifted ethylene-air jet flame
in a heated coflow
3D slot burner configuration:

Ethylene-air lifted jet flame at Re=10000

Lx × Ly × Lz = 30 × 40 × 6 mm3 with
1.28 billion grid points

High fuel jet velocity (204m/s); coflow velocity
(20m/s)
Nozzle size for fuel jet, H = 2.0mm
Rejet = 10,000; τj = 0.15ms; 3 flow through times
Cold fuel jet (18% C2H4 + 82% N2) at 550K,
ηst ≈ 0.27
Detailed C2H4/air chemistry, 22 species 18 global
reactions, 201 steps
Hot coflow air at 1,550K
Performed on CrayXT4 at ORNL on
30,000 cores and 7.5 million cpu-hrs
240 TB field data, 50TB particle data

Comparison of LES model to DNS
See Ed Knudsen, Heinz Pitsch poster
DNS

TNF10 Workshop
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Scalar Dissipation Rate χ,
Species and Mixture Fraction ξ

ξ

χ

OH

CH2O

HO2

Favre mean and instantaneous temperature
and species mass fractions (OH, CH2O, HO2)
T

TNF10 Workshop
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Summary
Lifted ethylene/air jet flame in heated coflow is stabilized by
autoignition upstream of the high temperature flame
Chemical observables include high levels of HO2, and low
levels of CH3 and CH2O.
Autoignition occurs at a preferred mixture fraction (fuel-lean)
and at low scalar dissipation rate.
Stabilization region is affected by large-scale jet mixing
structure, with a competition between auto-ignition and
extinction of the kernel by scalar dissipation rate.
Low fuel concentration and large stoichiometric mixture fraction
together with high jet and coflow velocity prevents upstream
flame propagation against adverse convective velocity.

Lifted Jet in Hot Coflow: Outline
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Categorisation of flames
Flame Stabilisation
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DNS
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Part 2:
Review and comparisons
Modeling of Adelaide MILD burner
Modeling of Delft JHC (poster)
Modeling of Cabra flames
Comparisons of RANS results for Cabra flames
Comparisons of LES results for Cabra flames

Many tables and comparisons are included in extra slides

Modeling of experiments reported in
Dally et al., PCI, 29 (2002) 1147-1154
(Adelaide JHC burner )
Published

Z/PPDF

F. Christo and B. Dally, C&F, 142 (2005)117-129

EDC

(C05)

CMC (K05)

S.H. Kim, K.Y. Huh, B. Dally, PCI 30, 2005, 751-757

A. Frassoldati, P. Sharma, A.Cuoci, T. Faravelli, E. Ranzi, App. Therm. Eng., 30 (2010) 376-383 (F10)

EDC
F.C. Christo, B.B.Dally, 15th Australasian Fluid Mech. Conf., Sydney, 2004
F. Christo, G. Szego, B.Dally, 5th Asia-Pacific Conf.Combust., Adelaide, 2005, 329-332
F. Christo, G. Szego, B. Dally, 6th Asia-Pacific Conf.Combust., Nagoya, 2007, 448-451

EDC

(C07)

PDF

In press
Mardani Amir, Tabejamaat Sadegh, Ghamari Mohsen, Numerical study of influence of molecular
diffusion in the MILD combustion regime, Comb. Theory & Mod., 2010
(M10)

EDC
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Modeling of experiments reported in
Dally et al., PCI, 29 (2002) 1147-1154
(Adelaide JHC burner )

Paper

Turbulence

Chemistry

Interaction

Results

Remark

C05

Mod. k-ε

Smooke
Mod. GRI 3.0

EDC
Z/PDF

-Diff-diff important
-EDC performs better than
Z/PDF

3,6,9 % cases

K05

Mod. k-ε

GRI 2.11

First order
CMC

-Conditional and unconditional
profiles
- Z-PDF for 3-stream mixing

3,6,9% cases

C07

Mod. k-ε /
RSM

ARM, GRI 3.0
Smooke

EDC

- Often EDC better than PDF

PDF
F10

Mod. k-ε /
RSM

detailed

EDC

- NOx postprocessor

M10

Mod. k-ε

Several

EDC

- Laminar diffusive effects

k-profile at
inlet tuned

Fluent is used, except in K05

RANS Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2002 (H2)
Published – RANS
2002 Proc. Comb. Inst Cabra, Myhrvold, JY Chen, Dibble, Karpetis and Barlow
Simultaneous Laser
Raman-Rayleigh-LIF measurements and numerical modelling results of a lifted turbulent H2/N2 jet flame
in a vitiated coflow
2002Cab PDF, EDC
2004 CTM Masri, Cao, Pope and Goldin
issuing into a vitiated co-flow
2005 CF Cao, Pope and Masri
calculations

PDF calculations of turbulent lifted flames of H2/N2 fuel
2004Mas PDF

Turbulent lifted flames in a vitiated coflow investigated using joint PDF
2005Cao
PDF

2006 CST Myhrvold, Ertesvåg, Gran, Cabra, and JY Chen
turbulent jet flame in a vitiated coflow

A numerical investigation of a lifted H2/N2
2006Myh EDC

2007 CST Gordon, Masri, Pope, Goldin
issuing into a vitiated co-flow

A numerical study of auto-ignition in turbulent lifted flames
2007Gor-a PDF

2008 JINMF Kang, Kim, Kim and Ahn
lifted jet flame

Level-set based flamelet approach for simulating turbulent
2008Kan LF+G-eq

2009 Proc. Comb. Inst Patwardhan, De, Lakshmisha, Raghunandan CMC simulations of lifted turbulent
jet flame in a vitiated coflow
2009Pat CMC
2009 J.Eng GT and Pwr. Zhang and Rawat Simulation of Turbulent Lifted Flames Using a Partially
Premixed Coherent Flame Model
2009Zha CFM
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RANS Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2002 (CH4)
Published – RANS
2005 CF Cabra, JY Chen, Dibble, Karpetis and Barlow
Lifted methane-air jet flames in a vitiated coflow

2005Cab

PDF

2007 CF Gordon, Masri, Pope, Goldin Transport Budgets in Turbulent
Lifted Flames of Methane Auto-Igniting in a Vitiated Co-flow

2007Gor-b

PDF

2007 PCI Gkagkas and Lindtedt Transported PDF modelling with detailed
chemistry of pre- and auto-ignition in CH4/air mixtures

2007Gka

PDF

Using the tabulated diffusion
2009 CF Michel, Colin and Angelberger
flamelet model ADF-PCM to simulate a lifted methane–air jet flame

2009Mic ADF-PCM

On the formulation of species
2010 CF Michel, Colin and Angelberger
reaction rates in the context of multi-species CFD codes using
complex chemistry tabulation techniques

2010Mic Z,c-PCM

RANS Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2002 (H2)
Turbulence

Chemistry

Interaction

Mixing

Results

2002Cab

k-ε, LRRRSM,
JM-RSM

GRI2.11

EDC, PDF

MC

-with k-eps, EDC and PDF
matched Lh

2004Mas

k-ε, low Re
wall

Mueller,
GRI2.11

MC

the two mechanisms
straddled Lh, Ign first at
lean Z

MC, IEM,
EMST

best model for T-sensitivity;
Lh not sensitive to:
mixing model, or its
constants, inlet velocity
profiles or turbulence
intensity;

best agreement
at 1033K

EDC shows low sensitivity to
Tc, over-predicted OH

best agreement
at 1053K
(JM)

TPDF does not capture Lh vs
T trend as well as JPDF

best agreement
at 1060K

PDF

Remark

2005Cao

k-ε

2006Myh

k-ε, mod k-ε,
LRRRSM,
JM-RSM

GRI2.11

EDC

2007Gor-a

k-ε

Li

PDF

2008Kan

k-ε

Mueller

Level-set +
flamelet

OH reproduced well, Lh good

2009Pat

k-ε

Mueller

1st O CMC

Lh vs T response very
shallow

best agreement
at 1025K

2009Zha

k-ε

Warnatz
1979

Flame surface
density

Good agreement mean T and
mean species

Low comp.cost

TNF10 Workshop
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RANS Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2005 (CH4)
ID

Turbulence

k-ε

2005Cab

Chemistry

GRI1.2

Interaction

PDF

Mixing

Results

MC, IEM,
EMST

parametric variation tested, MC
and EMST preferred,
Kalghatgi shown not
applicable

best agreement at
1380K

Var. incl.
detailed

PDF

EMST

Ignition delay of chemistry
important, CH2OxOH and
COxOH useful ignition
markers

Detailed
CH4

PDF

MC

Cphi varied with little influence,
shallower sensitivity.

RADCAL
included,

GRI3.0

Flamelet
ADFPCM

including SDR in model
improved accuracy

No Tc sensitivity
reported

GRI3.0

PCM-FPI,
ADFPCM

compares mass fraction and
reaction rate closure for
the mean RR term.

MF applied with
ADF-PCM
good results

k-ε
2007Gor-b
2007Gka

2009Mic

k-ε
k-ε

2010Mic

Remark

LES Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2002 (H2)
Published
H2
2005 AIAA Goldin Evaluation of LES Subgrid Reaction Models in a Lifted Flame

SLF, LC 2005Gol

2007 Comp. & Fluids
Jones and Navarro-Martinez Study of hydrogen FDF/stoch.field
auto-ignition in a turbulent air co-flow using a Large Eddy Simulation approach

2007Jon

2008 CST Duwig and Fuchs Large Eddy Simulation of a H2/N2 Lifted Flame
(Z,T) PresFDF 2008Duw
in a Vitiated Coflow
2008ASME Szasz, Duwig and Fuchs
Noise Generated by a lifted flame in a vitiated coflow
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LES Modeling of experiments reported in
Cabra et al. 2005 (CH4)
Published

2008 CF Domingo, Vervisch, Veynante Large-eddy simulation of a lifted methane
jet flame in a vitiated coflow

(Z,c) FPI

2009 PCI Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg LES–CMC simulations of a lifted methane flame
2009 In “LES and DNS of ignition process and complex structure flames with local
extinction”
Jones and Navarro-Martinez
Large Eddy Simulation and the Filtered Probability Density Function Method

2008Dom
2009Nav

LES–CMC
2009Jon

FDF/stoch.field
Tabulation of NOx chemistry for Large-Eddy
2009 PCI Godel, Domingo, Vervisch
Simulation of non-premixed turbulent flames
(Z,c) FPI-NOx

2009God

Under review

Ihme & See, Comb. & Flame, accepted (2010)

Z-c-UF/PV
(Z,c) tabulated chemistry
(Un)steady diffusion flamelet/progress variable

LES Modeling of Cabra experiments
ID
2005Gol

2007Jon

2008Duw

2008Sza

Turbulence
Dyn. Smag.

Smag.

FSFM

FSFM

2008Dom
2009Nav

2009Jon
2009God

TNF10 Workshop

Smag.

Smag.

Chemistry

Interaction

Mixing

Results

Remark
best agreement at
1040K

ARM9

SLF, LC

SLF can't predict ignition, LC
surprisingly good.

Yetter/Dryer

FPDF,
Eulerian
Stochastic
Field

partial premixed flames and AI
successfully modelled. No
premixed found

best agreement at
1035K

(Z,T)
tabulated,
MILES

stabilising transport of burnt pocket
structures, superposition of 2 spiral
modes, f = 420Hz

uses (x-x_ig)/D,
POD usd in
turbulence
description, 1040K
best match

Presumed
FDF

shape of acoustic modes identified
byPOD, centered at stabilisation
and flame tip

GRI3.0

(Z,c) FPI

Auto-ignition at very lean side +
premixed flame propagation; CO,
CO2 and OH somewhat
underpredicted, but good results

Lindstedt

LES-CMC

OH match is good, shallow
response

2D CMC necessary

Sung et al.

FPDF,
Eulerian
Stochastic
Field

cocnludes partially premixed
combustion

no tuning required,
also did Markides
and Mastorakos
burner

Li

Li

LMSE

IEM

PCM-FPI

New PGV to account for Nox
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Cabra (H2) flame liftoff height
Model Trends (RANS)

CMC
PDF
JPDF

EDC

TNF10 Workshop
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Cabra (CH4) flame liftoff height
Model Trends (RANS)

PDF

PDF

ADF-PCM

Comparison between LES
approaches
Duwig and Fuchs, 2008
(Z,T) tabulated chemistry
Auto-ignition

(Z,T) PresFDF

Domingo et al. 2008:
(Z,c) tabulated chemistry FPI
Auto-ignition at very lean side + premixed flame propagation

(Z,c) AI-PF-FPI

Jones and Navarro-Martinez:, 2009
LES-FDF with stochastic field method, ARM chemistry FDF/stoch.field
Godel et al., , 2007

(Z,c) FPI

2

Goldin et al. 2005
SLF, LC
strained laminar flamelet and laminar chemistry
Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg, 2009:

LES-CMC

Ihme 2010:
(Z,c) tabulated chemistry
(Un)steady diffusion flamelet/progress variable

TNF10 Workshop
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Unsteady flamelet / progress
variable combustion model (1,2)
Z-c-UF/PV

Unsteady flamelet/progress
variable (UFPV) model
Thermochemical quantities
(density, viscous-diffusive
properties, temperature, species,
chemical src-terms, …) are obtained
from solution of unsteady flamelet equations
Parameterization of all combustion quantities in terms of (eliminating explicit
dependence on Lagrg. flamelet time):
Mixture fraction
Reaction progress variable
Scalar dissipation rate
Presumed PDF-closure, consisting of beta-PDF for mixture fraction and
statistically most-likely PDF for progress variable
Model was applied in a priori study to assess critical modeling assumption
1 Ihme & See, Comb. & Flame, accepted (2010)
2 Pitsch & Ihme, AIAA-Paper 2005-557, (2005)

Comparison of results Z-c tabulation
methods
Mean mixture fraction profiles
x/d=70

x/d=50
15

30

45

60

75

90

Axial position
(x/d)

x/d=40

Z-c-UF/PV

x/d=30

Radial position (r)
r=0

(Z,c) AI-PF-FPI

Mean mixture fraction axial profile overpredicted by Z-c-AI-PF-FPI .
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Comparison of results Z-c
tabulation methods
Temperature centerline profile
Two models for scaler dissipation
rate of reactive scalars

SF

UF

53

(Z,c) AI-PF-FPI

Is the difference in submodel for auto-ignition
responsibel for better Trms prediction ?

Z-c-UF/PV

Cabra CH4

Comparison of results Z-c
tabulation methods

Z-c-UF/PV

Temperature radial profile

x/d=70
x/d=50
x/d=40
x/d=30

(Z,c) AI-PF-FPI
Cabra CH4

TNF10 Workshop
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Comparison of results Z-c
tabulation methods

CO2 radial profiles

x/d=40

x/d=50

x/d=70
Z-c-UF/PV

x/d=70

x/d=50

x/d=40

(Z,c) AI-PF-FPI

Cabra CH4

LES Results on Flame
Stabilization Mechanism
Characterize combustion regime of the flame base using
flame index, FI, (corrected to account for O2-content in
fuel stream)
Diffusion
Premixed

Ihme and See, 2010
Note: similar behaviour of Flame Index is also calculated in DNS

Z-c-UF/PV

1 Yoo, Sankaran, Chen, JFM, 640, 453 (2009)
2 Echekki & Chen, Comb. & Flame, 134, 169, (2003)
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Part 3:
Recent results on Cabra flames

1. Bertrand Naud: study on numerical accuracy questions in
PDF modeling (see poster)
2. R. Vicquelin, B. Fiorina, O. Gicquel: using tabulated
unsteady non-premixed flamelets (poster)
3. Benjamin Sauer, Ricky Chien, J-Y Chen: modeling of
auto-ignition using Senkin, diffusion flamelet and Linear
Eddy Modeling
4. Matthias Ihme : LES with unsteady flamelet/ progress
variable model

TNF10 Workshop
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Autoignition and
Linear Eddy Modeling

Modeling of Autoignition of a turbulent
non-premixed H2/N2 jet flame in vitiated
coflow using Linear Eddy Modeling

Benjamin Sauer*, Ricky Chien, J-Y Chen
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California Berkeley
TNF 10 Workshop 2010

* Visiting student from Leibniz Universität Hannover

Motivation
Determine the mixtures at the onset of first auto-ignition
event (the most reactive mixture)
Study the effect of differential diffusion on autoigntion
delay (laminar & turbulent flames)

XO2< 0.21
Tcoflow=[900‐2,000] K

TNF10 Workshop
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Numerical models used for investigation

Senkin: autoignition delay τdelay vs. mixture fraction ξ of
homogeneous hydrogen-air mixtures (no diffusion of
heat & mass)
Transient flamelet: autoignition delay τdelay as function
of scalar dissipation rate
1-D Laminar Flame Model
Linear Eddy Modeling (LEM)
differential diffusion effects
under simulated turbulent stirring

Conclusions – effect of differential
diffusion in laminar flames
With differential diffusion:
τdelay of laminar case (0.25 ms) is smaller than the
homogenous case (0.34 ms from Senkin)
With Le=1:
τdelay of laminar case (0.6 ms) is larger than the homogenous
case (0.34 ms from Senkin)
Auto-ignition occurs at the same mixture fraction (ξmr ~ 0.05) with
1-D model independent of diffusion model
Differential diffusion causes χmr to decrease faster than in the
case of equal diffusivity

TNF10 Workshop
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Conclusions – effect of turbulent stirring
For Re=100 - 300: τdelays ~ τdelays of laminar case
For Re=500 -1000: τdelays > τdelays of laminar case
Turbulent mixing disperses the radicals: autoignition can
occur at mixtures far away from ξmr calculated by Senkin
Auto-ignition can occur at multiple locations due to stirring
In LEM for multiple location autoignition, χmr can exceed
χcritical. The high χmr occurs in the ‘leaner’ location.
In LEM, turbulence seems always to postpone auto-ignition
in contrast to some previous DNS study showing
turbulence decreases delays.

Prediction of autoignition in a lifted methane/air flame
using an unsteady flamelet/ progress variable model

Matthias Ihme
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

TNF10 Workshop
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Combustion Model and Simulation Details
Combustion model1,2
Unsteady flamelet/progress
variable (UFVP) model
Thermochemical quantities
(density, viscous-diffusive
properties, temperature, species,
chemical src-terms, …) are obtained
from solution of unsteady flamelet equations
Parameterization of all combustion quantities in terms of (eliminating explicit
dependence on Lagrg. flamelet time):
Mixture fraction
Reaction progress variable
Scalar dissipation rate
Presumed PDF-closure, consisting of beta-PDF for mixture fraction and
statistically most-likely PDF for progress variable
Model was applied in a priori study to assess critical modeling assumption
1 Ihme & See, Comb. & Flame, accepted (2010)
2 Pitsch & Ihme, AIAA-Paper 2005-557, (2005)
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Lifted jets in hot coflow:
Conclusions
- Experiments: a large amount of experimental data is available for
model validation
- Interesting models are being developed and applied: but need to
- apply one model to many flames
- apply to one flame many models
- Role of oxygen content coflow and preheat temperature to be
understood in more detail (transitional vs lifted flame ?)
- To be further investigated:
- Transition auto-ignition stabilisation to lifted diffusion flame
- Role of local flow structure in auto-ignition

Lifted jets in hot coflow:
Issues
- Low Re (<10000) flows susceptible to influence of molecular
transport through differential diffusion
- Characterisation of coflow compositions still not complete, and trace
OH compositions can influence autoignition processes
-

TNF10 Workshop
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Lifted jets in hot coflow:
Way Forward
- Testing model assumptions with existing DNS-databases
- Identifying trends in lift off height, both experimentally and in
modeling
- More systematic model comparisons for existing experimental cases
is needed: task for the next TNF ? (flow field, mixing field, species
fields, statistics, etc)
-

Explore new physical phenomena for model validation, such as lift
off height PDF

- Tests with other fuels (low calorific, DME) - Sydney C2H6, C3H8
- High pressure auto-ignition burner design
- High Reynolds number burner design
- DNS of more complex flows and flames

TNF10 Workshop
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Comments Regarding CO-Measurements for the
Lifted Methane/Air Flame in a Vitiated Coﬂow
∗

M. Ihme∗ , C. Angelberger† , J.-B. Michel† and R.S. Barlow‡
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
†
IFP Energies nouvelles, Rueil-Malmaison, France
‡
Sandia National Laboratories Livermore, CA 94551-0969

August 10, 2010
Abstract
This document discusses discrepancies in the reported CO measurements for the lifted methane/air ﬂame, which was investigated by Cabra et al. [1]. Compared to the CO(Raman)measurements, the reported CO(LIF)-data are higher by a factor of two. Since the diﬀerences between both measurements are typically within 10 %, it suggests that the CO(LIF) data
are inconsistent. In order to compensate for this discrepancy, a correction was applied to the
CO(LIF)-data. The corrected CO(LIF)-data are in quantitative agreement with the Ramanmeasurements, and can be used for comparisons with simulations.

1

Introduction

Measurements for a lifted methane/air ﬂame in a vitiated coﬂow have been performed by Cabra
et al. [1]. The comprehensive experimental database, available at http://www.me.berkeley.edu/
cal/vcb/data/VCMAData.html, includes single-point measurements and Favre-averaged data at different axial and radial locations in the jet ﬂame. Measurements for CO were performed by Raman
scattering and by LIF. Since the CO(Raman) measurements are stronger aﬀected by hydrocarbon
ﬂuorescence interferences, a general recommendation of the TNF-workshop is to use the CO(LIF)
measurements for comparisons with modeling results [2]. However, an analysis of the CO data
showed signiﬁcant discrepancies between both measurement series. While the sources for these
discrepancies remain under investigation, this document shows that the reported CO(Raman) measurements are most consistent with the remaining measurements and the reported mixture fraction
data. A correction to the CO(LIF) data is discussed, so that these measurements can also be used
to assess modeling results.

2

Comparison of CO(LIF) and CO(Raman) data

Results for Reynolds-averaged radial proﬁles of CO mass fractions at x/D = 40, 50, and 60 are
shown in Fig. 1. This comparison shows that the CO(LIF)-measurements are consistently larger by
a factor of two throughout the ﬂame. Since the shape of both proﬁles is similar, it suggests that
these diﬀerences can be attributed to a systematic error in the measurement-analysis.
Comparisons with other ﬂames (Sandia ﬂame series, DLR-jet ﬂames, and Sydney bluﬀ-body
ﬂame; see Appendix) show that values for CO-mass fractions are typically less than 0.08, which indicates that both CO-measurements are plausible. Nevertheless, it is speculated that the CO(Raman)measurements are more reliable. Some indication for this is that (i) other comparable measurements
1
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Figure 1: Comparison of radial proﬁles for the Reynolds-averaged mass fractions of CO(LIF) and
CO(Raman) in the lifted methane/air ﬂame in vitiated coﬂow.

indicate that CO(LIF) data are lower than CO(Raman) measurements, and (ii) the CO(Raman)measurements were used in deﬁning the mixture fraction. The reported mixture fraction is computed
from the elemental mass fractions of C, O, and H, following Bilger’s formulation [3]:
Z=
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with the subscripts “f” and “o” denoting the fuel and oxidizer streams, respectably. In the following
the mixture fraction is computed using either CO(LIF) or CO(Raman) data. Both results are
correlated against the mixture fraction which is reported in Ref. [2]. This comparison is presented
in Fig. 2, and shows that YCO(Raman) was used to determine Z.
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Figure 2: Regression plot of the reported mixture fraction, Z, vs. the mixture fraction, calculated from the
CO(LIF) and CO(Raman)-measurements.

In this context
it is noted that the mass fraction balance is closed by determining YN2 from

YN2 = 1 − i=N2 Yi . Interestingly, the analysis of the experimental results shows that YN2 was
determined using the CO(LIF)-measurements. However, it is expected that this inconsistency is
most-likely not of practical relevance, since N2 -comparisons are hardly of interest.

3

Correction of CO(LIF) Measurements

A proposed method to correct for the discrepancies between the two CO-measurement series consists
in ﬁrst rescaling the CO(LIF)-data, which is followed by re-evaluating the mixture fraction and
correcting YN2 to enforce overall species conservation. This procedure provides improved estimates

2
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for CO(LIF) data, and can be used as additional information for comparisons with simulation
results. In the following, this correction is applied to the Cabra-ﬂame.
Scatter plots of CO(LIF) and CO(Raman) measurements and the corresponding regression analysis at diﬀerent axial locations in the ﬂame are illustrated in Fig. 3. The plot at the bottom right
combines the single-point measurements at all locations in the ﬂame.
In the following, the corrected CO(LIF) data are denoted by CO∗ (LIF), and are obtained by
rescaling CO(LIF) as:
Cexp
YCO∗ (LIF) =
Y
(2)
Creg CO(LIF)
where Creg = 2.11 is the regression coeﬃcient, which is determined in the bottom right graph
of Fig. 3, and the coeﬃcient Cexp is a correction to account for the correlation between LIF and
Raman measurements. This coeﬃcient is set to 0.9 and is evaluated by considering other TNFﬂame experiments (see Appendix A). With the corrected CO(LIF)-data, the corresponding mixture
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Figure 3: Scatter data and regression plots for CO(LIF) and CO(Raman), evaluated at three diﬀerent axial
locations in the ﬂame. The plot at the bottom right combines the single-point measurements at all locations
in the Cabra-burner.

fraction can be calculated. A comparison of the mixture-fraction conditioned results for corrected
and uncorrected CO(LIF) data is presented in Fig. 4. This comparison shows that the corrected
CO(LIF)-data are in very good agreement with the CO(Raman) results; only a slight shift of the
proﬁles toward lean conditions is evident, which is most pronounced at x/D = 50. This shift is
essentially a consequence of the diﬀerent mixture fraction values. However, these small deviations
are considered to be within experimental uncertainties, and therefore not signiﬁcant.

4

Conclusions

Discrepancies between reported CO(LIF) and CO(Raman) measurements in the lifted methane/air
ﬂame have been analyzed. The reported CO(LIF) measurements are consistently larger by a factor
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Figure 4: Comparison of mixture-fraction conditioned mass fractions of CO(LIF) and CO(Raman) for the
lifted methane/air ﬂame in vitiated coﬂow. Mixture fraction is deﬁned with respect to CO(Raman).

of two throughout the ﬂame. A correction is proposed to compensate for these diﬀerences by
rescaling the CO(LIF) measurements. The rescaling coeﬃcient is determined from a regression
analysis between CO(LIF) and CO(Raman). Applying this method to the measurements provides
good agreement between rescaled CO(LIF)-data and CO(Raman)-data. This, in turn, suggests that
the diﬀerences between both CO measurement series is most-likely not an error in the experiment,
and due to a systematic error in the data-analysis. Identifying sources for this discrepancies remains
a topic for further investigation.
Because of this discrepancy, it is recommended to use the CO(Raman)-data for model comparisons. The mixture fraction, reported in the experimental database, is evaluated using the
CO(Raman) data. The corrected CO(LIF) data are comparable to the CO(Raman) data. In order
to use these data for comparisons of conditional results, it is necessary to re-evaluate the corresponding mixture fraction.

A

CO-LIF/Raman Correlations for Other TNF-Experiments

The coeﬃcient Cexp was introduced in Eq. (2) to consider the correlation between LIF and Raman
measurements. To determine this coeﬃcient, CO-measurements for three other TNF-ﬂames have
been considered, namely the Sandia ﬂames [2, 4], the DLR-ﬂame [5, 6], and the Sydney bluﬀ-body
swirl-stabilized SMH1 ﬂame conﬁguration [7, 8]. For these three ﬂame conﬁgurations, regression
analyses were performed in order determine the coeﬃcient Cexp . The results show that Cexp can be
reasonably well approximated with a value of 0.9.
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The aim of the PPJB session at the TNF10 in Beijing 2010 was to compare some recent numerical
computations of the PPJB with the experimental measurements. There were contributions from four different
modeling groups, two using RANS based PDF methods and two utilizing LES based methods. The PPJB features a
small diameter jet from which a lean methane-air mixture issues at high velocity. Surrounding the central jet is a
stoichiometric pilot, which ensures initial ignition of the central jet. Both the central jet and pilot are surrounded by
a large hot coflow of hydrogen-air combustion products, ensuring that the central jet combustion process is not
diluted or quenched by ambient air. By varying the central jet velocity and keeping all other parameters constant, a
parametric flame series of four flames (PM1-50, PM1-100, PM1-150, and PM1-200) with increasing degrees of
finite-rate chemistry effects has been investigated. The flame structure in the flame series varies from being thin and
flamelet like in the lowest velocity flame (PM1-50) to flames that exhibit an initial ignition region close to the jet
exit, flowed by an extinction region (PM1-150 and PM1-200), then a re-ignition region further downstream as the
turbulence intensity decays. The PPJB experimental measurement database includes single point velocity
measurements, planar imaging of temperature, OH and CH2O, as well as 1D line imaging using the
Raman/Rayleigh/CO LIF technique combined with crossed PLIF of OH. From the 1D line imaging measurements
quantities such as mixture fractions and reaction rates have been calculated, these are valuable quantities for
evaluating the numerical model predictions of the mixing and reaction rate fields.
The modeling results from the Sydney group (Dunn and Masri) utilized a transported thermo-chemistry
PDF model coupled with a RANS turbulence model. Generally it was found that the predictive capability of the
RANS turbulence model was not optimal, even in the non-reactive case of a variable density jet. By increasing the
value of time scale ratio Cφ, the degree of the predicted finite-rate effects increased, although correspondingly the
error in scalar variance and flame length increased, making the generality of such an increase in Cφ difficult to
justify. Generally the mean flame length was predicted to be too short and this correlated with the predicted reaction
rates being too high compared to the experiments. No significant differences in the predicted results were found
between the modified Curl, EMST and IEM micro-mixing models.
The Cornell group (Rowinski and Pope) utilized a joint velocity-turbulence frequency-composition PDF
model. Generally the mean and rms mixing fields were simulated well for all flames however the degree of reaction
progress was systematically over predicted throughout the flame series. An exhaustive parameter sensitivity study
was conducted and the primary source of error was concluded to be the modeling of the conditional diffusion term
(the micro-mixing model). The importance of the jet to pilot velocity ratio on the variation of jet-pilot and jet-coflow
interaction, hence finite-rate chemistry effects through the flame series was raised as an important parameter,
experiments keeping this ratio constant were proposed to examine this effect.
Although one of the strengths of the PDF method is the ability to implement complex chemical
mechanisms, a question was raised as to whether kinetic mechanisms (such as GRI 3.0) are suitably accurate for
combustion of methane-air mixtures mixing with hydrogen-air combustion products, as occurs in the PPJB. The
accurate prediction of the turbulent burning velocity in a premixed flame is a challenge for PDF models, and in
particular there is a high sensitivity to the micro-mixing model. The fact that the use of different mixing models was
shown to have such little impact on the predicted flame structure indicates that the sensitivity of the flame structure
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to the predicted turbulent burning velocity is low in the PPJB flame series. This is quite different to the high
sensitivity to the turbulent burning velocity experienced in more traditional turbulent premixed flames. One of the
conclusions from the PDF calculations was the need for further calculations (DNS or highly resolved LES) and
potentially experimental measurements of conditional diffusion to gain a better understanding of the performance of
mixing models in highly turbulent premixed combustion for the regimes experienced in the PPJB. This is in the
hope that such studies may provide further insight that leads to the formulation of improved or new mixing models.
In PDF methods, although models for variable values of Cφ seem well justified, it was shown that for the flames
examined varying the value of Cφ does not have a significant influence on improving the numerical predictions for
the PPJB.
The Stanford group (Mittal, Pitsch and Knudsten) utilized an LES flamelet model combined with a level set
G-Equation approach. A systematic investigation and validation of the mesh quality was presented using the
velocity measurements from four non-reacting cases, which correspond to the bulk flow velocities of the four
reacting cases. In addition, it was shown that correct inflow generation method for the jet and correct modeling of
the chamfer on the pilot shroud were important to obtain good velocity field predictions. Utilizing the non-reacting
case to validate the code, the mesh and boundary condition treatment was shown to be an important test to gain
confidence in these parameters for the reacting cases. Preliminary results for all four reacting case results were
presented, the results for the mixing fields were encouraging however, in general the mean flame length was
predicted to be too short, indicating an over prediction of the reaction rate. Future developments of this modeling
methodology will include an enhanced ability to incorporate finite-rate chemistry effects.
The Lund/Haldor Topsøe/ Hong Kong Polytechnic group (Duwig, Nogenmyr and Chan) presented an LES
model termed integrated LES (ILES), where transport equations for all reactive species are solved and the reaction
rates are determined directly from the filtered species transport equations. The results of a grid and chemical
mechanism sensitivity study were presented for the PM1-100 flame. The results for the mixing fields, minor species
(CO and OH) and temperature profiles for the PM1-50 and PM1-100 flames indicated that ILES is capable of good
results for all of these measures in regions where the mesh is sufficiently fine (x/D<20). Preliminary results for the
PM1-150 flame indicated that the ILES method is capable of closely capturing the initial ignition and subsequent
extinction region of this flame. Further simulations will be required to see if the ILES method can capture the
downstream re-ignition region of the PM1-150 flame and the PM1-200 flame in general. It was proposed that part
of the success of this methodology to problems with strong finite-rate chemistry effects is that the characteristic
chemistry progress variables are not neglected. It was shown that an important parameter for successful ILES
simulations is that sufficient grid resolution must be utilized to resolve both the flame-front and the flow-fields.
Because the ratio of the jet diameter to the flame-front thickness is relatively small for the PPJB, an ILES PPJB
simulation requires only a relatively moderate (in terms of LES) computational cost for successful ILES results (e.g.
D/40 mesh resolution). Quantitative measures that determine when the ILES approach will be valid were presented
as a work in progress and are under further development.
The RANS PDF modeling results presented were close to their final form and further improvements in the
RANS PDF models predictive capabilities will most probably require the development of a revised or new micromixing model. Both of the LES results presented were preliminary results in that issues with boundary conditions,
model development, and simulating the entire flames series (and flame length) are currently being resolved and may
possibly deliver further improvement in the results compared to those presented at TNF10.
If significant new progress is made on the PPJB predictions before TNF11, it would be appropriate to have
another PPJB session at TNF11. Any new individuals or groups interested in contributing simulations of the PPJB
for TNF11 should contact Matthew Dunn (mjdunn@sandia.gov) to obtain the experimental database.
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Overview

¾ PPJB development and measurements (Sydney and Sandia)

¾ RANS PDF computations (Sydney and Cornell) -> PDF discussion

¾ LES computations (Lund and Stanford) -> LES discussion
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Burner Development and Measurements

PPJB Development and Measurements
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Motivation and Aim of Burner Development

¾ Successes of non-premixed target flames in the TNF workshop
¾ Platform for success has been to provide well documented parametric
flame series measurements that feature varying degrees of turbulence
chemistry effects
¾ Comparatively
combustion

little

development

in highly

turbulent premixed

¾ Develop a burner to study finite-rate chemistry effects
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PPJB Overview
Coflow Curtain
198mm ID

Coflow: premixed
H2+Air
198mm OD

Central Jet
Premixed CH4+Air
4mm ID

Pilot
Stoichiometric
CH4 + Air

Filtered air wind
tunnel

Coflow H2
pilot flame
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PPJB PM1 Flame Selection

PM1-50

PM1-100

PM1-150

PM1-200

¾ Transition for central jet velocities 50, 100, 150 and 200m/s:
•

(Re~=12500, 25000, 37500 and 50000), TCoflow=1500K, φJet=0.5

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Burner Practical Relevance
¾ Relevant to many lean premixed and lean pre-vaporized gas turbine
combustors – why?
•

Primary flow of lean pre-mixture stabilized by a near stoichiometric pilot

•

Vary the main flow to vary turn down ratio

¾ 2nd method to achieve turn down ratio in gas turbines: inject small
diameters jets at high velocity of lean pre-mixture into a hot cross flow
of lean combustion products
•

Burner does not examine the very complex fluid mechanics of a jet in a cross flow

•

It does allow the study of the turbulence chemistry interaction (similar chemical and
turbulence time scales) that is key to stabilizing the jet in hot cross flow problem

¾ Complications of swirl, recirculation, radiation, heat transfer are removed and
the interaction of turbulence chemistry is focused on

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Velocity and Non-Dimensional Parameters

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1 flame series @ x/D=15
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High Resolution Temperature-OH images
¾ Data taken at x/D=10
PM1-50

PM1-100

PM1-150
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Temperature-OH-CH2O Images

¾ PM1-150 @ x/D=5, 10, 15, 30, 45 & 60
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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3D Temperature Gradients
¾ Compare the corrected conditional 3D gradient across all flames as a
function of axial location
¾ Decrease in gradient with increased turbulence intensity (jet velocity)
〈 ∇ T 3D| ξ =1200K〉 (K/mm)
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TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Application of <[CO][OH]|T> to PM1 Flame Series
¾ Results for all flames <[CO][OH]|ξ=1400K>
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Ignition, Extinction & Re-ignition Hypothesis

¾ Ignition, extinction then re-ignition hypothesis for the
PM1-150 confirmed using two methods

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Mixture Fractions
¾ Distinct advantage of using a H2-air hot coflow vs. a hydrocarbon-air
based hot coflow:
¾ Can formulate a mixture fraction for each stream (jet, pilot and coflow)

Z C ( Z H ,Coflow − Z H , Pilot ) + Z C , Pilot ( Z H − Z H ,Coflow )

ξ Jet =

Z C , Jet ( Z H ,Coflow − Z H , Pilot ) + Z C , Pilot ( Z H , Jet − Z H ,Coflow )

ξ Pilot =

Z C , jet ( Z H ,coflow − Z H , pilot ) + Z C , pilot ( Z H , jet − Z H ,coflow )

ξcoflow =

Z C ( Z H , jet − Z H ,coflow ) + Z C , jet ( Z H ,coflow − Z H )

Z C ( Z H , pilot − Z H , jet ) + Z C , jet ( Z H − Z H , pilot ) + Z C ,2 ( Z H , jet − Z H )
Z C , jet ( Z H ,coflow − Z H , pilot ) + Z C , pilot ( Z H , jet − Z H ,coflow )

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Reaction Progress Variable
¾ All major species measured plus CO, H2 and OH:
•

Calculate an adiabatic flame temperature for each measured pixel
based on measured species and temperature

•

Use mixture fraction to determine local unburnt value
•

•

Tu=300K jet and coflow , Tu=400K pilot

Iterative algorithm using NASA temperature dependant enthalpy
polynomials for resolved species, better than1% accurate

C=

T − Tu (ξ j )

Tad (T , X i ) − Tu (ξ j )

=

T − 100(3 + ξ pilot )
Tad (T , X i ) − 100(3 + ξ pilot )

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

General Presentation Conclusions (Experiments)
¾ An experimental platform for the detailed study of finite rate chemistry effects in
premixed combustion (the PPJB) has been developed and characterized
¾ Under certain conditions the burner exhibits a region of initial ignition followed by
by extinction then re-ignition
¾ Imaging results indicate a trend of increased thickening with increasing
turbulence intensity
¾ Detailed measurements of the flow-field, the scalar field and minor species
support a detailed database of measurements to make this burner a suitably well
documented benchmark case for modelers

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PDF Calculations

¾ Results from the Sydney group and the Cornell group

¾ Different approaches similar conclusions

¾ Important fundamental questions for PDF methods applied to turbulent
premixed combustion are raised

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Sydney PDF Calculations

Sydney PDF Calculations
Matthew J. Dunn2
Assaad R. Masri2

The University of Sydney

2

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Model Formulation
¾ RANS turbulence model and transported PDF for thermo-chemistry
¾ RANS turbulence models
• k-ε (std., RNG)
• k-ω (Std., SST )
• Reynolds Stress

¾ Chemistry
• DRM22/DRM19
• ARM1/ARM2

¾ Mixing models
• Modified Curl (MC)
• EMST
• IEM
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Domain, Model & Boundary Conditions
¾ 2D axisymmetric domain, flame region 20D x 120D
¾ 35k cells
¾ 80ppc, (~20ppc ok but 80ppc converges statistics faster)
¾ ISAT εtol=5e-6, ~<2% error, (εtol=1e-5 ~<5% error ~ still ok),

¾ Cε1=1.44 & 1.6 for k-ε model
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Focus on PM1-150 Initial Conditions
¾ Base case(s) EMST, Cϕ=1.5, k-ε (Cε1=1.6) and k-ω-SST
¾ Are the initial velocity field conditions (@ x/D=2.5) correctly predicted?

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Focus on PM1-150 Initial Conditions
¾ Are the initial scalar field conditions (@ x/D=2.5) correctly predicted?

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Focus on PM1-150 Scalar Results

¾ Is the scalar field simulated correctly?
• Flame predicted to be too short
• Peak scalar variance ok, typically to
within 20%

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Finite-Rate Chemistry for PM1-150

¾ Necessary to change Cϕ from
1.5 to 6-8 to get significant
finite-rate chemistry effects
¾ Increasing Cϕ reduces the
mean

flame

length

even

further!

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Focus on PM1-150
¾ Reasonable argument that the time scale ratio is not constant in a
premixed flame
¾ Time scale models
• Lindstedt et al. fractal based closure
• Recent scalar dissipation models published by Swaminathan et al.
¾ Both seem to give similar results to the constant Cϕ=4-6 cases? What
is going on here???

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Focus on PM1-150
¾ From our knowledge of the optimal value or model for Cϕ from nonpremixed combustion, the correct Cϕ value or model must also get
scalar variance correct
¾ Cϕ =1.5-2.0 optimal!
¾ Virtually Identical graphs for:
• EMST (as shown)
• IEM
• MC

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Sydney PDF Calculation Conclusions (1/2)
¾ Conventional RANS turbulence models struggle to accurately predict
variable density jets (even in the non-reacting case), of the many RANS
turbulence models evaluated, the k-ε (Cε1=1.6) and k-ω-SST turbulence
models seem to perform better than other models tested
¾ Generally values of Cϕ in the range 6-8 are required to produce modest
degrees of finite-rate chemistry effects for the PM1-150 and PM1-200
flames, reaction-rate reductions that are of an order of magnitude which
are observed in the experiments are not possible by simply further
increasing Cϕ
¾ All of the PM1 mean flame lengths are predicted to be too short,
implying that the mean reaction rates are over-predicted, increasing Cϕ
only exacerbates this problem
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Sydney PDF Calculation Conclusions (2/2)
¾ Though variable time-scale ratio models are well justified, they do not
improve the results significantly over constant values of Cϕ
¾ The optimal value of Cϕ based on optimizing the scalar variance
predictions is in the range 1.5-2.0, which is in agreement with previous
results for non-premixed combustion
¾ No significant improvement in the results between any of the three mixing
models evaluated (EMST, MC, IEM) is found
¾ No significant differences (only computational cost) in the results for
ARM1&2 and DRM19&22 mechanisms, though all are based on GRI

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Cornell PDF Calculations

Cornell PDF Calculations
David Rowinski3
Steve Pope3
3

Cornell University

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

RANS-PDF calculations
of the Sydney PPJB
David Rowinski and Steve Pope
Cornell University
10th TNF Workshop
Beijing, China
July 30, 2010

July 30, 2010

TNF10 Workshop
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Outline
Comprehensive study of the Sydney PPJB
Rowinski and Pope (2010) “PDF calculations of piloted premixed jet flames”,
Combustion Theory and Modelling (submitted)
www.eccentric.mae.cornell.edu/~tcg

 Formulation – Joint PDF
 Base case
 PM1-50: Uj = 50 m/s, Up = 5.3 m/s, Up/Uj = 0.11

Accurate calculations of mixture fractions and species

 PM1-200: Uj = 200 m/s, Up = 5.3 m/s, Up/Uj = 0.027

Accurate mixture fractions, but reaction overpredicted

 Sensitivity studies and diagnostic tests of PM1-200
 Conclusions and future work
July 30, 2010

10th TNF Workshop
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Formulation – Joint PDF
 Joint velocity-turbulence frequency-composition PDF method






Simplified Langevin model for particle velocity
Stochastic frequency model for turbulent frequency
EMST mixing model
Detailed chemical mechanism, ARM-1 [GRI3.0, et al.]
Same method used in many previous studies (e.g., Cao et al. 2005,
Wang and Pope 2008)

 Hybrid finite-volume / particle solver
Finite Volume Solver
Mean conservation
equations (mass,
momentum, energy,
state)
July 30, 2010

TNF10 Workshop

Mean velocity,
pressure, density

Turbulent fluxes,
mean reaction source
10th TNF Workshop
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Particle Solver
Fluctuating velocity,
turbulence frequency,
composition PDF
transport equations
3/28

29-31 July 2010, Beijing, China

Domain and boundary conditions
 Polar cylindrical domain (x,r) of
size 100D × 40D
 Three inlet streams
 Jet: lean (φ=0.5),premixed
CH4/air, 300 K
 Pilot: stoichiometric CH4/air
products, 2280 K
 Coflow: lean (φ=0.43)
H2/air products, 1500 K

 Velocity at inlet prescribed
from separate calculations on
extended domain, going 100D
upstream of burner exit plane
Jet Pilot

Coflow

July 30, 2010

10th TNF Workshop
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Base case
 Numerical parameters





144 × 144 cells
50 particles per cell
4,000 iterations of time-averaging
Maximum numerical errors
 ~5% for mean of major species, mixture fraction, temperature
 ~8% for mean of minor species

 Model parameters
 EMST mixing model, Cφ=1.5
 ARM-1 reduced methane mechanism, 16 species
 Turbulence model constant, Cω1 = 0.7
(controls jet spreading rate)
July 30, 2010

TNF10 Workshop
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Base case PM1-50
 PM1-50, mean mixture fraction fields
x/D = 2.5

x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

x/D = 25

Jet

ξ˜j

1
0.5
0

Pilot

ξ̃p

1

Measured

0.5

Base case
calculation

0

Coflow

ξ̃c

1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

r/D

 Calculated initial pilot/coflow mixing slower than measured
 Limited to region of minor importance for reaction of jet fuel

 Mixing in jet/pilot region is well calculated
July 30, 2010
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Base case PM1-50
 PM1-50, mean mass fraction of selected species
CH4

ỸC H4

x/D = 2.5

x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

x/D = 25

0.04
0.02

H2O

ỸH2 O

0.1
0.05
0

CO2

ỸC O2

0.1
0.05
0
0.02

CO

ỸC O

O2

ỸO2

0
0.2
0.1
0

Measured
Base case
calculation

0.01
0
0

2

4
r/D

6

0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4
r/D

6

0

2

4

6

r/D

 Discrepancy in pilot/coflow mixing evident
 Otherwise, good agreement in major species
July 30, 2010
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Base case PM1-200
 PM1-200, mean mixture fraction fields
x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

x/D = 30

x/D = 45

Jet

ξ˜j

1
0.5

Base case
calculation

0

Measured

Pilot

ξ̃p

1
0.5
0

Coflow

ξ̃c

1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6

r/D

0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

0

r/D

2

4

6

r/D

 Excellent agreement in mixture fractions downstream
 Rapid decay of ξ%p due to strong jet entrainment
July 30, 2010
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Coflow entrainment / pilot shielding
 PM1-200 and PM1-50, mean mixture fraction fields
x/D = 7.5

PM1−50

ξ%p

x/D

30

Jet

0.5

PM1-50
Measured

0

0.75

1

Pilot
20

ξ˜j

1

Mean
pilot
mixture
fraction

ξ̃p

40

x/D = 15

1

PM1−200

PM1-50
Base case

0.5

0.5

PM1-200
Measured

0

10

0.25

Coflow

ξ̃c

1

0
0

0
−4 −2 0 2 4
r/D

PM1-50
Base case
July 30, 2010
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6

0
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 Much more rapid decay of ξ%p
in PM1-200 than in PM1-50
10th TNF Workshop
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Base case PM1-200
 PM1-200, mean mass fraction of selected species

CO

ỸC H4

CO2

ỸO2

H2O

0.2
0.15
0.1

ỸH2 O

O2

0.02
0.01
0

0.1
0.05
0
0.05

x/D = 15

x/D = 30

x/D = 45

PM1-200
Base case

0
0.01
0.005
0
0

PM1-200
Measured

ỸC O

CH4

ỸC O2

x/D = 7.5

2

4
r/D

6

0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4
r/D

6

0

2

4

6
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 Despite accurate calculations of mixture fraction, reaction
progress is overpredicted in PM1-200, unlike PM1-50
July 30, 2010
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Base case
 Summary of base case calculations
 PM1-50
 Both mixture fractions and major species in
reasonable agreement with measurements in
jet/pilot region

 PM1-200
 Mixing pattern of streams in good agreement with
measurements
 Reaction progress overpredicted downstream

July 30, 2010

TNF10 Workshop
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Sensitivity studies of PM1-200
 Inlet boundary specification ( u% , u′′, ω , T )
 Turbulence spreading constant, Cω1, from 0.5 to 0.75
 Mixing models and constants
 EMST, IEM, MC; Cφ from 1 to 12

 Chemical mechanisms (ARM-1,GRI 3.0,...)
 Radiation treatment (optically-thin radiation model)
 Approximately 60 runs in this set
 Finding: no studied combination of parameters above
produces the observed reaction progress in PM1-200

July 30, 2010

10th TNF Workshop
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Sensitivity studies of PM1-200
 Inlet boundary specification ( u% , u′′, ω , T )
 Turbulence spreading constant, Cω1, from 0.5 to 0.75
 Mixing models and constants
 EMST, IEM, MC; Cφ from 1 to 12

 Chemical mechanisms (ARM-1,GRI 3.0,...)
 Radiation treatment (optically-thin radiation model)
 Approximately 60 runs in this set
 Finding: no studied combination of parameters above
produces the observed reaction progress in PM1-200
 Modeling of molecular mixing remains most likely cause
of inaccuracy
July 30, 2010
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Diagnostic tests
 Extent of reaction progress overprediction
investigated by artificially attenuating
chemistry
 Factor f R introduced, chemical source
term S replaced by f R S
 Reaction fractional step performed for
time f R Δt (instead of Δt)
 f R = 1 unperturbed
 f R = 0 inert (no change due to reaction)
July 30, 2010

10th TNF Workshop
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Diagnostic tests
 PM1-50, mean mass fraction of selected species
CH4

ỸC H4

x/D = 15

x/D = 25

Measured

0.02
0.01
0

Unperturbed (fR = 1)

ỸH2 O

H2O

ỸO2

0.2

O2

Attenuated (fR = 0.2)

0.1

Inert (fR = 0)

 Inert case shows reaction
levels are significant
 Little difference between
fR=1 and fR=0.2, except
for CO and CO2

0.1
0.05

CO

ỸC O

CO2

ỸC O2

0
0.1
0.05
0
0.01

0.005
0
0

2

4
r/D
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6

 Suggests oxidation of
fuel (to CO) is mixing
limited
 While oxidation of CO is
reaction limited
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Diagnostic tests
 PM1-200, mean mass fraction of selected species
CH4

ỸC H4

x/D = 15

x/D = 45

Measured

0.02
0.01
0

Unperturbed (fR = 1)

ỸH2 O

H2O

ỸO2

0.2

O2

Attenuated (fR = 0.2)

0.15

Inert (fR = 0)

0.1
0.05

CO

0.02
0.01
0
0.01

ỸC O

CO2

ỸC O2

0

0.005
0
0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

 Very little reaction
occurring in PM1-200
 Base case overpredicts
reaction progress by a
factor of about 5
 Inert case gives best
calculations of major
species

r/D
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Finite-rate chemistry
 As in Dunn et al. (2009), finite-rate chemistry
effects investigated by comparison to simpler
laminar flames
 PM1-50 is dominated by jet and pilot
 Mean mixture fractions
at jet half width:

x/D = 7.5

ξ˜j

Jet

 x/D = 7.5

Pilot

ξ̃p

1
0.5
0

 x/D = 25
Coflow

ξ̃c

1

 Jet: 0.45
 Pilot: 0.25
 Coflow: 0.3

0.5
0
0

Jet half-width

TNF10 Workshop

0.5
0

 Jet: 0.5
 Pilot: 0.5
 Coflow: < 0.01

July 30, 2010
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Finite-rate chemistry in PM1-50
 PM1-50 compared to laminar opposed flow
flame of the jet and pilot compositions

Strain
rate, a

0.02

Jet: 300 K,
lean CH4/Air

∞
21000
10000
6900
5200
4200
2100
1400
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170
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56
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8.3
4.2

0.018
0.016

auto-ignition

0.014

XCO

CO
mole
frac.

Pilot: 2280 K, stoich.
CH4/Air products

0.012
0.01

mixing

0.008
0.006

 Behavior of CO
with temperature
is nontrivial

0.004
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0

400

600
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Jet
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Finite-rate chemistry in PM1-50
 PM1-50, CO mole fraction vs. Temperature
x/D=7.5

0.03

x/D=25

Measured

a = 1000 s-1

XCO

0.02

a = 160 s-1

0.01

CO
mole
frac.

0

Laminar
opposed flow
jet/pilot flames
of strain rate a

Base case

0.02

XCO

Mean CO mole fraction
conditioned on temperature

0.01

0
300

1300
T (K)

300

1300
T (K)

2300

 Both calculations and measurements of CO vs. T in
PM1-50 resemble that in laminar jet/pilot flames
 Strain rate of corresponding laminar flames decreases
downstream
July 30, 2010
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Finite-rate chemistry in PM1-200

 Mean mixture fractions
at jet half width:

x/D = 15

x/D = 45

1

Jet

ξ˜j

 PM1-200 is dominated
by jet and coflow at
regions of interest

0.5
0

 x/D = 15
 Jet: 0.4
 Pilot: 0.1
 Coflow: 0.5

Pilot

ξ̃p

1
0.5
0

 x/D = 45
Coflow

ξ̃c

1

 Jet: 0.15
 Pilot: < 0.01
 Coflow: 0.85

0.5
0
0

2

4

6

0

2

r/D

4

6

r/D

Jet half-width
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Finite-rate chemistry in PM1-200
 PM1-200 compared to a different flame:
laminar opposed flow flame of the jet
and coflow compositions
0.015

Jet: 300 K
lean CH4/Air

Coflow: 1500 K, lean
H2/Air products

Strain
rate, a

auto-ignition
0.01

direction of
increasing a

XCO

CO
mole
frac.

mixing
0.005

Jet

∞
4200
3300
1700
830
560
420
330
170
83
56
42
33
17
8.3

Coflow
0

400

600

 Peak CO decreases
as strain rate increases
July 30, 2010
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Finite-rate chemistry in PM1-200
 PM1-200, CO mole fraction vs. Temperature
x/D=15
0.02

x/D=45

Laminar opposed
flow jet/coflow
flames of strain
rate a

a = 30 s-1

Measured

a = 330 s-1

0.01

a = 830 s-1
0

CO
mole
0.01
frac.
0

Cφ = 1.5, fR = 1

Unperturbed (fR = 1)
Mean CO mole fraction
conditioned on temperature

Cφ = 1.5, fR = 0.2

Attenuated (fR = 0.2)

0.01

0
300

800
1300
T (K)

300

800
1300
T (K)

1800

 Strain rate of corresponding laminar flame increases downstream
 Unperturbed chemistry corresponds to laminar flames of lower a
 Laminar flames of higher strain rate correspond with fR=0.2
July 30, 2010
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Finite-rate chemistry
 To assess level of reaction progress, reaction
index based on temperature is evaluated
RT =
PM1-200, RT variation with Cφ

0.25

0.5
0.25
20

r/D

40

0

20

r/D

 Cφ has little effect on RT
July 30, 2010
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RT |ξj > (0.5)ξjC

0.5

Cφ = 4.0

PM1-200, RT variation with fR
1
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0
RT |ξj > (0.5)ξjC

Cφ = 1.0
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1

T − Tmix
Teq − Tmix
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 Most likely RT from fR of 0.1-0.2 is
most accurate, needs to be tested
10th TNF Workshop
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Conclusions
 Good performance of RANS-PDF and
base case models in PM1-50
 Mixture fractions, major species, CO vs. T

 Calculations of PM1-200 prove
more difficult
 Mixture fractions calculated accurately
 Reaction progress overpredicted

 Sensitivity studies of PM1-200 show
no set of models/parameters that
produce observed reaction progress
 However, diagnostic calculations with
fR=0.2 agree well, help validate measurements, and
confirm base case overprediction of reaction progress
July 30, 2010
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Conclusions
 Most likely cause of reaction progress discrepancy
identified as modeling of molecular diffusion by the
mixing models
 Transport appears to be calculated adequately
 Reaction is treated exactly

 The flames are not geometrically similar; the
jet/pilot region is much shorter in PM1-200.
 Flame behavior appears very different
in jet/pilot and jet/coflow regions
 Raises the question as to whether
the differences among the flames in
this series are due to the change in Uj
or the difference in geometry (Up/Uj)
July 30, 2010
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Future work
 Importance of pilot shielding
 Could be tested experimentally by maintaining
a constant ratio Up/Uj among the flames

 Quantification of reaction levels
 Could be determined from measurements
through RT or similar progress variable

 Understanding details of mixing process
 Could be brought to light through examining
instantaneous and conditional diffusion obtained
from either (1) measurements or (2) more detailed
calculations (e.g., LES-PDF, DNS)

July 30, 2010

10th TNF Workshop
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Open Discussion Topics for PDF Calculations
¾ Time scale ratio models? Are time scale ratio models enough?
¾ Problems with model assumptions?
¾ How to improve mixing models for PDF calculations?
• How to incorporate molecular properties
• How to incorporate Re dependence
• Future

measurements?

How

helpful

would

an

experimental

measurement (high Re) of conditional diffusion be?
• Could DNS databases be useful?

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Stanford LES Calculations

Modeling of a Premixed Flame with Strong
Finite-rate Chemistry effects
Varun Mittal4
Heinz Pitsch4

Stanford University

4

Simulation Parameters
¾ High Order Kinetic energy conserving code1
¾ Structured Domain
¾ Cylindrical coordinate system
¾ LES with
• Dynamic Smagorinsky model
• Lagrangian averaging

1

TNF10 Workshop

O. Desjardins, G. Blanquart, G. Balarac, H. Pitsch, High order conservative finite
difference scheme for variable density low Mach number turbulent flows, Journal of
Computational Physics 227 (2008) 7125-7159
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Simulation Grid
¾ Entire setup modeled using a structured grid
¾ Two different grid size used
• 4.2 million (Coarse)
• 9.4 million (Refined)
¾ Stretching used to accurately resolve the
shear regions in the domain
¾ Points across Central Jet
• 48 (Coarse)
• 92 (Refined)

Simulation Grid

Boundary Conditions
¾ Inlet
• Central Jet
» Inflow profile generated
through simulation of a fully
developed pipe
» Profile prescribed 2D (8 mm)
upstream of the nozzle
• Pilot, Coflow
» Uniform velocity profile

Coflow

Pilot
Central Jet
Pilot

¾ Outlet
• Convective outflow used

Coflow

Simulation
Domain near
Central Jet

TNF10 Workshop
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Combustion Model
¾ Premixed flames unresolved in LES for high
turbulence
¾ Our approach
• Track front accurately using a level set, G
• Smooth gradients prescribed for G

Level Set and Flamelet Coupling

¾ Coupling Procedure (Moureau et al. 2009)
•
•
•
•

TNF10 Workshop

Assume progress variable profile based on level set
Calculate progress variable source term based on 1D premixed flamelets
Advance transported progress variable
Calculate density
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Constant Density Non-Reacting (CDNR) Comparisons

¾ Experimental studies were carried out with air injection in the central jet, pilot
and coflow
¾ The temperature for all the streams is 300 K
¾ Simulation carried out for PM1-100, PM1-150 and PM1-200 cases
¾ Different grids are used to check for convergence
¾ Mean and fluctuating velocity profiles are compared for different downstream
locations

CDNR Centerline Velocity Comparison
PM1-100

¾ Reasonable comparison
away from centerline
PM1-150

¾ Simulation results are same
for both grids
¾ Wider shear layer in the
simulation

TNF10 Workshop
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CDNR Mean velocity : PM1-100
x/D = 5
¾ Higher velocity in
simulation
x/D = 15

x/D = 25

CDNR Velocity Fluc : PM1-100
x/D = 5
¾ Good comparison for
the refined simulation
x/D = 15

x/D = 25

TNF10 Workshop
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CDNR velocity : PM1-150
Mean Velocity

RMS Velocity

x/D = 25

x/D = 25

CDNR Mean velocity : PM1-200
¾ Higher velocity in simulation
¾ Similar results for both grids

x/D = 5

x/D = 25

TNF10 Workshop
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CDNR Velocity Fluc : PM1-200

x/D = 5

x/D = 25

Reactive Comparisons

¾ Jet conditions
• Central Jet : 0.5 equivalence ratio natural gas
• Pilot : Stoichiometric natural gas combustion
• Coflow
» 1500 K, 0.43 eq. ratio H2 combustion
» Simulated by matching eq. ratio of natural gas combustion to obtain
the correct density

¾ Simulation carried out for PM1-50, PM1-100, PM1-150 and PM1200 cases
¾ Mean and fluctuating velocity and species profiles are compared for
different downstream locations

TNF10 Workshop
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Effect of Chamfer
¾ Including the chamfer of the nozzle between the pilot and coflow
stream is important
• Induced Radial velocity affects the mixture entrainment

¾ All results shown include the chamfer

Coflow

Coflow

Pilot

Pilot
Central Jet

Central Jet
Without Chamfer

With Chamfer

Centerline Velocity
PM1-50

PM1-100

PM1-150

PM1-200

TNF10 Workshop
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Jet Mixture fraction : PM1-50

¾ Jet mixture fraction
compares well at different
downstream locations

x/D = 2.5

¾ Results similar between
the different grids

x/D = 7.5

¾ Similar trends seen for
the other PM1 cases

x/D = 15

x/D = 25
r/D

Temp : PM1-50
¾ Good comparison away
from centerline

x/D = 2.5

¾ Reasonable prediction
close to the centerline
x/D = 7.5
¾ Lower temp. in simulation
at downstream locations
x/D = 15

¾ Higher temperature in
shear layer than
experiments

x/D = 25
r/D

TNF10 Workshop
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CO2 comparison : PM1-50

x/D = 2.5

¾ Similar trends as the
temperature profile
¾ Higher value
corresponding to more
combustion in the shear
layer downstream

x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

x/D = 25
r/D

Temp : PM1-100

x/D = 2.5
¾ Similar trend as
PM1-50 for
intermediate
downstream
locations

x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

¾ Good agreement at
the final location

x/D = 30

x/D = 45
r/D

TNF10 Workshop
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CO2: PM1-100
x/D = 2.5

x/D = 7.5

x/D = 15

x/D = 30

x/D = 45
r/D

Temp : PM1-150

x/D = 2.5

¾ Higher temperature in
shear layer

x/D = 7.5

¾ At final downstream
location, higher
temperature in
simulation

x/D = 15

x/D = 30

x/D = 45
r/D

TNF10 Workshop
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CO2: PM1-150
x/D = 2.5
¾ Higher value at
downstream location

x/D = 7.5

¾ Model predicts a higher
level of combustion than
experiment

x/D = 15

x/D = 30

x/D = 45
r/D

Temp : PM1-200
¾ Same trend as PM1-150 case
x/D = 2.5
x/D = 2.5
x/D = 7.5
x/D = 7.5
x/D = 15
x/D = 15
x/D = 30
x/D = 30
x/D = 45
x/D = 45
r/D

r/D

TNF10 Workshop
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Summary
¾ Non-reactive and reactive simulations done for the PM1 flame series
¾ Reasonable comparison for the non-reactive simulations
¾ Lower T along centerline, higher T in the shear layer region
¾ Better prediction for lower speed flames
¾ Over prediction of temperature in the downstream region for the
higher speed flames -> predicted reaction rates too high
¾ Model needs to be improved to simulate those accurately

Lund LES Calculations

Lund LES Calculations
Christophe Duwig*,5,6
Karl-Johan Nogenmyr7
Cheong-ki Chan7
5Dept.

of Energy Sciences, Lund University, Sweden
6Haldor Topsøe A/S, DK-2800 Lyngby
7Dept. Applied Mathematics, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

*Primary contact Dr Christophe Duwig (Christophe.Duwig@energy.lth.se)
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Lund LES Calculations - Motivation

¾ Develop a scalable LES solver for the simulation of lean premixed gas and
lean pre-vaporized gas turbine combustors
¾ Unstructured code necessary for complex practical geometries
¾ Want to be able to account for complex chemistry
¾ PPJB ideal test case: A well documented burner in terms of the velocity and
scalar fields (minor species indicative of reaction rates), well defined
boundary conditions.

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Lund LES Calculations
¾ Detailed chemistry and grid study for PM1-100
•

Submitted CTM 2010, C. Duwig, K. Nogenmyr, C. Chan, M.J. Dunn

CASE
MECHANISM
I
W&D, 5 species, 1 reaction
II W&D, 6 species, 2 reactions
III DRM19, 20 species, 82 reactions
IV W&D, 5 species, 1 reaction

MESH
860k
860k
860k
1.5M

¾ Preliminary results for PM1-50 and PM1-150
•

Work in progress for a future publication

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Solver
¾ Develop custom ILES solver in OpenFOAM, couple to CANTERA to compute
reaction rates
¾ Unstructured solver
•

Still can apply high quality numerics, e.g. central schemes for scalars

¾ Favre filtered Navier-Stokes with species and enthalpy transport
¾ Classical Smagorinsky model
¾ Low Mach number assumption
¾ Equation of state to determine density
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

Combustion model

¾ Reaction rates determined directly from filtered species transport equations

¾ This approach fails in the RANS frame work but is exact in the DNS limit

¾ In LES this assumes that each cell acts like a PSR
•

Validate this assumption in a couple of slides

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Complex Chemistry
¾ CASE I: Westbrook and Dryer: 5 species 1 reaction
•

(CH4 O2 N2 CO2 H2O)

¾ CASE II: Westbrook and Dryer: 6 species 2 reactions
•

(CH4 O2 CO N2 CO2 H2O)

¾ CASE III: DRM19, skeletal mechanism derived from GRI1.2, 19 reactive species
+ N2, 82 reactions
•

(H2 H O O2 OH H2O HO2 CH2 CH2<S> CH3 CH4 CO CO2 HCO CH2O CH3O C2H4 C2H5
C2H6 N2)

CASE
MECHANISM
CPU cost*
I
W&D, 5 species, 1 reaction
1
II W&D, 6 species, 2 reactions
1.05
III DRM19, 20 species, 82 reactions
2.35
•

*CPU cost =1, ∆t =τ for CASE I = 2.8hrs 2.8hrs on 4x2.8GHz core, single node

•

Base statistics on sampling of 570τ ~2.3ms
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-100 Grid sensitivity
¾ Grid sensitivity, CASE I 860k cells, CASE IV 1.5M cells both W&D 1step
¾ CASE I grid 40 cells
across

jet

diameter

860k cells
¾ CASE IV 1.5M cells
both

W&D

~twice

resolution

case

I

in

1step,
the

as
jet

proximal region
¾ Well justified to use
860k

grid

with

confidence
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-100 Chemical Mechanism Sensitivity (1/5)
¾ 860k cell grid for chemical mechanism sensitivity analysis
¾ Centerline
rms

mean

velocity

and
well

predicted
¾ Good initial results at
x/D=5

CASE
MECHANISM
I
W&D, 5 species, 1 reaction
II W&D, 6 species, 2 reactions
III DRM19, 20 species, 82 reactions

¾ Slightly

higher

mean

velocity in the shear
layer at x/D=15

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-100 Chemical Mechanism Sensitivity (2/5)

¾ In general mean and rms Temperature radial profiles well predicted
¾ Cases II and III perform better than Case I (as expected)

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-100 Chemical Mechanism Sensitivity (3/5)

¾ CH4 profiles highlight Case I (single step) issues
¾ Jet mixing and reaction field well predicted in Cases II and III

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-100 Chemical Mechanism Sensitivity (4/5)

¾ Only Cases II and III can compute CO
¾ Case III good results
¾ As expected Cases III (DRM19) always much better than Case II (2 step)
¾ Highlights non-adiabatic minor species mass fractions in pilot gases
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-100 Chemical Mechanism Sensitivity (5/5)

¾ Only Case III (DRM19) can compute OH
¾ Case III good results, considering the challenges with initial conditions

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-100 a posteriori check of modeling assumptions (1/3)
¾ Consider Case III exclusively
¾ Compute a local Karlovitz number (KaΔ):
⎛ εδ ⎞
Ka Δ = ⎜ L3 ⎟
⎝ SL ⎠

1/ 2

¾ KaΔ Independent of filter width in the inertial subrange, indicator of
turbulence chemistry interaction
¾ Compute a local Damköhler number (DaΔ)

¾ DaΔ does depend on filter width, small values (<1) indicate the filter box is
well stirred and homogenous check of model assumptions to be valid

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-100 a posteriori check of modeling assumptions (2/3)
¾ Both Ka and Da confirm:
• modeling assumptions confirmed Da<<1
• Significant turbulent chemistry interaction (Ka>>1)

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-100 a posteriori check of modeling assumptions (3/3)
¾ Desirable to have a local measure of grid resolution/criteria for ILES
• From measurements instantaneous temperature gradient ∇T can be
as large as ~4000K/mm in the shear layer
• Consider worst case for ∆T = 1500-300=1200K

∇ TΔ =

Δ Texp

1

∇ Texp Δ LES

Δ TLESMAX < ∇ Texp Δ LES , Δ TLESMAX ≈ 50K ?

• For these conditions ∇ TΔ = 0.3 Δ

1
LES

, ∆ LES= ~d/50 at nozzle and

d/25 downstream, 0.3mm=d/12, expect no more than 20K/cell which is
an encouraging quality check

• Still more work to be done to finalize definition but promising concept
to link LES resolution to high resolution scalar measurements
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-50 Case

¾ Run a single simulation for the PM1-50 case
¾ Same grid (860k), mechanism (DRM19) and solver as PM1-100 Case III
¾ Only significant boundary condition change from PM1-100 is the central
jet velocity

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-50 Results: Temperature

¾ Mean and rms temperature fields show good agreement with experiments

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-50 Results: YCH

4

¾ Mean CH4 mass fraction fields ok
¾ Slightly too high CH4 at x/D=15 – under-prediction of reaction rate

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-50 Results: YCO

¾ At x/D=2.5 difference due to
non-adiabatic pilot products
¾ Generally good agreement
for Mean and rms CO
profiles

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-50 Results: YOH

¾ At x/D=2.5 difference due to
non-adiabatic pilot products
¾ Generally

agreement

with

experimental data for OH is
not as good as CO

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-50 Results: Summary
¾ Results for the PM1-50 flame are generally encouraging
¾ Generally the CH4 consumption rate is slightly under predicted as a
function of axial distance
¾ CO and OH are under predicted near the pilot due to the non-adiabatic
conditions for these species near the pilot stream
¾ Higher minor species concentration in pilot inlet stream would likely
improve results (increase CH4 consumption rate)
¾ Improved prescription of the boundary conditions should increase the
accuracy of the simulation results
TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-150 Case

¾ Run special case on small domain up to x/D=40D, 1.5M cells, DRM19,
well resolved only up to x/D=30
¾ See if can capture some of the very complex turbulence chemistry
interaction featured by the PM1-150 flame: initial ignition then a
dramatic reduction in the reaction rate in the region x/D=0 to 30

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-150 Flame Structure

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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PM1-150 Turbulence Chemistry Interaction (1/2)
¾ How do the computations compare with the experiments? Consider a
very challenging measure: COxOH|T and a very challenging flame
(PM1-150)?
Experiment

ILES

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

PM1-150 Turbulence Chemistry Interaction (2/2)
¾ Encouraging qualitative prediction of reduction of reduction in reaction rate
•

However not to the same extreme degree as experiment

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Current and Future work
¾ Basic applicability and validity of the ILES model tested by the PPJB
¾ Current work on ILES model:
• Higher velocity flames (PM1-150)
• Simulation of a realistic gas turbine combustor: Triple Annular Research
Swirler combustor (TARS) using this model:
» P. Ludiciani, C Duwig, R.Z. Szasz, L. Fuchs, H. Grosshans, M. Åberg*
•

Complex chemistry description mandatory!

•

~5.6M cells

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010

General LES Calculation Conclusions/Findings
¾ Confidence in the grid independence can be achieved by ulitilizing the nonreacting velocity measurements to isolate combustion model from the grid
independence
¾ Boundary condition treatment can be very important
•

Accounting for the curvature of pilot shroud to correctly predict the initial radial velocity
and initial entrainment rate

•

Correctly specifying the minor species profiles for pilot inlet

•

Inlet turbulence generation method for jet

¾ Need to have a model that can account for complex chemistry (explicit or
tabulated) to correctly simulate the higher velocity flames

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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LES Calculation Discussion
¾ Differences in (combustion) modeling approaches
¾ Are tabulated chemistry capable of describing the chemical manifold that is
accessed in the higher velocity flames?
¾ Need to have a model that can account for complex chemistry (explicit or
tabulated) to correctly simulate the higher velocity flames
¾ Should tabulated chemistry methods utilize (at least) two mixture fraction
transport equations?
¾ How to build a better validation link between LES and experiments?

TNF 10 Workshop, Beijing 2010
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Overview of Stratified Experiments
Simone Hochgreb1,, Robert Barlow2
1University
2Sandia

of Cambridge
National Laboratories

TNF10 - Beijing
30 Jul 2009

Stable Flames TNF

u

2
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Outline
• Previous work on stratified flames
– Laminar flames
– Turbulent flames
– Practical turbulent flames

• Current experiments
– Slot burner (Cambridge/Sandia)
– Co-annular swirl burner (Cambridge/Sandia)
– Co-annular burner (Darmstadt/Sandia)

3

Laminar stratified flames
Galizzi & Escudié (2006)
• V-flame φ = 0.58
enhanced
flame
speeds

Peak φ =
1.20
x=0

4
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Turbulent stratified flames –
Degardin et al, Exp Fluids (2006); Robin et al, CNF (2008)
• u’/SL~~1-8, LZ/LT~0.5-1
• Rayleigh/acetone: flame thickness

CH4 mole fraction at 500K

• Flame thickness less sensitive
to φ in stratified cases
• Extensive modelling
comparison in Robin et al.
paper
5

Laminar stratified flames
Kang & Kyritsis, PCI 31 (2007)

φ

• Enhancement of laminar
burning rate in the lean range
• Extension of flammable limit
• Effects depend on magnitude
of gradient in φ
6
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Turbulent stratified flames
Besson et al, IJHT (2000)(2001)
•
•
•
•

ORACLES rig (Poitiers)
Re = 25,000
φ1/φ2 = 0.9/0.3, 0.9/0.7
New closure models required
(Robin et al, CST 2004, 2006)

7

Turbulent stratified flames
Renou et al, CST (2004)

homog
inhom

φ~1
propane
acetone PLIF

• Broader curvature distribution
• Enhanced wrinkling
8
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Turbulent stratified flames
Pasquier et al, PCI 31 (2007)

‣ Expanding propane flames (constant volume chamber)
‣ PIV/PLIF Æ local 2D ‘displacement speed’

1 ms
6 ms

• Extension of burning limit into leaner range
• Higher burning rate when propagating rich into lean
9

Conditional measurements
and analysis

1 ms

Pasquier, N., Lecordier, B.,Trinité, M., Cessou, A.,
Proc.Comb. Inst. 31(2007) 1567-1574
Balusamy S. , PhD in preparation

5 ms
10
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Flat turbulent stratified flame
Bonaldo & Kelman, CNF2008
φi/φo
=0.775/0.625

φ
φi/φo =
0.625/0.775

higher φ
in outer annulus

11

Cambridge Stratified Slot Burner
Anselmo-Filho et al, AIAA 2009, PCI2009
fs6

φl φl φr φr

air

air

Mixing Layer

fs4

fs1

φ2/φ1 = 1.0

1.22

1.5

fs6

1.86

2.33

3.0

P. Anselmo-Filho, R.S. Cant, S. Hochgreb, R.S. Barlow, Proc. Combust. Inst. 32, 1763-1770 (2009).
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Cambridge Stratified Slot Burner
Anselmo-Filho et al, AIAA 2009, PCI2009

P. Anselmo-Filho, R.S. Cant, S. Hochgreb, R.S. Barlow, Proc. Combust. Inst. 32, 1763-1770 (2009).

13

Practical turbulent stratified flames
Meier et al, CNF (2006), Nogenmyr (2005)

• Detailed species database
• Non-flamelet behaviour
• Product recirculation,
quenching, stratification
14
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Practical unsteady stratified flames
Sengissen et al, CNF (2007)

• Designed for instability investigation
• Many model parameters, limited
database (cold velocity, CH*)

15

Previous experimental work –
Summary
• Evidence for:
–
–
–
–

Enhancement of lean flammability limit
Enhanced burning rate into leaner mixtures
Broader and more symmetric curvature pdf
Increased flame surface density

• However:
– Limited data on local structure of turbulent stratified
flames
– More complete data sets needed for model validation
16
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Outline
• Previous work on stratified flames
– Laminar flames
– Turbulent flames
– Practical turbulent flames

• Current experiments
– Slot burner (Cambridge/Sandia)
– Co-annular swirl burner (Cambridge/Sandia)
– Co-annular burner (Darmstadt/Sandia)
17

Sandia Multiscalar Measurements

‣
‣
‣

Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF line
imaging (6 mm)
T, N2, O2, CH4, CO2, H2O, CO,
H2 (104 mm spacing)
Crossed OH PLIF
18
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Cambridge-Sandia Slot Burner:
near normal flame structure analysis
fs1: φ1= 0.73

φl φl φr φr

air

air

Mixing Layer

fs6: φ1= 0.37, φ2 = 1.10

0.25/mm

19

Dissipation terms for stratified flames
‣ Determination of local c requires measurement of local Z

‣ Scalar dissipation terms

‣ Current focus: Dissipation of reaction progress

20
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Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Slot Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn
φ2/φ1=1.0

z=30 mm

z=25 mm

z=30 mm

z=25 mm

21

Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Slot Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn
φ2/φ1=3.0

z=30 mm

z=25 mm

z=30 mm

z=25 mm

22
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Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Slot Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn

30 mm

25 mm

φ2/φ1=1.0

φ2/φ1=3.0

Max gradients are lower than expected
Mixture burns below flammability
23

Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Slot Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn

30 mm

25 mm

φ2/φ1=1.0

φ2/φ1=3.0

Max gradients are lower than expected
Mixture burns below flammability
24
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Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Swirl Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn
• Higher turbulence levels:
U1 = 7.5 m/s, U2 = 15 m/s
• Reh1=5800, Reh2=10800
• Long development length
• Optical access
• Increases flow complexity
compared to TUD burner
no swirl

bluff
body

variable
swirl

swirl

25

Cambridge/Sandia Stratified Swirl Burner
Ui = 7.5 m/s

Uo = 15 m/s

Rei = 5,800

Reo = 11,000

Ucf = 0.4 m/s

SR = 1
φi = 0.75
φo = 0.75

SR = 2
φi = 1.0
φo = 0.5

SR = 3
φi = 1.125
φo = 0.375

SR = 1
φi = 1.0
φo = 1.0

Vary stratification ratio and swirl
no swirl

•

Radial profiles
– z = 10, 20, 30, … mm
– 300 shots at each location,
1500 in flame brush
– 103 μm data spacing

•

25% swirl

Long records
– crossing of flame & mixing layer
– 30,000 shots

33% swirl

– 20 μm data spacing
– Wavelet denoising
Experiments conducted April – October 2009 / Mark Sweeney, visiting student

TNF10 Workshop
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Cambridge Stratified Swirl Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn

SwB1, premixed, non-swirling

SwB9, stratified, non-swirling
27

Cambridge Stratified Swirl Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn

SwB1, premixed,
non-swirling, 30 mm

See poster!
28
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Cambridge Stratified Swirl Burner
Sweeney, Hochgreb, Barlow, Dunn

SwB1, stratified,
non-swirling, 50 mm

See poster!
29

Summary – (Weakly) Stratified Flames
• Overall observations
– Extension of lean flammability limit by stratification of
lean flames
– Evidence of effect of gradients on laminar flame
speeds
– Higher FSD, broader curvature distribution

• Flame structure
– Largely consistent with premixed flamelets (some
differences due to differential diffusion (?))
– Measured gradients generally lower than expected
from laminar calculations: strain and curvature?
30
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What experiments should be done next?

• Higher stratification ratios crossing into edge
flames
• Higher turbulence levels
• Higher Re
• Focus on scalar-velocity interactions (curvature,
strain)?

31
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32
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TNF 10 Session Abstract: Partially Premixed Combustion Modeling
Session Chairs: E. Knudsen and E. S. Richardson
Abstract Of Session Presentation
The goal of this session was to review the current of state of stratified, partially premixed, and mixed regime
turbulent combustion models, and to suggest directions for future work that will help to advance the fidelity
of model performance in these challenging conditions.
The first half of the presentation reviewed the combustion physics that characterize mixed-regime burning,
and that must be accounted for by any relevant modeling approach. So-called ‘front-supported’ and ‘backsupported’ premixed flames were used as example cases that motivate this discussion. In these flames,
the equivalence ratio of a co-flow is set as either farther from stoichiometric (front-supported) or closer to
stoichiometric (back-supported) than a central jet stream. Newly available DNS data was referenced to
demonstrate how these different configurations change the premixed flame’s structure and burning speed.
Once the possible effects of stratification are understood, it becomes important to understand the conditions
under which these effects are expected to appear. Therefore, in an effort to more rigorously distinguish
between stratified combustion and purely premixed combustion, the controlling variables that might appear
in a regime diagram for stratification were discussed. These include the ratio of the maximum possible
change in burning speed to the mean burning speed, the ratio of the Kolmogorov length scale and the mean
flame thickness, and the mixing timescale associated with the local fuel concentration.
In the second half of this presentation, several of the most widely used LES combustion models were
discussed with respect to how they handle multi-regime burning. The approaches considered were the
flamelet model, the thickened flame model, filtered density function approaches, and the linear eddy model.
Each of these approaches was noted to have some particular advantages and particular disadvantages in
the context of partially premixed combustion. For example, the flamelet model is expected to predict flame
structure very accurately in both the non-premixed and premixed limits, but the extent to which descriptions
of these asymptotic regimes can be combined to describe a mixed mode flame structure remains unclear.
Finally, several approaches to locally distinguishing between premixed and non-premixed regimes in an
LES were discussed. The simplest of these approaches is the flame index, but more detailed approaches that
rely on coordinate transformations that explicitly distinguish regimes were also discussed. These approaches
are now being actively applied in LES, and are the subject of ongoing model development efforts.

Items Of Discussion
• One point that was raised throughout the workshop was the particular challenge that premixed combustion presented, and how this challenge was distinct from the non-premixed modeling challenge.
Because stratified and partially premixed combustion inherently have premixed-like behavior, models for premixed flame propagation and flame structure are essential for any predictive multi-regime
approach.

Comments On Future Work
• A continuing need exists for the improvement of regime distinguishing indicators. These indicators
will be needed in most combustion models that involve tabulated chemistry, but have only begun to
be developed.
• Beyond the need for regime indicators to be used within models, a broad framework (e.g. regime diagrams) for classifying and comparing different partially premixed flows – and the resultant combustion
physics – will be helpful. Further study of the stratified and partially-premixed data sets presented
at this workshop may help determine the relevant effects of various equivalence ratio and equivalence
ratio length-scale distributions.
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Modeling Approaches For Stratiﬁed And
Partially Premixed Combustion
E. S. Richardson
Sandia National Laboratories
E. Knudsen
Stanford University
TNF 10 Workshop, July 30th 2010

The Partially-Premixed Spectrum
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3

2

Benchmark
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Premixed
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Index of ﬂames plotted above
Experimental data

DNS data

a

TUD turbulent opposed jet burner.

b

d

DLR simple jet flames of CH4/H2/N2 in air . Bergmann1998, Meier2000, Hult2005,
Wang2007, Wang2008, Frank2008
Sandia piloted CH4/air air jet flames.
Barlow1998, Schneider2005, Barlow2005,
Karpetis2005, Wang2007
Sydney bluff-body flames of CH4/H2.
Dally1998, Dally2003

e

Sydney swirl/bluff-body flames.

Kalt2002, Al-Abdeli2003, Masri2004

f

Berkeley/Sydney nonpremixed lifted jet
flames in vitiated H2/air coflow.
Adelaide nonpremixed jet flames in vitiated
coflow (low O2 levels)
DLR model gas turbine combustor (steady
and unsteady cases).

Cabra2002, Cabra2005, Gordon2007

c

g
h
i

Geyer2005, Böhm2006

Dally2002, Medwell2007
Duan2005, Gizendanner2005, Meier2005,
Weigand2005, Weigand2006, Meier2006,
Meier2007
Anselmo-Filho2009, Barlow2009

j

Cambridge stratified slot burner, CH4/air
Vflame.
CORIA-INSA stratified V-flame.

k

TUD piloted annular stratified burner.

Dreizler et al.

l

ORACLES burner.

m

Cambridge stratified swirl burner Work in
progress.
Twente stratified swirl combustor (steady
and oscillating cases).
TECFLAM premixed swirl burner.

Nguyen2003, Domingo2005, Robin2006,
Duwig2007

n
o
p

TUD premixed low-swirl burner.

q

Sydney piloted premixed jet in vitiated
Coflow.
Place holder for various premixed flames
with low u’/SL
Sandia premixed swirling dump combustor

r
s
t

Premixed and stratified flames, turbulent
counter flow, high u’/SL

Renou2004, Degardin 2006, Robin2008

Sengissen2007
Schneider2005, Freitag2005, Freitag2007,
Schneider2008
Nogenmyr2007

1a Non-premixed temporal jets with Hawkes 2007,
extinction and re-ignition, CO-H2, Lignell 2009
and C2H4 fuels with simple soot
model.
1b Non-premixed temporal jet with
CH4 and H2 fuel.
2a Lifted planar fuel jets, H2 and
C2H4
2b Lifted round H2 jet
2c Autoigniting plume
3* Stratified slot Bunsen jet
configurations, realistic CH4
chemistry.
4a Premixed laboratory swirl burner,
tabulated chemistry.
4b Slot Bunsen jet configurations,
realistic CH4 chemistry.
4c Laboratory scale methane-air slot
Bunsen, realistic CH4 chemistry.
4d Isotropic turbulence, high u’/Sl, H2
fuel.

Knaus 2009
Richardson 2009,
Yoo 2009,
Yoo 2010
Mizobuchi 2002
Kerkemeier
Richardson 2010
Vervisch 2010
Sankaran 2007,
Richardson 2010
Bell 2007
Poludnenko 2010

*Other stratified turbulent DNS data in decaying turbulence
are provided by Malkeson (Malkeson and Chakraborty
2010a, 2010b), Grout (Grout et al, 2009), Hélie (Hélie and
Trouvé 1998), and Haworth (Haworth et al. 2000, Jiménez
et al. 2002).

Dunn2007, Dunn2008

Oefelein2006
Coppola 2009, Coriton 2010

3
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3. Modeling Applications
4. Modeling Needs
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Stratiﬁed Combustion Effects
• Starting from the turbulent premixed combustion paradigm:
- How does stratiﬁcation affect ﬂame area A’?
- And burning intensity I0 ?

Premixed

jet=0.7

coﬂow=0.7

Back supported

jet=0.4

coﬂow=1.0

Front supported

jet=1.0

coﬂow=0.4

coﬂow jet

Products

Products

Reactants

Reactants

Products

• Compare slot Bunsen ﬂame DNS in three cases:

coﬂow

CH4 fuel, jet Reynolds number = 2,100, identical
boundary conditions.

Stratiﬁed Combustion Effects
•

•

•
•

Integrated consumption rate is greatly reduced for
front supported ﬂame, and increased for back support.

y
Average equivalence ratio and averaged laminar ﬂame
speed similar in each case, with average laminar ﬂame
speed indicated by :

x

Need for modeling to account for evolution of ﬂame
area – differential propagation?
Need to understand the effect on burning intensity...
5 / 29
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Stratiﬁed Combustion Effects - Flame Speed
•

Stratiﬁed ﬂame displacement speed has a dependence on the ﬂame normal
equivalence ratio gradient.
Turbulent

Displacement speed conditioned
on c=0.65, =0.7 and ﬂame normal
equivalence ratio gradient.

Laminar

Temperature

Fuel
consumption
Stoichiometric
Lean
Preheat layer

CO/H2 oxidation

Equivalence ratio

Back support Front support

•
•

Reaction-diffusion effect of back support also
observed in stratiﬁed laminar ﬂames.
Flame normal equivalence ratio (ie. cross-dissipation
controls the ‘local’ effect of stratiﬁcation on the
chemistry & composition.)
6 / 29
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Characterizing Partially-Premixed Combustion
Two-regime combustion indicators

•

Non-premixed / Premixed: (Yamashita 1996). Improved by (Fiorina 2005)

•

Autoignition / Deﬂagaration: Zeldovich criterion (J.H. Chen 2006)

Multi-regime combustion indicators

•

Domingo 2008

•

Knudsen 2009, based on 2-D ﬂamelet transformation – more later
7 / 29
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Characterizing Partially-Premixed Combustion
What additional parameters describe turbulent stratiﬁed combustion?

Gas turbines
Sandia Bunsen
Jets
IC engines
Stratiﬁed jet
ﬂames: k, m
Vervisch et al.
V-ﬂames: i, j
Premixed DNS
With AMR, (Bell)

Peters 2000

8 / 25
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Characterizing Partially-Premixed Combustion
Assuming stratiﬁcation scales are imposed by the turbulence cascade: (rather
than by spray evaporation, for example)
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Outline
1. Partially Premixed Physics
2. Modeling Approaches
3. Modeling Applications
4. Modeling Needs
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Modeling Overview
Structural models

Statistical models

Built on assumed ﬂame structure

No ﬂame assumptions regarding the ﬂame structure
 regime independent, but difﬁcult to capture
correct reaction-diffusion physics using 1-point
statistics.

Laminar ﬂamelets, Thickened Flame Model

e.g. PDF methods (including Stochastic ﬁelds),
(conditional-)moment methods.

Models combining statistical and
structural components
For example the Linear Eddy Model (Kerstein):
Combines detailed transport for small-scale
reaction-diffusion + statistical representation of
the turbulent convection.

Premixed CH4 Bunsen DNS (Sandia DNS ﬂame C1) in the thin
reaction zones regime: H2 mass fraction conditioned on progress
variable c. Unstrained ﬂamelet (green), EMST PDF model (red
scatter and blue conditional mean) DNS (black scatter, grey
conditional mean).
TNF10 Workshop
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Flamelet Models
•

Modeling approach

OH In Premixed Flame
(Buschmann, 1996)

- Solve asymptotic combustion problems
- Tabulate solutions for mapping in LES
- Arbitrarily detailed chemistry
•

LES of Swirl Burner
(Knudsen, 2009)

Partially premixed application
counterﬂow ﬂames (Fiorina 2005),
- 1-D
2-D spray ﬂame (Domingo 2005),
Stratiﬁed swirl burner (Knudsen 2009)

- How should local regime be selected?
should regime interactions be
- How
described (1-D or 2-D ﬂamelets?)

Swirl Burner Exp.
(Cheng, LBNL)

12 / 29

Thickened Flame Models
•

Modeling approach

- Explicitly broaden ﬂame structure by factor F
- Relatively inexpensive; typically 1-step chemistry
- Regimes not distinguished
•

Helicopter Combustor LES
(Boileau 2008),
(Boudier 2008)

Partially premixed application

- Helicopter spray combustor: good agreement w/ exp.
- Can ﬂame quenching (stability) be predicted?
- How does the thickening affect minor species? Soot?
13 / 29
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FDF / PDF Models
•

Modeling approach

- Solve chemistry realizations using particles
- Model mixing between realizations
- Regime distinction not required (Xu 2000) …
- … but often used (Anand 1987, Raman 2005,

Non-Premixed
Flame LES
(Raman 2005)

Lindstedt 2006)

•

Partially premixed application

- Limited, partly due to limited premixed studies,
especially for LES

- Mixing model continues to be critical
- Is regime selection appropriate?

14 / 29

Linear Eddy Models (LEM)
•

Modeling approach

- Solve 1-D problems in each mesh cell
- Typically 2- or 3- step mechanisms
- Regimes not distinguished
effects appear through fuel / O
- Stratiﬁcation
interactions on 1-D meshes

2

•

Aircraft Combustor LES
(Patel, 2008)

Partially premixed application
spray combustor LES: predicts many
- Aircraft
mixed but unburned realizations

- 1-D micro-scale sufﬁcient for stratiﬁcation?
- Are there constraints on 3-D vs. 1-D resolution?
15 / 29
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Assessing Partially Premixed Capabilities
Flame Structure
Explicitly Described

Flamelet
Models
CMC

Linear Eddy
Modeling
Flame Structure
Accuracy?

Flame Structure
Explicitly Altered

Transported
FDFs / PDFs
Thickened
Flames

No Adjustment
Needed

Adjustments Needed
For Partial Premixing?

Large Adjustment
Needed

A useful model does not need to accurately predict all quantities, but should
consistently predict a few quantities with reasonable accuracy
16 / 29

Outline
1. Partially Premixed Physics
2. Modeling Approaches
3. Modeling Applications (Flamelet Models)
4. Modeling Needs
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Multi-Regime Flamelet Model
Flamelet Database
Black: Non-Premixed Flamelets
Red: Premixed Flamelets

• Transform scalar transport equation ...

• ... Into regime-speciﬁc coordinate basis
Laminar Triple Flame
Progress Variable, C
Regime Indicator,

• Locally examine regime strength

Knudsen & Pitsch, Comb. Flame 2009
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Multi-Regime Model Schematic
Temperature Contour Plot

P&W Engine Simulation
(Stanford CTR)

Transport Coefﬁcients

Density

Chemical Source Terms

Regime Selection
Model

Non-Premixed
Flamelet Solutions
TNF10 Workshop

Premixed Flame
Solutions
182

Auto-Ignition
Chemistry Solutions
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Regimes In Laminar n-Heptane Flames
•

44 species n-heptane mechanism
(Liu et al., 2004)

•

Unity Lewis numbers

•

Flamelet variables

Laminar
Counterﬂow Flame
Inlet, Z=1

Laminar Triple Flame
Z=0.0
Outlet

Inlet

-

Outlet

Mixture fraction: Z
Progress variable: C

Z=0.5
Inlet, Z=0

Level set: G

Regime Indicator Predictions

•

4 combustion model cases

-

Finite rate (true solution)
Non-premixed (Z, C)
Premixed (Z, C, G)
Multi-regime (Z, C, G)

20 / 29

Triple Flame Propagation Speed
Finite Rate
(True Solution)

Position Of Leading Flame Edge

Purely Non-Premixed
Model

Purely Premixed
Model

The premixed ﬂamelets’ dependence on Z
captures stratiﬁed propagation speeds

Multi-Regime Model
21 / 29
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CO Species In Counterﬂow Flame
Finite Rate
(True Solution)

Purely Non-Premixed
Model

Conditional CO Along Symmetry Line

Purely Premixed
Model

Multi-Regime Model

Non-premixed regime captures CO well;
multi-regime model correctly selects ﬂamelets
22 / 29

CO Species In Triple Flame
Finite Rate
(True Solution)

CO Along Vertical Cut In Flame

Purely Non-Premixed
Model

Purely Premixed
Model

Neither pure regime is adequate …
appropriately blending regimes is the challenge

Multi-Regime Model
23 / 29
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Multi-Regime LES Application
•LES of NASA’s LDI combustor
-

Liquid jet A fuel

-

Re ~ 30,000

-

122 species mechanism

Non-Premixed
Flamelets

Premixed
Flamelets
Premixed Flammability
Limits

•

Is post-evaporation premixing important?

•

Multi-regime model

-

Tabulate 1-D ﬂamelet sets

-

Map chemistry with regime indicator,

= 0 (White):
Non-premixed mapping

= 1 (Red):
Premixed mapping

*Knudsen & Pitsch, Comb. Flame 2009
24 / 29

LES Of LDI Spray Combustor
Time averaged mixture fraction: multi-regime model vs. purely non-premixed model

Inclusion of premixed regime leads to increased evaporation

• Partial premixing leads to
– ~100 K temperature differences near injector
– Large changes in minor species
TNF10 Workshop
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Multi-Regime 2-D Flamelets (L. Vervisch)

MFM - Chemistry tabulation
Z-Yc coupled

P.-D. Nguyen et al., Combust. Flame 157(1): 43-61 (2010)

26 / 29

Multi-Regime 2-D Flamelets (L. Vervisch)

Equivalence ratio variation and progress
of reaction fully coupled

Diffusion ﬂame

Manifolds depend on ﬂame
topology as captured by
cross-scalar dissipation rate

Composition space responses for various
strain rates, comparison with diffusionﬂamelet: strong differences are observed.

P.-D. Nguyen et al., Combust. Flame 157(1): 43-61 (2010)
TNF10 Workshop
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2-D Flamelets Model Schematic
Temperature Contour Plot

P&W Engine Simulation
(Stanford CTR)

Transport Coefﬁcients

Density

Chemical Source Terms

2-D Flamelet Table

• Advantage: Regimes implicitly accounted for by table coordinates
• Challenges: Memory to store table; modeling the dissipation rates
28 / 29
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Partially Premixed Modeling Needs
Increasing
Modeling
Difﬁculty

General Needs
•

Firmer relationships between a given model’s
errors and combustor conditions

•
•
•
•

Flame structure dependence on Z & C alignment
Turbulent ﬂame speed for partial mixing

Laminar
Flame Speeds

Pollutant / soot formation for partial mixing
Data on post-evaporation regimes

Increasing Flame
Structure Dependence

Model-Speciﬁc Needs
•
•
•

Soot
Precursors
Pollutants
Radical
Species
Turbulent
Flame Speeds

Promising Trends
•
•
•

Mixed 1-D ﬂamelets or 2-D ﬂamelets? When?
Better (more efﬁcient) chemistry tabulation
Can global chemistry models predict ﬂame
stability/quenching? When do they fail?

Increasing variety, detail of experimental data
Detailed chemistry DNS data across regimes
Increasing simulation of industrially relevant
(partially premixed) ﬂows
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Stratified flames from TUD
Summary by Andreas Dreizler

Institute Reactive Flows and Diagnostics
Center of Smart Interfaces
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
TU Darmstadt
Petersenstr. 32, 64287 Darmstadt, Germany
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Stratified flames from TUD
Summary by Andreas Dreizler

Contributors:
TUD-people (Seffrin, Böhm, Fuest, Karimi, Ketelheun, Künne, Janicka)
Sandia (Frank, Barlow)
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Contents
 Burner design
 Operational conditions
 Diagnostics: applied, in progress
 Next steps
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Features of the burner design
 Provide benchmark for intentionally stratified flames
 Statistically stationary flames (no propagating flames)
 Simple flow field, high Re-Nos., fully developed turbulent pipe flows
 Should suit geometry-inflexible codes for validation
 Generate regions with (steep) mixture stratification parallel and
perpendicular to flame front
 Significant stratification relative to typical LES resolutions
 Full optical access, open flame, shielded by large coflow

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 4
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Features of the burner design
 Flame stabilization without recirculation
→ therefore pilot flame with minimal influence on region of interest and
not disturbing laser diagnostics (beam steering, radiation trapping)
 Potential for wide parametric variation of
 Stratification
 lean-lean
 lean-rich, including stoich. conditions
 Shear

Two-streams
+ central pilot
3 concentric tubes

 Fuel

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 5

Burner design
 Sketch

General features
 Three streams, individual MFCs
 Staggered exit tubes, full optical access for f# 2.0
 No beam steering because of central pilot
Central pilot
 Burning inside ceramic tube
 Hot exhaust velocity matched with gases from slot 1
 Heat transfer from pilot tube to slot 1 minimized by
flame holder design
Slot 1
 Cold gases velocity matched to exhaust
from pilot
 Thin rim to slot 2 to avoid recirculation
 Same φ as pilot
Slot 2
 Variation of φ and exit velocities relative to
slot 1

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 6
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Burner design
60
37
14.8

 Hydraulic diameter of slot 1 ≈ slot 2
 Inflow: >25 hydraulic diameters
(version with 40 hydraulic diameter
long tubes resulted in almost identical
nozzle exit velocity profiles)

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 7

Burner design

Dependent on operational
conditions; (partly) below
flammability limits

Potential areas of
stratification

Some issues for future work
 Relevance of stratification (overall topology/ flame brush; flame structures; flame speeds
changes because of back/ front support; …)
 Understanding effects of stratification and come up with suitable model approaches
TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 8
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Operational conditions (1)


Mainly operation as lean(φ1)-lean(φ2) or premixed (cases A – K)
(w and w/o stratification between slot 1 and 2)



One case lean-rich, including stoichiometric conditions (L)



Base fuel methane, parametric variation


stratification but no shear (A, B, F)



shear but no stratification (E)



shear and stratification (C, D, H ethylene, J)



neither shear nor stratification (G, I ethylene, K)

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 9

Operational conditions (2)
vPilot
[m/s]

ΦSlot1

vSlot1
[m/s]

ReSlot1

ΦSlot2

vSlot2
[m/s]

ReSlot2

Ptotal
[kW]

l
[mm]

1

0.9

10

13 600

0.6

10

13 100

72

120

19 600

109

150

6700

53

110

26 200

111

130

configuration

ΦPilot

TSF_A_r

0.9

TSF_A_i1

0.9

1

0

10

0

10

TSF_A_i2

0

10

0

10

0

10

TSF_B_r

0.9

1.5

0.9

15

0.6

15

TSF_B_i1

0.9

1.5

0

15

0

15

20 400

TSF_B_i2

0

15

0

15

TSF_C_r

0.9

1

0.9

10

TSF_C_i1

0.9

1

0

10

TSF_D_r

0.9

1

0.9

10

TSF_D_i1

0.9

1

0

10

TSF_E_r

0.9

1

0.9

10

13 600

0.9

5

6600

64

110

TSF_F_r

0.9

1

0.9

10

13 600

0.75

10

13 100

83

120

TSF_G_r

0.9

1

0.9

10

13 600

0.9

10

13 100

94

130

TSF_H_r

0.9

0.6

0.6 (C2H4)

10

14 000

0.9 (C2H4)

5

6800

53

110

TSF_I_r

0.9

0.6

0.6 (C2H4)

10

14 000

0.6 (C2H4)

10

13 400

63

150

TSF_J_r

0.9

0.6

0.6

10

13 500

0.9

5

6600

52

(320)

TSF_J_i1

0.9

0.6

0

10

0

5

13 600

13 600

0

15

0.6

5

0

5

0.6

20

0

20

TSF_J_i2

0

6

0

10

0

5

TSF_K_r

0.9

0.6

0.6

10

13 500

0.6

10

13 100

61

(250)

TSF_L_r

0.9

1

1.4

10

13 700

0.6

10

13 100

90
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Visual impressions


Flame photographs

Stratification, no shear

Ethylene

No stratification, shear

Stratification, shear
Ethylene

No stratification, no shear

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 11

Copy of the burner


Second burner transferred to Sandia

OK





Flames are sensitive to proper alignment of three tubes


Experience from lab



Indicated by numerical simulations (Verena Klapdor)

If aligned correctly, reproducible flame appearance, HWA-flow field (cold)

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 12
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Diagnostics (1)


Flow field (TUD, Seffrin & Ludwig)






LDV: radial profiles at typically 5 selected axial heights up to 250mm


2 velocity components, axi-symmetry is checked



Means, rms, 1 Reynolds-stress, auto-correlations, integral time
scales

High speed PIV: at selected regions (Seffrin)


2 velocity components, gradients (vorticity, etc.)



Auto- and cross-correlations, integral length scales

Details: F. Seffrin, F. Fuest, D. Geyer, A. Dreizler, Combust. Flame
157 (2010) 384–396.
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Diagnostics (2)


Scalar field (Sandia, TUD: Böhm & Frank)






2D-Rayleigh (10Hz) & OH PLIF (10Hz, 10kHz): selected regions up to
80mm above exit (CS: 2A13, Tuesday 17:15)


Temperature fields Æ length scales to be analysed



Flame structures



Flame brush

Acetone PLIF & OH PLIF (10Hz): selected regions up to 80mm


Mixing fields prior to flame



Identification of regions with actually stratified flames

High speed acetone PLIF (10kHz) (Heeger&Gordon)


…

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 14
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Diagnostics (3)


Scalar field, (TUD, Seffrin, Fuest, Stahler, Karimi, Geyer)


1D-Raman/Rayleigh


Temperature field



Main species concentrations and local equivalence ratios



Mean, rms, scatter plots

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 15

Experimental steps coming next


Rerun the measurements and final evaluation of 1D Raman/Rayleigh data
(Seffrin, Fuest, Stahler, Karimi)



Aim for measurements of scalar gradients



Simultaneous CO LIF and Rayleigh measurements (Frank)



Different operational conditions


Taking the flame faster to mixing region between slot 1 and 2 by
increasing sL (→ H2 or C2H4 addition, oxygen enrichment?)



Slot 2 fed by air?



Suggestions (faster and narrower coflow, …) ?

TNF 10 | A. Dreizler | 16
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Andreas M Kempf, a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk

Darmstadt Stratified Flames
Model Comparisons
W.P. Jones, S. Navarro-Martinez, K. Vogiatzaki, Imperial
G. Kuenne, J. Janicka, Darmstadt
A. Roux, H. Pitsch, Stanford
F. Cavallo Marincola, A. Kempf, Imperial
F. Seffrin, F. Fuest, D. Geyer, A. Dreizler, Darmstadt

The Darmstadt Stratified Flames were presented as a new test case for the TNF 10 workshop. These flames
were developed at Darmstadt university and have been investigated by Seffrin, Fuest, Geyer and Dreizler.
Preliminary experimental data for temperature (Rayleigh, Raman-Rayleigh), mixture fraction and CO2 mass
fraction (Raman) was also made available and presented at the workshop in comparison to the numerical
simulations. (This preliminary experimental scalar data was only made available for presentation at TNF10, it
has not been included here, as improved data will become available and be published soon.)
A set of flames was chosen as preferred target for the comparisons, and contributors were encouraged to
simulate at least the non-reactive case TSFAi2 and the basic stratified case TSFAr. Only the Stanford group
submitted further data for case TSFG.
Cases in descending order of priority
1. TSFAi2 (isothermic)
2. TSFAr (stratified, no shear)
3. TSFGr (not stratified, no shear)
4. TSFCr (stratified, shear)
5. TSFEr (no strat, shear)
All groups performed Large-Eddy Simlations, using (i) a sub-grid pdf/stochastic fields method in combination
with the static Smagorinsky model (Imperial, Jones’ Boffin-LES code), (ii) a flamelet model combined with the
G-Equation and the Germano model (Stanford, NGA-3DA), (iii)premixed flamelet generated manifolds with
local flame thickening and the Germano model (Darmstadt, FASTEST) and (iv) Fureby’s flame surface
density model with the static Smagorinsky model (Imperial, Kempf’s PsiPhi code).
Two approaches were taken to represent the computational domain: Darmstadt and Stanford simulated the
flow upstream, using one large domain with local refinement (Darmstadt) and a cascade of precursor
simulations (Stanford). Both groups obtained results that were in good agreement with the experimental
velocity data. Both groups from Imperial used a more compact computational domain, starting simulations at
the outlet of the inner nozzle, prescribing the experimental velocity data.
Overall, all groups achieved good predictions of the data, particularly considering that a new TNF case was
simulated. As the scalar data (temperature, mixture fraction and CO2 mass fraction) only became available
very late, the predictions of these quantities can be considered as ‘blind’; modellers had no opportunity to
tune their simulations to match the data.
The features of the flames that were found to be most challenging were the intricate geometry of the flame
holder, the chamfer on the nozzle exits, and the relatively low co-flow velocity of only 0.1 m/s, which makes a
long simulation time necessary.
For TNF11, it is recommended that the Darmstadt stratified flame series be considered as a test case. The
lessons learned for TNF10 should enable all groups to accurately predict the flow and mixing, so that the
focus can be shifted towards the effect of stratification on flame-turbulence interaction. It is hoped that
groups will be able to start the TNF11 simulations earlier in the cycle than was the case for TNF10, thus
allowing sufficient time for detailed simulations to be completed and potentially interesting comparisons to be
made.
Any groups interested to contribute simulations of these flames for TNF11 should contact Andreas Kempf
(a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk) to be included in the mailing list.
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These slides were presented at the TNF 11 workshop. The slides contain information that is unfinished or still work
in progress, provided in the spirit of discussing fresh, non-final results. The original authors have provided this
information under the condition that the data will only be used for the TNF presentation and proceedings.
You may only use these slides in agreement with the rules set out in the TNF proceedings.
In particular, you must not refer to or cite the information from these slides in any publication.

Andreas M Kempf, a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk

Darmstadt Stratified Flames
Model Comparisons

Guido Kuenne, Johannes Janicka | Darmstadt
Anthony Roux, Heinz Pitsch | Stanford
Konstantina Vogiatzaki, Navarro-Martinez, Bill Jones | Imperial
Fabrizio Cavallo Marincola, Andreas M Kempf | Imperial
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Cases
TSF-A-i2 isothermal

TSF-A-r reactive

Pilot: 10 m/s

Pilot: 1 m/s, 0.9

Slot 1: 10 m/s

Slot 1: 10 m/s, 0.9

Slot 2: 10 m/s

Slot 2: 10 m/s, 0.5

Coflow: 0.1 m/s

Coflow: 0.1 m/s
72 KW

3

TNF 10

Contributions
DA! | Guido Kuenne (PhD student), Johannes Janicka
SU !| Anthony Roux (PD), Heinz Pitsch
ICB!| Boffin: Salvador Navarro-Martinez (staff) ! !
!
!
Konstantina Vogiatzaki (PD), Bill Jones
ICP! | PsiPhi: Fabrizio Cavallo Marincola (PhD student)
!
! ! !
Andreas M Kempf

TNF10 Workshop
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Simulations
Grid
mm

Domain
mm

Code

Cost
CPUh

DA

block-structured
0.8M, 6.5M cells

-120<x<600
r=300

FASTEST
incompressible

5,400
43,000

SU

0.5 < ! < 4
7.5M cells

Multiple
precursor
simulations

NGA/3DA
incompressible

~20,000
1,500

ICB

0.33 < !
3M, 1.5M cells

600x600
500x500

Boffin
incompressible

700
10,000

ICP

! = 1 mm
6.4M, 20M cells

160x200x200
260x280x280

PsiPhi "#
incompressible

500
6,400

5

TNF 10

Modelling Approaches
Combustion

Turbulence

DA

Premixed Flamelet Generated Manifolds
with Artificially Thickened Flame approach

Germano

SU

G-Equation model with
tabulated Chemistry

Germano,
Lagrangian

ICB

Transported FDF Model
Stochastic Fields Method

Smagorinsky

ICP

Flame Surface Density model (Fureby)
Sl depends on mixture fraction

Smagorinsky

TNF10 Workshop
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DA !FGM
! ! ! Flamelet Generated Manifolds
Thickened flame approach coupled with FGM tabulated chemistry:

Chemistry Reduction by Flamelet Generated Manifolds
(FGM)

 2134('1,$5617(839:$54'5&'43(-0$-;$4$)<2(710(-04'$=917(>1,$;'471$43$5-083403$1?&(@4'1051$943(Mass fraction [-]

Temperature [K]

M

F!

A-&951 3197I$,108(3:I$
317=1943&91O

EF!
N!F

 A1'153(0B$4$7-0-3-01$=9-B9188$@49(4C'1$DEF!G
 H1=143$361$=9-51,&91$;-9$,(;;19103$1?&(@4'1051$
943(-8
Æ !<2(7108(-04'$34C'1I$=49471319(J1,$C:$361$
3K-$5-039-''(0B$@49(4C'18
 EF! 7488$;9453(-0
 L(>3&91$;9453(-0
 E-039-''(0B$@49(4C'18$491$39408=-931,$C:$PQAMRAM
!"#$%&'($!")" *$$+&(,-$./001 *$$!

Guido Künne
Johannes Janicka
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DA !ATF
! ! ! Artificially Thickened Flames
Thickened flame approach coupled with FGM tabulated chemistry:

Coupling of the FGM table with the LES solver
FASTEST: Grid dependence of flame propagation

 <5=->?@0?$A'@51$4B@>@4?1>(7?(47$4@0$
-0'C$D1$>1=>-,&41,$-0$E1>C$A(01$F>(,7
 G$'@>F1$1>>->$-44&>7$-0$HIJK?C=(4@'$
517B17$

¨93"#":55
¨93"#);55
¨93"#;!55
 &(0 3$!"$4567
 7' 3$!8$4567

HIJ
 G>?(A(4(@'$?B(4Q10(0F$(7$&71,$?-$19?10,$?B1$>1F(-0$-A$
4->>14?$4-&='(0F$?-$HIJK517B17$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
R5-,1'(0F$@44->,(0F$?-S$N#$T-'(0$et al#$@0,$O#$TB@>'1??1 et al#U$
"
"#)8

"#)"

N>(F(0@'$
O'@51

"#"8

PB(4Q101,$
O'@51

"#""
K)"

K8

 PB(4Q10(0F$(7$D@71,$-0$
"
9$L55M

8

)"

 O'@51$7107->$?-$@4?$-0'C$(0$?B1$>1@4?(E1$'@C1>
 H-4@'$F>(,$7(V1$

!"#$%&'($!")" *$$+&(,-$./001 *$$2

Guido Künne

Johannes Janicka
TNF10 Workshop
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DA !ATF
! ! ! Mesh-independent propagation
Thickened flame approach coupled with FGM tabulated chemistry:

Correct Flame propagation is ensured automatically on
arbitrary grids
"#"3

"#)

"#)3

)45$6176$8971$:(6;$<9=(9>'1$?=(,$7(@1$

 )#$AB¨C9DE$$$$F$G;(8H10(0?$988-=,(0?$6-$6;1$8-9=7176$81''$B79<1E
 !#$AB¨9<?E$$$$$F$G;(8H10(0?$988-=,(0?$6-$90$9<1=9?1$81''$7(@1$B09(<1E
 I#$AB9,9J6(<1EF$G;(8H10(0?$>971,$-0$'-89'$81''$7(@1$B(061''(?106E

ÆK-==186$L'9C1$J=-J9?96(-0$
 M0$8-9=71$C17;17
 A-=$1<1=N$1O&(<9'1081$=96(!"#$%&'($!")" *$$+&(,-$./001 *$$2

Guido Künne
Johannes Janicka
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Numerical
setup
SU !Numerical
Setup
Geometry,boundary
boundaryconditions...
conditions...
! ! ! Geometry,
!

Different series of inflow profiles are used:
Solutions of
3 LES
periodic
pipes

Fed

Solution of
LES of the
flame holder

Dx=0.1mm

Fed

TSF Burner

L = 0.4m, R=0.2m
580x200x64
Dx=0.5mm
(close to injection)!
TSF_A_r

Anthony Roux

Heinz Pitsch
TNF10 Workshop
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ModelingSetup
approach
SU !Numerical
Combustion
& Turbulence
! ! ! Geometry,
boundary
conditions...
!

Flamelets model (Peters):
"

"

"
"
"

!

Presumed PDF to describe subfilter distributions such as:
P1 is modeled using a !-PDF while P2 is approximated by a d-function.
An algebraic equation is used to describe mixing.
Multi-regime approach according Knudsen & Pitsch (CF, 2009).
Enthalpy transported and used to correct temperature, density and source term directly.

Combustion model combines:
"

"

!

Solve both non-premixed and premixed 1D flames and tabulate solutions. Detailed
chemistry from Gri-Mech 3.0.

G-equation approach: Levelset model coupled with a transported progress variable
(Knudsen & Pitsch, PoF, submitted).
Flamelet-Progress Variable approach (C.D. Pierce, PhD, 2004)!

Turbulence:
"

Dynamic Smagorinsky model with a Lagrangian-type statistical averaging procedure.

Anthony Roux
Heinz Pitsch
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SU !Numerical
Modeling Setup
approach
! ! ! Geometry, boundary
Numerics conditions...
!

Semi-implicit finite difference code NGA/3DA (Desjardins et al, JCP,
2008):
- Low-Mach number limit,
- AMG pressure solver,
- Second order accurate in both space and time, semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme,
- weno3 scheme for scalar advection,
- Cylindrical coordinate mesh

!

Cost:
- 68s per iteration on 64 pros Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz,
- 4 iterations of the velocity solver and 5 for the pressure solver
- Dt = 2.5x10-5 s,

Anthony Roux

Heinz Pitsch
TNF10 Workshop
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ICB"
Imperial ‘Boffin’
COMBUSTION: Sub-Grid PDF Evolution Equation
! ! ! Transported FDF Method
Fine grained PDF:
Sub-grid (filtered) PDF:

Gradient closure
Need Closure!

LMSE/IEM Model

Konstantina Vogiatzaki
Salvador Navarro Martinez, William P. Jones
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ICB" Imperial ‘Boffin’
! ! Stochastic
! Stochastic
Fields
Method
Field Method
[Ito Formulation]
Represent PDF by N stochastic fields (Valiño 1998)
(N stochastic fields for each of the Ns scalars)

Where
,

Konstantina Vogiatzaki

TNF10 Workshop
Salvador Navarro Martinez, William P. Jones
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ICB"
Imperial
‘Boffin’
Implementation
specifics
! ! ! Implementation
CODE
BOFFIN – LES (In-house block structured parallel
code)
CHEMICAL MECHANISM:
15 step 19 species (from GRI 3.0) Sung et al (2001)

Konstantina Vogiatzaki
Salvador Navarro Martinez, William P. Jones
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ICB" Imperial ‘Boffin’
! ! !GridGrid
GRID

TSF_A2 (Isothermal)
!500x500 mm
!2.986.000 cells

TSF A_r

!600 x 600 mm
! 1.572.864 cells
!smallest mesh size 0.322 mm, stretched
towards the shear layer
! 1 and 8 stochastic fields

Konstantina Vogiatzaki

TNF10 Workshop
Salvador Navarro Martinez, William P. Jones
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ICP" Imperial ‘PsiPhi’
Modelling Modelling I
! Chemistry
!Flame! Surface
Combustion
Density
Both mixture fraction and a progress variable are transported:

!

(ρ̄Z) case:
∂ (ρ̄ũj Z) ∂ [ρ̄see
(ujwhere
z − ũj Z)]
•∂ New
it fails
+ Start simple,
+
= ∇ · (ρ̄D∇Z)
∂t

∂xj

∂xj

•∂ Solve
mixture fraction and for progress variable
(ρ̄c̃) transport
∂ (ρ̄ũj c̃) equation
∂ [ρ̄ (ufor
j c − ũj c̃)]
∂t

+

+

∂xj

= ρSd |∇c|

∂xj

• Use Fureby's FSD model for premixed combustion

Model extended to consider varying flame speed with mixture fraction
• Use laminar flamespeed according to Aung et al.:
using a polynomial fit according to

!

400
350

Sl [mm/s]

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04
z [-]

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

Aung, K. T. Tseng L-K. Ismail M. A. and G. M. Faeth.
Combustion and Flame, 102:526–530, 1995.

2
Fabrizio Cavallo Marincola
Andreas M Kempf
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ICP" Imperial ‘PsiPhi’
! PsiPhi
! ! Simulation
Transported quantities:

!

!

Momentum, Density, Mixture fraction, Progress variable

!

CDS for momentum, TVD for scalars

!

3rd order explicit low-storage Runge-Kutta for time integration
Combustion modeled using Fureby’s Flame Surface Density model with
varying flame speed
Artificial turbulence generated at inflow
Cell (filter) width of 1mm

!
!
!

!

Domain of 260x280x280 ~ 20.3M cells for reactive case
6400 CPUh for 30000 time steps

ata: preliminary

inflow d
Problems with

1
Fabrizio Cavallo Marincola
Andreas M Kempf
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Results: Non-Reactive
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Non-Reactive Simulations

Excellent agreement for new TNF test case
Darmstadt, Stanford simulate inflow very successfully
Real grid study from Darmstadt (0.8M, 6.5M)
Cost/CPUh: DA 5,400, SU 1,500, ICB 700, ICP 500

TNF10 Workshop
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Reactive Simulations
Very encouraging for a new TNF test case
Darmstadt, Stanford simulate inflow very successfully
Real grid study from Darmstadt (0.8M, 6.5M)
Cost/CPUh:
DA 43,000, SU 20,000, ICB 10,000, ICP 6,400

TNF10 Workshop
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20
r [mm]

30

Difficulties
Low coflow velocity (0.1 m/s)
Need for long initialisation time
Need for large domain (radial)
Fine structures in pilot (flame holder)
A better understanding of sensitivities is required to
enhance results

27
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Comments
Good experimental data, with
improved measurements to follow
data will be processed again
Simulations are getting there
TNF10 work on getting the flow field, mixing, temperature
TNF11 focus on flame turbulence interaction
Simple combustion models seem quite useful
Probably first publications soon

TNF10 Workshop
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Thank you for your attention...
...and for your questions!
Special thanks to Fabrizio Cavallo Marincola for his help with plotting.

29
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Progress on Kinetics and Diagnostics for “New” Fuels
Coordinators: J-Y Chen and Peter Lindstedt
Contributors
Frederik Fuest and Andreas Dreizler, TU Darmstadt.
Rob Barlow, Matt Dunn and Jonathan Frank, Sandia National Laboratories.
Roger Robinson and Sung-Woo Park, Imperial College.

Background/Targets



To introduce new fuels that have different properties to current
hydrocarbons (basically methane or methanol) and that are of
practical interest.



The choices made at the last TNF meeting were DME and
ethanol.



The fuels have comparatively simple structures and very different
chemistries. Ethanol has a RON of 129, while the DME value is
very low – the cetane number is 55-60.



The current talk will update on progress.

TNF10 Workshop
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What do we need to do?



To provide a systematic determination of high quality
thermodynamic data – some oxygenated species are more
problematic.



To derive and test detailed reaction mechanisms with
validation to include flame structures and ignition related
properties.



To identify critical reaction pathways and, if need be,
determine (or encourage others to obtain) the relevant
reaction rate parameters.



To reduce the resulting mechanisms to an acceptable size.



To procure high quality experimental data in a “friendly”
burner configuration (c.f. Sandia A-F series).

What has been done?

TNF10 Workshop



Validation of existing reaction mechanisms for DME and
ethanol (Berkeley and Imperial).



The identification of critical reaction pathways and progress
on the determination or selection of appropriate reaction
rate constants (Berkeley and Imperial).



The derivation and evaluation of a systematically reduced
reaction mechanism for DME (Berkeley).



The development of experimental techniques for DME and
ethanol flames with a focus on the former (Darmstadt and
Sandia).



The application and evaluation of the developed
experimental techniques to laminar and turbulent DME
flames (Berkeley, Darmstadt and Sandia).
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Extension of Raman/Rayleigh methods to other fuels
• Exploratory experiments at Sandia to measure Raman spectra and
assess feasibility
– ethane, ethylene, dimethyl ether, propane
– cold/heated flows, laminar jet flames, turbulent piloted flames
– focus on DME as most Raman friendly (lowest fluorescence interference)

Existing Reaction Mechanisms

TNF10 Workshop



Reaction mechanisms for DME and ethanol have been
produced by a number of groups.



The suggestions include ethanol from the USCD, LLNL and
Dryer groups and DME from the Dryer and LLNL groups.



How do they perform in the context of auto-ignition in a
coflow from a lean hydrogen flame (c.f. the Cabra burner)?
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Predicted ignition delay times with
coflow H2/air ( = 0.4 and 1350 K).











The result suggests that
the
LLNL
ethanol
mechanism predicts faster
ignition than the DME
Dryer variant.
The LLNL mechanisms
appear self-consistent.
Predicted delay times also
vary
by
multiples
depending on conditions.
The outcome is perhaps
surprising.
Possible causes?

Comparisons of Heat of Formation G3B3 Level for Species
involved in Ethanol Ignition
Calculated G3B3 and CBS QB3 Enthalpies of Formation at 298 K.
Imperial G3B3

Carstensen et al.
(2005) CBS-QB3

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

OH

35.01

38.53

HO2

12.85

13.10

C2H5

120.51

122.38

C2H4

51.47

52.13

C2H5OO

-22.88

-22.01

CH3CHO

-167.44

-170.54

C2H4OOH

49.58

51.25

Species

TNF10 Workshop
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PES of Ethyl Oxidation (G3B3 Level)

+ O2

C2H5OO  CH3CHO+OH


TNF10 Workshop

Reaction rates were calculated using Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–
Marcus / Master Equation theory (RRKM/ME) using ChemRate
1.5.8 temperature range extended to 500 – 2500 K.
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Channel: C2H4OOH  cy-C2H4O + OH
Carstensen et al.
(2005)
A

Taatjes et al.
(2003)

2.130E+41

RRKM/ME
1 Atm

RRKM/ME
10 Atm

RRKM/ME
HP-Limit

8.03E+40

8.28E+32

3.28E+10

n

-9.810

-8.798

-6.18528

0.909009

Ea kJ

192.125

218.467

209.678

180.746

T

cm3

mol-1 s-1

cm3

mol-1 s-1

cm3

mol-1 s-1

cm3

mol-1 s-1

cm3 mol-1 s-1

300

3.8E-17

7.7E-16

1.2E-19

1.2E-19

400

5.2E-10

1.1E-09

3.0E-11

2.8E-11

2.0E-19
1.9E-11

500

6.0E-06

3.3E-06

2.2E-06

2.1E-06

1.2E-06

600

2.2E-03

5.1E-04

2.8E-03

3.0E-03

2.0E-03

700

1.2E-01

1.5E-02

3.7E-01

4.7E-01

4.1E-01

800

2.0E+00

1.3E+01

1.9E+01

2.3E+01

900

1.7E+02

3.0E+02

5.1E+02

1000

1.3E+03

2.6E+03

6.3E+03

1200

2.0E+04

5.6E+04

2.8E+05

1400

1.2E+05

4.3E+05

4.3E+06

1600

3.8E+05

1.8E+06

3.4E+07

Sensitivity of delay time for DME
 = 0.1 coflow H2/air ( = 0.4
and 1350 K).
Dryer-DME

LLNL-DME

Shows that CH3OCH3  CH3+ CH3O is the key step under this condition.

TNF10 Workshop
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Sensitivity of delay time of DME at
 = 0.1 coflow H2/air ( = 0.4 and
1350 K)

DME – Air Mixture: HCCI CFR
Engine, the Dryer model needs to
run with 30oC higher intake
temperature

Heat Release Rate (J/CAD)

=0.358

=0.327

Large amount
of low temperature
heat release

=0.277

CAD

TNF10 Workshop
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DME – Air ignition in mixture
at  = 1 under shock tube
conditions.
Dryer

LLNL

HCCI regime at low temperature
may require a more accurate
mechanism

Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME

Cool et al. (2007)
P = 4.0 kPa
 = 1.2
XAr = 0.703
Tu = 300 K
vu = 82.7 cm/s

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Consumption Paths [LLNL Rate]

H4 3
CH3O +C2CH

23%

CH3OCH3
77%

CH3OCH2
99.9%

CH2O + CH3

Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Major Species

Cool et al. (2007)
P = 4.0 kPa
 = 1.2
XAr = 0.703
Tu = 300 K
vu = 82.7 cm/s

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Intermediate Species

Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME

Cool et al. (2007)
P = 2.67 kPa
 = 1.68
XAr = 0.506
Tu = 300 K
vu = 97.1 cm/s

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Consumption Paths

H4 3
CH3O +C2CH

49.7%

CH3OCH3
50.3%

CH3OCH2
99.9%

CH2O + CH3

Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Major Species

Cool et al. (2007)
P = 2.67 kPa
 = 1.68
XAr = 0.506
Tu = 300 K
vu = 97.1 cm/s

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : DME Intermediate Species

Sensitivity of ignition delay time for ethanol 
= 0.1 in coflow H2/air ( = 0.4 and 1350 K)

Ethanol-UCSD

Ethanol-LLNL

C2H5OH+OH=CH3CH2O+H2O

TNF10 Workshop
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Sensitivity of ignition delay time for ethanol 
= 0.1 in coflow H2/air ( = 0.4 and 1350 K)

C2H5OH+OH=CH3CH2O+H2O

Laminar Burning Velocity : Ethanol

P = 1 atm
Tu = 298 K

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : Ethanol Temperature Profile

Kasper et al. (2007)
P = 50 mbar
 = 1.0
C/O = 0.286
XAr = 0.25
Tu = 298 K
vu = 50 cm/s

Low Pressure Flat Flame : Ethanol Major Species Mole Fractions

Kasper et al. (2007)
P = 50 mbar
 = 1.0
C/O = 0.286
XAr = 0.25
Tu = 298 K
vu = 50 cm/s

TNF10 Workshop
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Low Pressure Flat Flame : Ethanol Path Analysis (=1.0)

C22H
H44
C

11.1%

C2H5OH

35.7%
92.2%

CH2CH2OH

17.8%

34.9%

CH3CHOH
97.5%

CH3CHO

CH3CH2O
52.7%

47.3%

CH2O + CH3

Intermediate Species Mole Fractions (=1.0)

TNF10 Workshop
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Reduced Chemistry

LLNL-DME



Dryer-DME

The derivation and evaluation of a systematically reduced
reaction mechanism for DME (Berkeley).

Reduced DME mechanism

Nearly perfect agreement is seen between 28-species reduced chemistry and
the detailed Dryer mechanism.

TNF10 Workshop
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Reduced DME mechanism

28-sp reduced

28-Species reduced DME mechanism compares well with the detailed
mechanism for shock-tube data

Reduced DME mechanism

28-sp reduced

Good agreement for burning velocities is seen for the 28-species reduced
chemistry and the detailed Dryer mechanism.

TNF10 Workshop
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Experimental Data Sets



The development of experimental techniques for DME and
ethanol flames with a focus on the former (Darmstadt and
Sandia).



The application and evaluation of the developed
experimental techniques to laminar and turbulent DME
(and ethanol) flames (Berkeley, Darmstadt and Sandia).

Main findings: Distinct spectral signatures (295 K)

• Different HC fuels have distinct Raman spectra but also significant
crosstalk onto CO2 and O2 Raman channels

TNF10 Workshop
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Main findings: Must account for intermediates
•

Raman/Rayleigh data for DME flames cannot be interpreted usefully without
accounting for combustion intermediates (CH4, CH2O, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6)

•

Use strained laminar partially premixed flame calculations (Zhao et al. 2009)
to evaluate composition and develop methods for data evaluation

a=100/s,
19% DME
in air

Main findings: Variation of effective cross sections
•
•

Based on mole fractions of hydrocarbons from laminar calculations, literature
values for cross sections, and relative measurements from the lab
Results sensitive to strain rate and transport assumption
Rayleigh Cross Section Normalized to N2

Raman Cross Section Normalized to DME
a=100/s, Le=1
a=100/s, multi-component
a~aext, Le=1

TNF10 Workshop
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The Fuest approach to DME data interpretation
•

Use one laminar flame calculation to represent effective cross sections of
hydrocarbon mixture as a function of temperature.
19% DME in air

Similar issues for ethane, ethanol, ethylene, …

• Average molar mass and C:H:O atom ratios for the hydrocarbon
mixture also vary though the calculated laminar flames.

TNF10 Workshop
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Less important in CH4 flames

• In previous CH4 flame measurements the Raman response curve
was tuned to approximate the total hydrocarbon mass fraction
(Barlow et al. CNF 127:2102-2118, 2001)

Speculation regarding all higher hc fuels
• May need more general Raman/Rayleigh approach for turbulent
flames across different combustion modes and regimes
• Consider spectrally resolved measurement of hc bands and fitting
based on experimentally generated libraries for fuel and
intermediates

TNF10 Workshop
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Turbulent Case: 19.7% DME in air (Flame D, x/d=15)
•

•

•

Comparison of measured
mole
fractions
as
conditional mean and
standard deviation from
195
single-shot
measurements in mixture
fraction space.
Flamelet
calculation
(Zhao, Tsuji, a=400s-1,
red line: full molecular
transport, blue line: equal
diffusivities).
About 30-40% of the
apparent
standard
deviation is addressed to
measurement
uncertainties and not to
turbulent fluctuations.

Sandia Piloted DME/air Jet Flame Series
Flame D

Flame G
Fuel mixture: 20% DME, 80% air

st = 0.353

• x/d

OH-LIF

Sydney burner
dnozzle = 7.2 mm
dpilot = 18.2 mm
ucoflow = 0.9 m/s
pilot: C2H2, H2, air, CO2, N2

• 47 cm

OH-LIF

• 15

Flame
D
E

Red
~27,000
~41,000

• 10

F

~54,000

• 5

G

~68,000

• 25
• 20

16 mm

• Analogous to the Sandia CH4/air flame series, DME/air flames D-G have
varying amounts of localized extinction and re-ignition
Poster: J. H. Frank, A.G. Hsu, J.L. Kuhl
TNF10 Workshop
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Extinction and Re-ignition of DME/air Counterflow Flames
Air
Superimposed OH LIF and CH2O LIF signals
OH
CH2O LIF
LIF
25 mm
Normalized
LIF Signals

15% DME in N2

0

1

• Localized extinction induced via impulsively driven toroidal vortex
• Parametric studies: strain rate, preheat temperature, fuel concentration,
additive/diluent
Y. T. Guahk and J. H. Frank

Summary



Progress on mechanisms for two oxygenated fuels and their
validation has been discussed.



A first generation reduced reaction mechanism has been
developed for DME and will serve as the basis for future
revisions.



Some validation performed – should ideally be extended to
cover a wider range of conditions.



Good progress
evaluation.



Data sets for DME will become available along with a
validated chemistry submodel during the coming months.

on

experimental

techniques

and

their

It is easy to forget that the current work is often not funded
despite the obvious importance to the community.

TNF10 Workshop
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Session on Highlights from Posters and Other Recent Work
(Coordinators: Jonathan Frank, Andreas Kronenburg)

This session included presentations on a few selected topics that were not central themes
for TNF10 but may be important for future workshops.
1) Pros and Cons of the Counterflow Flame as a Potential TNF target
2) Development of Suitable TNF Burners for Sooty Fuels
3) Unexpected Effects of Preferential Transport in Turbulent Premixed CH4/Air Flames
4) An Emerging Class of “Real Flow DNS”

TNF10 Workshop
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PROS AND CONS OF THE COUNTERFLOW FLAME AS
A POTENTIAL TNF TARGET

Bruno Coriton and Alessandro Gomez
Yale University, New Haven, USA

With Contributions from
Peter Lindstedt, Henri Goh and Philip Geipel,
Andreas Kempf and Michael Pettit
Imperial College, London

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

The Counterflow Configuration
Advantages:
•

•

•

Challenges:

The configuration is suitable for
non-premixed, partially
premixed and premixed flames;

•

Main limitation has been the small
turbulent Reynolds numbers
Ret~O(50-100)
(e.g., Mastorakos et al., 1992, Kostiuk et al.,
1993, Sardi et al., 1998, Geyer et al., 2005)

The geometry is compact and
has good optical access;
The flames stabilize away from
solid boundaries.

•

Young turbulence;

•

For premixed flames, turbulent
Karlovitz numbers Kat~O(1) limited
by bulk strain rate;

•

Intrinsic instabilities cause large
scale oscillations of the stagnation
surface.

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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Increasing Ret by Fractal Plates






The geometry of Geyer et al.
(2005) was used with bulk
velocities varied from 4.0 to 8.0
m/s giving Reynolds numbers in
the range 7,700 to 15,400.
Turbulence levels were enhanced
using fractal grids located 10 mm
downstream of the perforated
plates.
Ret doubled from 48-125 to 109220

IC Burner (top nozzle)
Geipel et al., 2010
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Yale Counterflow Burner (YCB)
To achieve a tenfold increase in Ret to O(1000) (Coppola, Coriton and Gomez, 2009):
• Operate at high flow rates with oxygen enrichment to prevent flame extinction at large
(O(1500) s-1) strain rates .
• Force flow through a strategically positioned high-blockage turbulence generator plate.
• Let turbulence develop inside contraction nozzle.
Turbulent jet of fresh
reactants opposed to a
stream of hot products of
combustion (see poster)

Opposed turbulent
jets of fresh
reactants

Suitable for:

Suitable for:

• Non-premixed
flames

• Premixed flames
• Flamelet and nonflamelet regimes

• Partially-premixed
flames

• Mixture stratification
studies

• Twin-premixed
flames

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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YCB - Turbulence Properties at Nozzle Outlet
Turbulent Intensity ~ 26%

u’
l’

Ret

Ret = 1,050 (Reλ ≅190) at Q = 85SLPM
Without TGP, flow is laminar!

Mean Residence time:
Eddy turnover time:

tr ~ 10.0 ms
te ~ Lu/k0.5~ 0.6ms

Q = 50SLPM
Q = 75SLPM
Q = 100SLPM

Turb. Int. ~ 26%

Q = 100SLPM

Turb. Int. ~ 20%

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

YCB – Combustion Regimes
Non-Premixed Flames

(Stratified) Premixed Flames

Dalo
104

v’/SL
IC Engines

Non-Flamelet
Regime

102

YCB
Regime

1

YCB
Regime

10

GTs

1

Lamin
ar
flames

Ret

10-4
102

104

106

Kaη = 100
ines
Turb
Gas

e
ngin
IC E

s

Kaη = 1

Flamelet Regime

0.1
0.1

Local Extinction

1

10 l’/l 102
F

103

104

Local Extinctions
Laser light scattered
by olive oil droplets

OH-PLIF
snapshots
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CO/OH Reaction Rate Measurements in
Stratified-Premixed Turbulent Flames
(collaboration with J.H. Frank, Sandia)
Premixed
Reactants at φu

φb=1.0

Hot Products of
Combustion from
an upstream torch
flame at φb

Propagating
Flame

Partially-extinguished
Flame

φb=0.7
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Effect of the Composition of
the Hot Product Stream
(collaboration with J.H. Frank, Sandia)
• The progress variable never reaches unity at the gas
mixing layer plane => Non-Flamelet Regime
• Turbulent premixed flames are more robust when
counterflown with a lean stream of combustion
products (φb=0.7).
• Coincident flames in the Borghi diagram behave
differently if counterflown against a lean stream of
combustion products or a stoichiometric one.
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Modeling Challenges

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Computational Modeling Approaches

Are flanges necessary?

•

Model just the counterflow domain (orange region) directly.
Challenge to prescribe sufficiently detailed turbulent BC.

•

Model the counterflow domain plus the flow inside the nozzles
up to the plate (green region) by LES (e.g., Pettit and Kempf)

•

First, model the flow inside the nozzles using a commercial code
(e.g., FLUENT) starting upstream of the plate (yellow region) to
provide simple, unambiguous boundary conditions for
subsequent PDF-based simulations of the counterflow (orange)
domain (Pope’s suggestion).
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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YCB - LES Simulation
Pettit, Kempf, Imperial
Axial
Velocity

Out-of-plane Radial
Velocity

In-plane Radial
Velocity

Flow is simulated within the
nozzles to investigate complex
turbulence-generating mechanisms
and sensitivity to jet break-up:

Developing
Turbulence

•Each image shows 590x240 cells
•Performed at Δ = 0.2mm

Re-circulation

•58 million cells
•Two CPU-years

Region of Jet
Break-up
TGP

M Pettit, B Coriton, A Gomez, A M Kempf, ‘Large-Eddy
Simulation and Experiments on Non-Premixed Highly Turbulent
Opposed Jet Flows’, accepted PCI 2010
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YCB - LES Simulation
Pettit, Kempf, Imperial
Non-Reactive Opposed Jets
Observations:
• Good agreement for all measured quantities
• Sensitivity of jet break-up point leads to under-prediction of velocity fluctuations
• Length-scales determined by auto-correlation of axial velocity − Ret ~800 at 75SLPM
• See the poster for more info!
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YCB - LES Simulation
Pettit, Kempf, Imperial
Non-Premixed Counterflow Flames
Observations:
•Normalised YOH can be interpreted as
probability distribution for the flame position
•YOH from LES and OH-PLIF directly comparable
•Similarity of morphologies supports model
validation

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Snapshots of axial velocity field (LES)

TOJ: Experimental Set-Up
• Two identical opposed nozzles vertically aligned
• Turbulent conditions (Re 5,000+) established by perforated
plates 55 mm upstream of the nozzle exits
• Premixed case: Twin flames stabilised back-to-back
• Excellent optical access and a wealth of experimental validation
data available [e.g. Lindstedt et al. (2005, 2007), Geyer et al.
(2005), Geipel (2009) and others]
• Previous LES analyses: Kempf et al. (2000), Kempf (2003)

Schematic of a TOJ nozzle
adapted from Luff et al. (2003)

Snapshots of axial
Velocity field (LES)
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TOJ: Isothermal Results (quasi DNS)
Velocity Profiles along Centreline

Velocity Profiles along Radius

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Counterflow vs. Coflow Flames: Compactness
Configuration QCH4 (SLPM) XCH4

Reo

Ret

Counterflow

8.5

0.1

9,480

1050

Piloted Jet

5.3

0.15

10,000 957

• Counterflow ~50 times smaller than coflow
• Advantageous experimentally and numerically
• Computational cost dramatically reduced
• Residence time: tr ~ 1/Sb ~ 1.0 ms, where
Sb~dV/dr~1000s-1
• Typical DNS simulation flow time, ts ~ 4 ms
• ts > tr
• Better statistics at the same computational cost
20 mm

(Coppola et al., 2009)
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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Advantage from a Soot
Perspective
In counterflow, mean residence time < 1 ms. Soot complications are
avoided and one can study turbulence even for fuels with high soot
propensity.

Xf

0.10

0.15

0.20

Re

9,480

10,400

10,000

Ret

1050

995

995

JP-10 (Imperial College)

C2H4 (YCB vs. Coflow)
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Large Scale Instabilities
Large scale oscillations of
the stagnation surface seem
inevitable and may require
screening. Should we care?



The examples shown are the PDFs of the instantaneous
stagnation point locations for a bulk velocity of 4.0 m/s.



The movement of the stagnation point is not only a
result of turbulent motion but also due to a low

frequency bulk movement of the flow.
R.P. Lindstedt, P. Geipel and K. H. H. Goh
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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Statistical Analysis of the Stagnation Point
Location
R.P. Lindstedt, P. Geipel and K. H. H. Goh


An algorithm that produces a linear
approximation of the stagnation plane
location based on streamlines determined
from instantaneous vector fields was also
developed (see example to the right for a
methane/air flame).



The algorithm enables a quantification of
the rotation of the instantaneous stagnation
plane.



A probability density function of the angle
of rotation is given for 1000 instantaneous
vector fields is shown to the right and
reveals a movement of the stagnation plane
within 12 degrees.
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Coherent Structures and their Effects
Coherent structures are large-scale,
geometry-dependent, vortical structures.

Mean and POD modes 1-to-8
GSP instability

Coherent structures exist in any
“experimental” turbulent flow.
Coherent Structures were identified by
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD).
∞

8

u ( x,t ) = a 0 ( t ) u 0 ( x ) + ∑ a k ( t ) u k ( x ) + ∑ a k ( t ) u k ( x )
14243 k=1 4244
3 k=9
144244
3
Mean Fluctuations 14
Coherent Fluctuations

Velocity RMS

Incoherent Fluctuations

Vorticity RMS
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Impact of GSP instability on local flow
field as seen by premixed flame front
Flame front orientation with respect to
local velocity vectors

Conditional
averaged
velocity

Filtering of POD modes 1&2
has minor impact on
conditional statistics
10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China

Turbulent Scales and Reynolds numbers
(Coppola and Gomez, to appear in Phys. Fluids)

Large scale oscillations
affect the integral-scale
based Re but not the Taylorscale based Re estimates

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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General Conclusions
 Turbulent counterflow flames successfully
stabilized at large Ret and Kat;
 Versatile and compact system, potentially
advantageous for computational modeling;
 Need well-concerted experimental and
modeling effort: future target flame?

10th Workshop on Turbulent Non-Premixed Flame – July 29-31, 2010 Beijing, China
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Development of Suitable TNF Burners for Sooty Fuels
• Piloted jet burners for gaseous or prevaporized liquid fuels, similar
as Sydney burner
– 3-row pilot
– Smaller fuel tube (ID: 3.2 mm and 2.5 mm vs. 7.2 mm of Sydney burner)

• Canonical flames chosen with Re = 20,000, to avoid significant local
extinction
OH PLIF in high-shear region of C2H4 jet flame

C2H4

JP-8
surrogate

Re = 15,000

20,000

25,000

Measurements in Ethylene and JP-8 Surrogate Flames
M1: Simultaneous OH/PAH PLIF and PLII (fv)
M2: Laser extinction (fv)

M3: 3-color extinction emission (fv, T)
M4: Local radiant emission
M5: PIV (preliminary)
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Representative Data from Experiments
• Simultaneous OH PLIF/PLII in ethylene flame (Re = 20000)

Axial Profile

• Soot volume fraction in
ethylene flame (Re =
20000) from calibrated LII

Diagnostic Challenges
• Heavy soot load (esp. in JP-8 flame) strongly attenuates light:
shorter λ (e.g. UV), stronger attenuation
– Laser attenuation
– Signal trapping

Beer-Lambert Law
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
= exp ⎢ − K e ⋅ ∫ fV ( l ) dl
λ
{ ⎥
{ 14243
L
⎢ extinction
wavelength ⎥
path-integrated soot
⎢ coeff.
⎥
attenuated
volume fraction
⎣
⎦
transmission

I
I0
{

(

)

• Solutions for LII
S1: Laser fluence chosen at high
end of “plateau” region

S2: Mean signal transmission
estimated from laser extinction

0.6 J/cm2
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Modeling Comparisons
• Joe Oefelein

• Heinz Pitsch, Guillaume Blanquart, and David Lignell have plans to
model these flames
• Data to be posted on CRF website (soon)
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Unexpected Effects of Preferential Transport
in Turbulent Premixed CH44/Air Flames
•

Rob Barlow, Matt Dunn (Sandia)
Mark Sweeney, Simone Hochgreb (Cambridge)

•

Stratified (and premixed) Swirl Burner
experiments

•

Initial observation: Mean φ not constant across
the flame brush in premixed cases

z=10 mm

Case 1: φi = φo = 0.75; no swirl

•

MUST BE AN ERROR?!

•

Reassessment of calibrations and data
processing did not reveal any significant errors

•

Appears to be real and significant effect of
differential diffusion in turbulent premixed flames

z=20 mm
z=10 mm

Laminar Unstrained Premixed Flame (φ = 0.73)
“Vertical Flame”

Measured conditional
mean +/- rms
Chemkin w/ GRI 3.0,
multi-component,
φ = 0.73 unstrained

Barlow, Dunn (Sandia) Sweeney, Hochgreb (Cambridge)
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1

Turbulent Premixed Flame (φ ~ 0.77) at z = 10 mm
Turbulent Premixed

Measured conditional
mean +/- rms
Chemkin w/ GRI 3.0,
multi-component,
φ = 0.77 unstrained

Barlow, Dunn (Sandia) Sweeney, Hochgreb (Cambridge)

Possible Explanation (Speculation)
•

H2 diffuses ahead of the thermal
profile in 1D calculation using
Chemkin with GRI 3.0 and
multicomponent transport.

•

H2 in the turbulent flame is further transported downstream and away
from the local flame due to turbulent mixing and the high angle
between the mean flow and the flame brush normal, such that the
atom balance is not conserved through the flame brush.
(Comment from F. Williams: H2O diffusion may be more important.)

•

Not clear how important this is for theory and modeling of premixed
and stratified flames.

•

Complicates definitions, comparisons.

•

Contributing factors (geometry, turbulence level, fuel type, …)
need further investigation by experiments and DNS.
Barlow, Dunn (Sandia) Sweeney, Hochgreb (Cambridge)
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2

An emerging class of real ﬂow DNS
Canonical ﬂow
conﬁgurations

Real turbulent
shear ﬂows

• Synthetic turbulence
• Chemistry:

• Real (organically grown)
turbulence

Single-step
Reduced
✓ Tabulated
✓ Detailled chemistry
✓

• Chemistry:

✓

✓

Lodato et al. 2006

✓

Single-step
Tabulated detailled

• Transport:

• Transport:

✓

Simple
✓ Velocity correction
✓ Complex
✓

Simple

• Realistic Reynolds number
• Real length scales ratios
• Real energy distribution

• Low Reynolds number
• Very limited range of scales,

over turbulent scales

integral length scale of the
order of ﬂame thickness.
V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

TNF-10
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lundi 19 juillet 2010

HPC applied to turbulent combustion
Target experiment

YALES2

W. Meier et al.
Combust. Flame
150 (1/2) (2007) 2–26.

Vincent Moureau
• YALES2 DNS-LES solver
Low Mach
Novel numerics for unstructured
grids
✓ HPC data architecture (ready for
hundred of thousand of cpus)
Chemistry:
✓ Tabulated
✓
✓

•

• Transport:
✓

Simple

• HPC grid reﬁnement

V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

2

TNF-10

lundi 19 juillet 2010
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An emerging class of real ﬂow DNS

2.6 Billions cells DNS database
V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

TNF-10

3

lundi 19 juillet 2010

An emerging class of real ﬂow DNS

Stretched spiral vortices : Pullin & Lundgren, Phys. Fluids 13(9), 2001.

2.6 Billions cells DNS database
V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

3

TNF-10

lundi 19 juillet 2010
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HPC applied to turbulent combustion
Burning rate

V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

Flame Surface

TNF-10

4

lundi 19 juillet 2010

Real ﬂame data spreading range
Canonical ﬂow
conﬁgurations
χmax
χmin

Real turbulent
shear ﬂows

= 2.5

From K. Bushe web page
(http://kbspc.mech.ubc.ca/scadisscat.jpg)

V. Moureau, P. Domingo, L.Vervisch

χmax
χmin

= 17

Large spreading of scalar dissipation rate
response (only 1/4096 of the database shown)

5

TNF-10

lundi 19 juillet 2010
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z

Discussion points:
Objectives of TNF modeling studies
Sensitivities and uncertainties
Variation of important parameters
PPJB
Darmstadt stratified burner
Lifted flames in vitiated co-flow
LES and high-speed OH imaging
1

z

NOT to champion particular approaches

z

Establish capabilities and limitations of different
approaches

z

Understand sensitivities of flames to uncertainties
in experimental conditions and sub-models

z

Question: how to share information more
effectively?
TNF presentations and web site;
publications; supplementary material
2
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Capability of models to represent effects of most influential
experimental conditions

z

Stream velocities, fuel, temperatures, …
z

PPJB, Barlow & Frank,…vary Uj and Up

z

Important non-dimensional parameters:
Up
U jd
d
, Da ≡
, Re =
, (Ma , Fr ,...)
ν
Uj
U j τc

Note : Da Re =
z

d2

ντ c

Question: do we know how TNF flames depend on Re at
fixed Da ?
Prediction from PDF methods

3

z

Stanford LES and Cornell PDF both
significantly over-predict extent of reaction

z

Chemistry based on GRI

z

Question: how to determine if the chemical
mechanism is the source of discrepancy?

z

Opposed flow laminar flame experiment:
Jet (φ = 0.5) vs. co-flow (lean burnt H2/air)
4
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z Excellent burner design
z Good evolving data set
z Promising initial calculations
Suggestion/discussion:
z With respect to each controlling parameter:
Select a sequence of 3-4 flames
Tabulate data set on the web
Start next round of calculations early

z Is the value u’/SL sufficiently high?

z Evolving fields
z Time sequences of reactive scalars
z Massive data sets
Questions:
z How best to present the images?
z What do we compare?
z How best to make comparisons?
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z Chemistry is evolving
z Need additional data in piloted flames and
lifted, auto-igniting flames
Suggestions
z Computation of pure methane flames
z Data set in methane as well as DME flames

Three fuels, different levels of dilution and partial
premixing:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

TNF10 Workshop

CH4,
CH4-Air=33%
CH4-Air=67%
CH4-N2=33%
CH4-N2=67%

C2H6
C2H6-Air=25%
C2H6-Air=50%
C2H6-Air=75%
C2H6-N2=25%
C2H6-N2=50%
C2H6-N2=75%

261

C3H8
C3H8-Air=25%
C3H8-Air=50%
C3H8-Air=75%
C3H8-N2=25%
C3H8-N2=50%
C3H8-N2=75%
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z
z
z
z

z
z
z

Objectives of TNF modeling studies
Sensitivities and uncertainties
Variation of important parameters
PPJB
Darmstadt stratified burner
Lifted flames in vitiated co-flow
LES and high-speed OH imaging

12
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Development and validation of a manifold based method for the simulation
of non-premixed and partially premixed combustion processes
J. E. Anker, N. Beishuizen, K. Claramunt, Ch. Hirsch*
NUMECA Int., Chaussée de la Hulpe/Terhulpsesteenweg 189,
B-1170 Brussels, Belgium
www.numeca.com
*charles.hirsch@numeca.be
Synopsis
The poster describes the implementation and validation of the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) method for
non-premixed and partially-premixed combustion in the unstructured CFD solver package FINETM/Hexa. The
flow solver has been assessed on a comprehensible set of test cases ranging from simple verification test cases to
geometrically complex, industrially relevant configuration. A key element in the validation procedure is the
numerical simulation of TNF target flames. As the various TNF flames feature specific physical phenomena,
they are suited to verify that the flow solver is able to reproduce fundamental aspects of non-premixed and
partially premixed combustion. Results from the simulation of various target flames together with examples
from runs of industrial test cases are used to discuss the capabilities and the limitations of the developed
manifold modeling approach.
Introduction
Since there is a demand for reliable and accurate simulation tools for reactive flows, NUMECA Int. is developing
advanced combustion models in cooperation with partners from several renowned research institutions in Europe.
Recently NUMECA has incorporated the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) method of TU Eindhoven in its
unstructured CFD software system. To assess this approach, various TNF target flames have been used. Since those
flames are well defined, ample experimental data are available and they exhibit specific characteristics of non-premixed
and partially premixed flames, the test cases of the TNF workshop have proved to be very useful in the validation
procedure.
Numerical method
The FINETM/Hexa integrated CFD solver software package in which combustion models have been implemented
consists of HEXPRESSTM for the automatic generation of unstructured, hexahedral meshes, the flow solver
FINETM/Hexa, and CFViewTM for post-processing and visualization. FINETM/Hexa solves the Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) for compressible flows by means of an explicit time-marching finite volume scheme.
The solution scheme used ensures monotonous solutions and allows thus a robust and accurate resolution of both
reactive and inert flow fields. By using agglomeration multigrid, novel convergence acceleration techniques and
parallelization with automatized domain decomposition, the solution scheme is highly efficient.
The Flamelet Generated Manifold approach
The method applied in the current work is based on the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) approach, which was
devised by van Oijen and de Goey [1,2]. In this method a low dimensional manifold is used to represent a complex
reaction mechanism. This mixedness-reactedness method is both suitable for the simulation of premixed and nonpremixed combustion processes; while the mixture fraction variable describes the stoichiometry of a reacting mixture,
the progress variable tracks the advance of the chemical reactions.
As the name suggests, the idea of the method is to construct a manifold based on a set of flamelets. In the current work,
an igniting unsteady flamelet, a library of steady premixed, or a library of steady non-premixed flamelets have been
used as a basis for the table generation. These libraries were created using TU Eindhoven’s 1D-chemistry code
Chem1D.
Verification and validation procedure
The verification and validation procedure of combustion models developed in FINETM/Hexa comprises three distinct
components. In the first part the consistency of the implemented transport equations for flow, turbulence and
combustion is verified by carrying out elementary test cases like the flat diffusing plate, the mixing of two streams, et
cetera. In some instances also the method of manufactured solutions is employed for model verification. This phase of
the testing procedure consists also of conducting simulations for non-reacting jets (TNF’s propane jet, TNF’s inert
swirling test cases) and laminar flames. By conducting grid refinement studies and comparing the computational results
with analytical data, experiments and detailed simulations, it is verified that the implementation has the expected
numerical order of accuracy.
In a second step well-established test cases for turbulent, non-premixed and partially premixed flames are carried out to
validate and to calibrate the models for turbulent non-premixed combustion. An important part in this phase is the
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validation of the flow solver on several of the TNFs target flames (e.g., Cabra [3], Flame D, HM1e). As an example for
one of the test cases conducted for the validation of FGM method in FINETM/Hexa, the computed and measured carbon
dioxide mass fractions are plotted in Fig. 1 for the TNF Bluff-body HM1e test case [4]. The results show that the FGM
method leads to better predictions compared to the classical flamelet approach.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Comparison of computational results and measurement data of the TNF Bluff-body test case (HM1e): (a) Temperature, (b)
Mass fraction of CO2. The results show that the FGM method leads to better predictions compared to the classical flamelet approach

In the last part of the development and testing procedure, the robustness, the reliability, and the efficiency of the
implemented combustion models are examined by conducting computations of geometrically complex, industry like
test cases. In this part of the overall quality assessment procedure, the combustion models implemented in
FINETM/Hexa were for instance used to simulate the reactive flow field in the generic gas turbine (GGT) combustor of
EKT/TU Darmstadt [5]. In Fig. 2 the simulated temperature fields in the GGT combustor are shown; with the standard
flamelet approach an attached flame is falsely predicted, whereas when the FGM approach is used, the lifting of the
flame is captured.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Simulation of the temperature field in the GGT combustor of TU Darmstadt: (a) With the standard flamelet approach an
attached flame is predicted; (b) using the FGM approach, the lifting of the flame is captured
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*
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The ‘filtered mass density function’ (FMDF) methodology is a method for the simulation of reactive
turbulent flows (Jaberi et al. 1999). The FMDF is a mass weighted joint density function of subgrid-scale
quantities. It can be obtained by solving a transport equation, in which the evolution of the FMDF is
related to four phenomena: convection and diffusion (molecular and turbulent) in physical space;
convection in composition space, due to subgrid mixing; and reactions among chemical species.
Finite-different solutions of the equations are impractical because of the large dimensionality of the
FMDF, and a particle-based Monte Carlo (MC) method is routinely used; the MC method can be
formulated with Lagrangian (Pope 1994) or Eulerian (Chen 2007) approaches. In the Lagrangian
approach the stochastic differential equations (SDEs), which yield statistically equivalent results to those
of the FMDF transport equation, are used (Jaberi et al. 1999). The spatial transport of the FMDF (due to
convection related to the filtered mean velocity and diffusion) is represented by the SDEs of a diffusion
process. The drift and diffusion coefficients of the stochastic equations are obtained by comparing its
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation with the FMDF transport equation (Gardiner 1985). The subgrid
mixing and reaction are obtained evolving the composition of each particle. One of the most important
features of this approach is the fact that the reaction source term appears in closed form in the FMDF
transport equation.
The aim of this work is to investigate the performance of the Lagrangian approach for non-reactive
turbulent flows by comparing LES results to a DNS database. Even if the reaction source term is in closed
form, the SGS convection and mixing terms in the FMDF transport equation are unclosed and modeled in
a manner consistent with conventional LES of isothermal flows. Those unclosed terms appear as massweighted conditional filtered means. Monte Carlo FMDF is capable of modeling extinction and reignition
(Xu & Pope 2000) but the quality of the results depends sensitively on the parameters used in the
unclosed terms.
In order to focus on the performance of the models for the unclosed convective and mixing terms, the
effect of heat release on the flow is neglected. The hydrodynamic Favre-averaged equation of continuity
and momentum are solved in a low Mach number formulation following the approach presented by
Desjardins et al. (2008). Statistical errors, related to the finite number of particles, affect the numerical
behavior of the solver and are always a critical point in Monte Carlo solutions.
The methodology is applied to a spatially developing mixing layer. The flow exhibits several features,
which are relevant in the context of turbulent non-premixed combustion.
A direct numerical simulation of the flow has been performed; the detailed results and the statistics
available from DNS are compared to the results obtained with the LES Monte Carlo approach. The
unclosed terms in the FMDF transport equation and the models used to achieve closure are analyzed in
detail using the mass-weighted conditional statistics available from the DNS.
A detailed parametric analysis is performed varying the parameters of the numerical representation of the
equations. The effect of the grid size is investigated, both for Large Eddy Simulation with finite
difference solution of the scalar transport equations and FMDF approach. In the FMDF formulation,
additional numerical parameters appear, related to the Monte Carlo particles representation; the average
number of particles per grid cell and the size of the ensemble domain, used to obtain the statistics at the
finite difference nodes, are the two most important. Ideally, it is desirable to obtain the statistics when the
size of the sample domain is infinitely small and the number of particles infinitely large. With a finite
number of particles, if the sample domain is too small there may not be enough particles for reliable
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statistics; a larger sample domain increases the spatial error with artificial diffusion in the statistical
results. The effects of the choice of these parameters are also investigated.
The picture contains a comparison of the isocontours of mixture fraction obtained from conventional LES
and Monte Carlo FMDF approaches. Both simulations have been performed with zero diffusion
(molecular and turbulent) to analyze the artificial diffusion originating from the averaging procedure and
field reconstruction from the Monte Carlo particles. For the conventional LES a bquick scheme
(Herrmann et al. 2005) has been used for the mixture fraction transport equation; for the MC simulation
an average of 100 particles per grid node and a sample volume equal to the grid cell size have been used.
It can be observed that the artificial diffusion in the Monte Carlo approach is less then in the case of
conventional LES, where numerical diffusion has strong effects on the field.

Isocontours of mixture fraction for conventional LES (left) and FMDF-LES (right).
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Large Eddy Simulation is an attractive tool to predict ﬂame dynamics and pollutant emissions in industrial
combustion chambers [1]. However, the recurrent problem in LES is that the ﬂame thickness is typically thinner
than the grid size. To overcome this issue, different strategies have been developed. The level-set or G-equation
approach consists in tracking the inner layer by solving a propagation equation [2, 3]. However as level-set techniques provide information only on the thin reaction zone position and not on the ﬁltered ﬂame structure, the
coupling with the ﬂow equations remains challenging. An artiﬁcial broadening of the thermal ﬂame thickness is
still usually required[4]. Another solution to propagate a ﬂame front on a coarse grid is to artiﬁcially thicken both
thermal and reactive layers (Thickened Flame model for LES)[5]. Finally, an alternative is the implicit ﬁltering of
the ﬂame front at a scale larger than the mesh size (Filtered-Tabulated Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES) model [6].
All these techniques imply an artiﬁcial broadening of the thermal layer in order to ensure the coupling with the
ﬂow equations.
The objective of the present study is to investigate the effects of the ﬂame front artiﬁcial broadening on the
ﬂame dynamics. The conﬁguration retained is a 2-D simpliﬁcation of the Schuller et al. [7] experimental set-up.
It consists on a 2-D laminar ﬂame submitted to acoustic excitation. The ﬂow is modulated harmonically according
to v̄ = 0.97 m.s−1 , vRM S = 0.19 m.s−1 and f = 62.5 Hz where v̄, vRM S and f are the mean inﬂow velocity,
the inﬂow velocity RMS and the excitation frequency. This conﬁguration allows to evaluate the ability of LES
combustion model to reproduce unsteady ﬂame behavior when ﬂow motions are fully resolved (no sub-grid scale
ﬂame front wrinkling) but not the internal ﬂame structure. A Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is ﬁrst performed
on a 1.1 millions grid elements. As the laminar ﬂame structure is fully resolved, it serves as a reference solution.
Then TFLES and F-TACLES models are tested on this conﬁguration for various scales of ﬂame front broadening.
Results are analyzed after ten excitation cycles to ensure the solution independency from initial conditions.
Two scales are affected by LES combustion models: the reaction rate and the thermal thicknesses. The thermal
ﬂame thickness is here deﬁned as: δT = (Tb − Tf )/ max(|dT /dx|) where Tf and Tb are the fresh and burnt gases
temperature. The ﬂame front artiﬁcial broadening will affect the ratio δTe /δT where δTe and δT are respectively
the thermal ﬂame thicknesses computed from the LES and from the DNS temperature ﬁelds. The reaction rate
thickness δr is given by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the reaction rate. As for the thermal thickness,
the ratio δre/δr is affected by artiﬁcial broadening. Both reaction rate and thermal thicknesses may be affected
differently depending on the retained models. For instance δTe /δre = δT /δr for TFLES by construction while
δTe /δre ≈ 1 for F-TACLES. Figure 1 shows instantaneous snapshots of the pulsed Bunsen ﬂame front position.
Simulations with F-TACLES formalism are conducted for δTe /δT equal to 1.1 and 2.6. In both simulations, the
LES solution (left) is compared to the reference DNS solution (right). A quantitative analysis is conducted by
computing the LES ﬂame response relative to the DNS under different broadening conditions. The heat release
rate integrated over the computational domain, 
hr and hr , are computed at a given time period for LES and DNS
simulations, respectively. The ratio 
hr /hr is plotted as a function of the ratio δTe /δT and δre/δr in Fig. 2. Both
F-TACLES and TFLES simulations have been used to construct this diagram. As expected, for moderate values
of artiﬁcial broadening, the ﬂame response is accurately reproduced as the ratio 
hr /hr remains close to unity.
However for intense artiﬁcial broadening, the ﬂame response is affected as the ﬂame wrinkling is damped by the
LES. It has been shown in Ref.[7] that a ﬂame behaves as a low-pass ﬁlter. The thermal layer thickness broadening
tends to decrease the ﬁlter cut-off frequency, increasing the ﬂame response time. Fig. 2 shows that when the
1
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Figure 1: Snapshots of the reaction rate proﬁle for the acoustic 2-D pulsed ﬂame. a) Left: DNS, Right: LES with
δTe /δT = 1.1 b) Left: DNS, Right: LES with δTe /δT = 2.5

hr /hr


hr /hr

δTe /δT

δre/δr

Figure 2: LES ﬂame response relative to the reference DNS ﬂame response as a function of the ﬂame front
broadening δre/δr and δTe /δT . Square : TACLES, Delta : TFLES

thermal thickness is used as a reference length scale, data collapse on a single curve but scatter when using the
reaction rate thickness. This study should be complete with supplementary computations with other LES models.
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Preferential transport of low molecular weight species is a well recognized phenomenon in laminar flames
and in turbulent flames with low to moderate Reynolds number. Significant attention has been given to
the effects of differential molecular diffusion in turbulent nonpremixed and partially premixed flames,
through both experimental and computational research. Generally, differential molecular diffusion can be
important in low Reynolds number turbulent jet flames, particularly near the nozzle exit. However, as Re
increases, the relative importance of turbulent transport increases, such that measured conditional mean
species mass fractions beyond the first several nozzle diameters may be well predicted by models that
neglect differential diffusion [1].
In turbulent premixed combustion the influence of Lewis number and preferential molecular diffusion on
flame structure, particularly at low to moderate values of u’/SL, is also well recognized and documented
[2-4]. Preferential molecular diffusion has been described in DNS studies of turbulent premixed flames
as causing focusing or defocusing of H2 and radicals depending on the sense of curvature of the reaction
zone. This transport effect changes the scalar structure and local displacement speed of the flame relative
to a planar flame. However, the prevalent view for modeling of turbulent premixed flames with Lewis
number near unity is that molecular transport effects are only important locally within the thin reaction
zone and may be neglected.
In the present work we show experimental evidence that preferential molecular transport can have
significant effects on the conditional mean scalar structure of turbulent premixed methane-air flames,
such that atom balances within the reactant stream are not necessarily conserved through the turbulent
flame brush and into the product stream. These unexpected results come from Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF
measurements [5] obtained in a co-annular burner, jointly developed by Cambridge University and
Sandia, for investigation of turbulent stratified and premixed flames in a flow geometry somewhat more
complex than that of the TU Darmstadt Stratified Burner [6]. The double-annular burner (Fig. 1) has a
central bluff body for flame stabilization, and the outer annular flow has variable swirl. Here we consider
only fully premixed flames (same equivalence ratio in both annular flows).
Figure 2 demonstrates that measurements in a lean premixed unstrained
laminar flame are in good agreement with results from Chemkin using GRI
3.0 and multicomponent transport. Here, experimental results are plotted
as mean and rms conditioned on temperature. Equivalence ratio, I, is
calculated from the measured species (N2, O2, CH4, CO2, H2O, CO, and H2)
for both the measured and calculated curves. Variations in I and atom
ratios are due primarily to preferential diffusion of H2 away from the
reaction zone. Note that the initial trajectory of the YH2 curve vs.
temperature is nearly vertical.
Results from a turbulent lean premixed flame are shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the profile of I in the burnt gas does not return to the reactant value of
0.75, but increases to nearly 0.85. Similarly, the C/H atom ratio in the
burnt gas does not return to 0.25, but increases by roughly 10%. The CO2
mass fraction finishes higher than expected (with near zero H2 and CO),
while YO2 finishes lower. The observed behavior of these conditional
mean scalar profiles vs. temperature is outside experimental uncertainty
TNF10 Workshop
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Fig. 1. Burner photo.
29-31 July 2010, Beijing, China

and is believed to be result from preferential transport of H2 toward the front edge of the preheat zone
followed by further molecular and turbulent transport downstream from the locally measured flame brush.
In the present burner, the flame brush is far from normal to the mean velocity vectors, and this high flame
angle may be a major factor. The magnitude of the effect relaxes somewhat with increasing streamwise
distance, but it does not go away. Further work is needed to understand this phenomenon and to
determine whether it is of practical importance,

Fig. 2. Measured mean (blue curves) and rms (±V) species mass fractions, I, and C/H atom ratio compared with a
Chemkin calculation (red) for an unstrained laminar premixed CH4/air flame at I = 0.73.

Fig. 3. Measured species mass fractions conditional on temperature (blue curves) in a turbulent premixed flame at a
location 10 mm downstream of the exit plane, with standard deviation (±V) plotted as error bars. The red curves
show results of a Chemkin calculation (GRI 3.0 and multicomponent transport) of an unstrained premixed flame at
I = 0.78, which gives good agreement with measured reactant composition.
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Two-line Atomic Fluorescence (TLAF), with indium as the seeded thermometric species [1, 2], is one of the laser
diagnostic techniques that has been shown to hold promise in sooting environments. The inelastic nature of the
technique enables optical filtering to be used to minimise spurious scattering, thus allowing temperature
measurements to be performed in particle-laden environments. By extending the technique into the nonlinear
excitation regime, the capability of TLAF in providing single-shot imaging has been further improved by the authors
[3–6]. Non-linear excitation regime two-line atomic fluorescence (NTLAF) has been shown to provide significant
improvement to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and hence better precision when compared to the conventional linear
regime TLAF approach [5].
NTLAF has been shown to provide accurate temperature measurements in slightly sooty flames [5]. However, the
capacity of NTLAF to perform temperature measurements in flames with higher soot loading is yet to be assessed.
The accuracy of the NTLAF technique may be affected by interferences such as increasing spurious scattering or
laser-induced incandescence from increasing soot particles, when the soot loading within the flame is high. NTLAF
may also be susceptible to interference from fluorescence background, generally ascribed to polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon compounds (PAHs) [7] present at soot locations, when the soot level of the flame is high.
The present work therefore aims to compare the emission signals when induced at two different laser wavelengths
(on- and off-wavelength). The emission signals (1) when induced on-wavelength give an indication of the total signal
achievable and (2) when induced off-wavelength, give an estimate on the contribution of background interferences to
the total signal observed, for the flame conditions of interest. Laser-induced incandescence (LII) is used
simultaneously with the NTLAF to measure the soot concentration for the flame under investigation. A Jet in Hot
Coflow (JHC) burner is employed to generate the laminar ethylene-air nonpremixed flame used in the present work.

Figure 1: Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used is shown in Figure 1. For the
NTLAF technique, two Nd:YAG pumped dye lasers were fired
simultaneously (~100 ns separation) to produce the 410 & 450 nm
excitation beams, which were circularly polarised and combined
into a coplanar light sheet. The emission signals were detected
through narrowband interference filters using two ICCD cameras.
A tank containing fluorescing dye is used to facilitate correction
of laser energy variation. For LII, an Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm) is
operated at a mean fluence of ~0.5 J/cm2. The LII process is
delayed approximately ~800 ns after the NTLAF measurements,
which were found to avoid cross-talk between the two techniques
[4]. The LII signals are collected with another ICCD camera,
fitted with a 410 nm interference filter. The images from the
cameras are spatially matched and morphed to sub-pixel accuracy.

Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show the typical single-shot, on- and off-wavelength emission signals, for Stokes & anti-Stokes
measurements. It is worth noting that both the on- and off-wavelength measurements were performed at the same
laminar flame conditions, but it was not possible to collect these measurements concurrently. The peak soot volume
fraction of the present flame was measured to be ~2.5 ppm (not shown).
Figure 3 presents the average radial profiles (150 images) extracted at a height above burner (HAB) of 25 mm. It can
be seen that the off-wavelength emission signals are present on a relatively wide zone and peaks at a radial distance
of ~6.5 mm from the burner centreline. By contrast, soot particles are confined to a thinner zone and the soot
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maximum appears on a radial distance of ~7.5 mm
from the burner centreline. Also, the offwavelength emissions signals appear closer to the
central part of the burner (fuel rich) whereas the
soot particles appear closer to the lean side. This
difference in trends between these radial profiles
suggests that spurious scattering and laser-induced
incandescence from soot do not contribute
significantly towards the off-wavelength emission
signals. Rather, this suggests the filtering
capability of the NTLAF is adequate in
suppressing spurious scattering from soot. This
observation also suggests that the low operating
fluence of NTLAF avoids soot incandescence,
albeit in the nonlinear fluence regime [5].

Figure 2: Typical emission signals for (a) on- and (b)
off-wavelength measurements.

A closer inspection on the radial profiles reveals
that the off-wavelength emission signals maximum
appears at the radial location which corresponds to
the onset of the soot. This observation suggests
that the compound(s) resulting in the observed offwavelength emission signals participates with the
soot formation process since the consumption of
the species coincides with the appearance of the
soot particles. Possible candidates include
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon compounds
(PAHs) [7] and condensed species (CS) [8]. The
maximum contribution of these off-wavelength
measurements to the total emission signals is
estimated to be ~5%, for the present flame.
Figure 3: Average radial profiles for Stokes and antiStokes measurements. Circle: on-wavelength; triangle:
off-wavelength; dashed line: soot volume fraction.

Whilst this work is still in the development stage,
the identification of these potential sources of
interference is important to the establishment of
NTLAF as a viable laser-based thermometry tool
in sooty flames. The ability to collect single-shot temperature images using TLAF, in conjunction with soot volume
fraction, in sooty turbulent nonpremixed flames will form an invaluable data set or future studies on soot. This will,
for the first time, enable instantaneous and simultaneous two-dimensional imaging of soot and temperature in
turbulent nonpremixed flames.
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Laboratory scale benchmarks typically employ either swirl flow, or a bluff-body or a pilot flame
(e.g., [1-4]), individually or in combination, to enable turbulent flames to be stabilized in intense
turbulence and at large Karlovitz number. All of these methods rely on mixing of the reactants
with hot combustion products. We present a counterflow system where a turbulent jet of
premixed reactants at a turbulent Reynolds number of O(1000) is opposed to a stream of hot
products of combustion. One of the aims of this configuration is to pinpoint the effects of the hot
product stoichiometry on turbulent premixed flames. The importance of controlling the hot
product composition was recently evidenced in a numerical study on laminar counterflow flames
showing that heat release rate and, therefore, flame extinction are sensitive to hot product
stratification [5].
The burner is composed of two nozzles with different characteristics (Fig.1). The top nozzle was
designed to deliver a stream of turbulent cold reactants with equivalence ratio φu, at turbulent
Reynolds number of O(1,000) using a carefully-designed turbulence generator plate [6,7]. The
bottom nozzle is made out of ceramic cast to thermally insulate the product stream from a
preburner flame positioned upstream. Temperature and composition of the combustion products
are controlled by the equivalence ratio, φb, and dilution of the preburner reactant mixture.
Turbulent premixed flames, with φu between 0.5 and 1.0, were nominally in the Flamelet Regime
in the Borghi diagram shown in Fig.2. The equivalence ratio φb of the counterflowing hot gases
was kept at either 0.7 or 1.0. The degree of nitrogen dilution in the preburner reactant mixture
was adjusted such that the temperature of the hot products was maintained at 1850K for both
cases. Although variations in the composition of the combustion products are not accounted for
in the Borghi diagram, they have significant effects on the turbulent premixed flames, as
illustrated in Fig.3 in terms of the mean progress variables plotted in the reference frame of the
gas stagnation plane. Turbulent premixed flames are more robust when opposed to a lean stream
of combustion products (φb=0.7). In addition, the progress variable in Fig.3 never reaches unity
at the gas stagnation plane (XGSP=0), which indicates the presence of local extinction and
therefore departure from the Flamelet Regime, in disagreement with the Borghi diagram.
Additional work will be presented in the poster, including joint statistics on the flame front
structure and the CO/OH reaction rate measured by OH-PLIF, CO-PLIF.
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Figure 3. Mean progress variables in
the gas stagnation plane reference
frame. Solid and dashed curves are
cases with stoichiometric (φb=1.0)
and lean (φb=0.7) combustion
products, respectively.
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF NATURAL GAS JET-IN-HOT-COFLOW FLAMES
*
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Department of Multi-Scale Physics, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
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Flames from the Delft-Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) burner, emulating MILD (Moderate and Intense Low Oxygen
Dilution) combustion, have been investigated numerically using models available in Fluent [1]. The jet fuel is
natural gas; the coflow consists of products of a lean natural gas burner, with temperature lower than adiabatic. The
main focus of this study is to assess the performance of different turbulence models, combustion models, and
chemical mechanisms in predicting JHC flames by comparing predictions with experimental measurements. In
particular, two different flame conditions (DJHC-I_S and DJHC-X_S) for two different jet Reynolds number
(Re=4500 and Re=8500) are simulated, corresponding to two different oxygen levels (10.8% and 8.4%) in hot
coflow. These flames are known to stabilize by auto-ignition rather than flame propagation [2]. A detailed study
using three different turbulence models, i.e. Standard k  H (SKE), Realizable k  H (RKE), Renormalization
group k- H (RKG), three different turbulent-chemistry interaction models i.e. Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC),
presumed shape PDF with equilibrium flame table (PDF-EQ), presumed shape PDF with steady flamelet table
(PDF-SF), and different chemical kinetics have been carried out.
Because of the symmetry of the burner, a 2D axisymmetric grid can be used. The computational domain starts 3 mm
downstream of the jet exit and extends up to 225 mm in the axial direction. In the radial direction, the grid extends
up to radial distance 80 mm to take into account the effect of entrainment of ambient cold air. Radially varying inlet
velocity, turbulence and temperature boundary conditions are specified from measurements [2]. The radial profile of
the composition of the hot coflow is specified as equilibrium composition at the measured mean temperature and
oxygen concentration. A steady solution of the mean transport equations is computed. In the solution of the mean
transport equations and the turbulence model, a SIMPLE algorithm is used for pressure-velocity coupling. The
second order discretization scheme is consistently used for all the terms. In addition to the energy equation in Fluent
[1], an additional transport equation for temperature variance is solved via a user defined subroutine, but the
variance computed in this way is not used to modify the models for the mean reaction rate. In-Situ Adaptive
Tabulation, with an ISAT tolerance of 10-5 is used for EDC calculations.
The solutions are found to be grid independent if a stretched mesh of 180x125 cells or finer is used. For DJHC-I_S
(Re=4500) case, the mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy predicted by different turbulence models (SKE,
RKE, RNG, modified SKE) are in good agreement with data without exhibiting any significant differences among
the model predictions. RKE model shows some improvement in mean velocity profiles but under-predicts the peak
values of turbulent kinetic energy. Similarly, using modified SKE improves mean velocity predictions, but
significantly under-predicts turbulent kinetic energy profiles. Furthermore, different chemical kinetics show slight
differences in mean temperature profiles due to presence of C2 H6 at the inlet fuel composition. While using the
Fluent version of EDC combustion model for reaction, the mean temperature profiles show a peak indicating too
early ignition (Fig. 1). Improved results are obtained by tuning the EDC model parameters, as shown in Fig. 1. Two
different modifications to EDC model constants are made. Firstly, the time scale constant is increased from default
value of CW 0.4082 to CW 3.0 . Secondly, the volume fraction constant is decreased from default value of

C[

2.1377 to C[

1.0 . A theoretical analysis of the EDC model has shown that the mean reaction rate

becomes unphysical at values of turbulent Reynolds number lower than 65 (for the default values of model
constants). For lower Ret the reaction rate is clipped and model predictions can become sensitive to this procedure.
This seems to play a role in the too early prediction of ignition in the DJHC burner. Predictions using mixture
fraction based models do not show good agreement for the radial mean temperature profile and conceptually the
fast-chemistry assumption is not in agreement with the measurements which show ignition delay effects, not present
in fast chemistry / PDF models.
In the case of high Re (DJHC_I-S, Re=8500), SKE model shows poor performance for mean temperature profile
predictions as shown in Fig. 2. While, RKE model predictions appear to perform well over SKE model. These
results confirm the limitation of SKE model in predicting JHC burner at higher turbulence levels. For the case with
higher oxygen concentration in the coflow (DJHC_X-S, Re=4500), general trends of predictions are found to be
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similar to the other cases although temperatures in the flow field are lower due to the lower coflow temperature. In
both cases, better results are obtained while using modified EDC model parameters. The reported results form a
baseline for more detailed studies using transported PDF methods and LES.

Figure 1. Radial profiles of mean Temperature (T) and standard deviation of temperature (7¶ for case DJHC-I_S
at Re=4500. Comparison of results using different values of EDC model parameters (with turbulence model SKE
and kinetic mechanism DRM19). Symbols are measurements and lines are predictions

Figure 2. Radial profiles of mean Temperature (T) for case DJHC-I_S at Re=8500. Comparison of results
using different values of EDC model parameters (with kinetic mechanism DRM19) and turbulence models.
Symbols are measurements and lines are predictions
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Hybrid RANS/PDF calculations of a swirling bluff body flame (SM1)
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1. Introduction
The objective of this paper is to study the capability of hybrid RANS/PDF calculations in combination with
tabulated chemistry techniques to capture local extinction and mixing of unburnt and burnt mixtures. This
study is performed for the specific case of the swirling bluff-body flame SM1 [1]. LES results of this flame
have been reported in [2], but this was with flamelet chemistry and a presumed scalar PDF, whereas here a
transported (scalar) PDF is used in order to study turbulence – chemistry interaction. A comparable quality of
results is obtained.
2. Experimental Set-up
Experiments have been performed by Sydney University and Sandia National Laboratories [1]. The bluff body
(50mm diameter) contains the central fuel jet, consisting of CH4 (3.6mm diameter). Swirling air is provided
through a 5mm wide annulus surrounding the bluff-body. The burner is placed inside a wind tunnel with a
square cross section.
3. Numerical Description and Modeling
All steady, axisymmetric calculations are performed with the same code PDFD [3]. The 0.3m long
computational domain starts at the burner exit and extends 0.15m in the radial direction. A non-uniform
rectangular grid of 160x128 cells is used. A non-linear k-H turbulence model [4] is used, as it takes into
account the effect of streamline curvature and rotation on turbulence.
Two pre-tabulated combustion models are compared, assuming equal diffusivities and unity Lewis number.
First, we use a single steady laminar flamelet with a strain rate of 100s-1, calculated in the opposed-flow
diffusion flame configuration using the detailed mechanism GRI2.11. In the flamelet, mixture fraction is the
only independent parameter, determining density, temperature, viscosity and all species mass fractions.
Second, a REDIM [5] is used which can be seen as an extension of the ILDM concept to incorporate the effect
of coupling of reaction and diffusion processes. Here, the REDIM concept was used to reduce the mechanism
of [6] for CH4 to a 2-dimensional manifold with mixture fraction and Y(CO2) as independent parameters. The
largest difference between the flamelet and the REDIM is the extra independent parameter Y(CO2), describing
reaction progress.
The turbulence – chemistry interaction, is modeled with a transported scalar PDF, using a turbulent Schmidt
number VT=1.5. Two micro-mixing models are compared: the Modified Curl’s CD model [7] and the EMST
model [8].
4. Results

Figure 1: Profiles of mean axial velocity
The flow field of SM1 contains two recirculation zones: one close to the bluff body and one further
downstream near the central axis. Both recirculation zones are captured to some extent with both combustion
models. A substantial difference in flow fields is seen between the flamelet and the REDIM. This is due to the
difference in density field predicted by the two combustion models. The difference between the flamelet and
REDIM calculations is even more pronounced for the mean mixture fraction and YCO2. The predictions of the
REDIM calculations are satisfactory, except for in the region in between the two recirculation zones.
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Figure 2: Profiles of mean mixture fraction and YCO2
The REDIM clearly benefits from the second independent parameter describing reaction progress, as this
makes it possible to describe mixing of two mixtures at any point in the reaction progress. Whereas with the
single flamelet there is only mixing along the flamelet. (Fig. 3) For the REDIM calculations, there are only
minor differences between the two mixing models in physical space (Fig. 2). However, in composition space,
there is more scatter with the CD model leading to better predictions of the conditional means and
fluctuations. (not shown).

Figure 3: Scatter plot of YCO2 at x/D=0.2 for the experiments and REDIM calculations with CD and EMST.
Flamelet for strain rate 100 s-1(red line) also shown
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Stratified Lifted Jet Flames in a Hot (1280 K) Cross-Flow
James F. Driscoll, Danny Micka
University of Michigan
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Recently J.H. Chen, A. Gruber, and J. Janicka [1,2] demonstrated that it is possible to achieve DNS
and LES solutions for a fuel jet that is injected into a hot cross-flow of air. This problem is interesting
because it has similarities to the Berkeley burner, except that here the heated air is in a cross-flow rather
than a co-flow. In both cases in the liftoff region ahead of the stratified flame base there is premixing and
auto-ignition. Cross-flow injection is used in ramjet and gas turbine engines. The present study has:
(a) Provided measured metrics that can be used for comparison to DNS and LES. These metrics include
flame lengths, heat release distributions, and wall pressure distributions;
(b) Provided images of the primary reaction layers (using CH PLIF) to determine if there are flamelets, or
large homogeneous distributed reaction regions, or distributed reactions that are confined to thick
coherent layers . (The latter is shown to occur). Images of flame structure are a useful way to assess
DNS and to guide the use of the proper LES submodels.
(c) Provided images of the auto-ignition process; large distributed reaction zones are seen to create
formaldehyde upstream of the primary flame, due to the high air temperature of 1280 K.
Figure 1 includes a schematic of a jet in a cross-flow [3] as well as an image of the CH* chemiluminescence from the Michigan experiment [4]. Mungal et al. [3] have measured scaling relations for many of
the jet mixing properties, which depend on the fuel-to-air momentum ratio. To achieve a realistic air
temperature of 1280 K in the Michigan experiment, two large air heaters (electrical and vitiated) heated
0.5 kg/s of air that flowed into the 25.4 mm by 38.1 mm test section at 476 m/s. A 50% H2, 50% ethylene
fuel mixture was injected at sonic velocity through a 2.49 mm diameter wall port.

(a)

(b)
Heatedair
T=1280K
U=476m/s
25.4mm

H2 /C2H4 ethylenefueljetchemiluminescence

Measuredflamelength
versusfuelflowrate

Normalizedfuelflowrate

Heatreleaseperunitx

Normalizedflamelength

Fig. 1. Jet in Cross-flow: (a)schematic [1] and (b) chemiluminescence imaged in Michigan facility [4].

Fuelflowrates
1,2,3,4

x Ͳ distance (cm)

Wall
pressure
distribution


Fig. 2. Three measured metrics useful for assessment of DNS and LES: flame lengths, heat release
profiles and wall pressure distributions for various fuel flow rates.
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Fig. 2 describes three global metrics that can be used to assess DNS and LES simulations; the
flame length was measured to increase linearly with the fuel flow rate, which is expected and is consistent
with co-flow and low temperature jets in cross-flow. The heat release distribution was measured from the
CH* chemiluminescence, which was integrated over planes perpendicular to the flow. Wall pressure
decreases in the flow direction as the heat addition drives the flow in the duct toward Mach one.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Structure of CH reaction zones (thickened shredded layers) in highly-preheated jet in cross-flow.
CH PLIF was used to record the primary reaction zones seen in Fig. 3. While time-averaged
PLIF provides only flame length and heat release rates (as does CH* chemiluminescence) the
instantaneous CH PLIF indicates that there are no thin flamelets, either near the premixed flame base or in
the diffusion flame downstream. There also are no large homogeneous reaction zones. Instead what is
observed is a thick layer, which is coherent and follows a wavy pattern on the outside of the fuel jet. This
CH layer is shredded and several mm thick, indicating that distributed reactions occur within the layer.
AutoͲignitionassistedflame:CH2Oreactions
thickenedpremixed
flame

1280K

CH2O
CH
OH

Fig. 4. Formaldehyde observed in distributed reactions (auto-ignition) upstream of OH (flame edge)
While CH PLIF identifies the primary reactions, formaldehyde PLIF indicates that far upstream of the
CH reaction layer there are secondary fuel breakdown reactions that occur in a homogeneous distributed
reaction region. The white line in Fig. 4 surrounds the CH2O region, while the white zones labeled OH
indicate the upstream boundary of the primary reactions. This flame is denoted an “auto-ignition-assisted”
flame. In the formaldehyde region there are only weak gradients and thus no flame structure. The base of
the CH* region has the properties of a stratified premixed flame, having large thermal gradients, while
downstream the structure resembles that of a shredded diffusion flame. The strain rates are larger on the
upper surface of the jet, causing the primary reactions there to start farther downstream than on the lower
side. The jet in a cross flow offers a realistic geometry in which the mixing now is well understood, but
the chemistry of the auto-ignition / flame physics still represent a challenge.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Application of a Wavelet Based Denoising Algorithm
Enabling High Resolution Measurements of Scalar Dissipation in Flames
Matthew J. Dunn* and Robert S. Barlow
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA,94551-0969 USA
*Corresponding author: m.dunn@usyd.edu.au
Measurement of mixture fraction and its dissipation in nonpremixed combustion is a particularly challenging task
due to the competing requirements of low noise and high spatial resolution. A wavelet based denoising algorithm
has been developed in an attempt to separate the true signal from the measured signal, which is composed of the true
signal plus noise. The algorithm is generalized in the sense that there are no user defined parameters to be adjusted
on a cases-by-case basis; the only required input parameters are the camera readout noise and the camera gain
(e-/ADU). The algorithm is applied in the spatial direction to the raw line-imaged data of the fourteen Raman
channels, the Rayleigh signal, and the CO-LIF signal. A spatial oversampling strategy is used, with pixel of ~20 μm
in all three images, in order to more easily separate pixel-to-pixel noise from the true spatial scales for turbulent
fluctuations. The utility of the developed wavelet based denoising algorithm is highlighted by applying the
algorithm to measurements of the DLR-B flame. This flame has been the target of many experimental and
numerical investigations both in literature and within the TNF workshop.
The results of the application of the algorithm to a single instantaneous measurement of two scalars (temperature
and mixture fraction) are presented in Fig. 1. The predicted noise or residual signals, determined by subtracting the
signals with wavelet denoising from the original signals, are shown in Figs. 1b and 1e for temperature and mixture
fraction, respectively. These graphs show that the mean of the predicted noise signal is essentially zero on a single
shot basis, and that the wavelet filtering introduces no systematic bias in profiles of temperature or mixture fraction.
Figures 1c and 1f show the square of the radial gradient of temperature and mixture fraction, which is essentially the
dissipation of these scalars but without multiplying by the corresponding diffusivity. The maximum value on the
ordinate axis of Figs. 1c and 1f has been truncated so that variation of the wavelet denoised signal can be displayed.
The advantage of wavelet denoising becomes most obvious when observing the results in terms of dissipation. The
wavelet denoised signal for the temperature dissipation is free of high frequency noise, and the peaks and valleys in
the dissipation profile can be easily correlated with the original structures in the scalar profile. Without the wavelet
denoising it is difficult to correlate the dissipation profile to the original profile, and it is obvious the dissipation
profile is significantly polluted with high frequency noise. The wavelet denoised dissipation profile of mixture
fraction displays peaks that can be correlated to the mixture fraction profile. It is also clear that there is no
significant contribution of high frequencies in the denoised profile. The degree of noise pollution in the profile of
mixture fraction dissipation without wavelet denosing is so large that the mean value of dissipation is approximately
two orders of magnitude larger than mean dissipation derived from the wavelet denoising, it is also not possible to
reconcile any correlation of the dissipation profile without denosing with the original scalar profile of mixture
fraction, these final two observations are not clearly visible in Fig. 1f) because the ordinate axis has been scaled
scales so that the denoised signal may be interpreted.
Sample normalized dissipation spectra of the inverse Rayleigh scattering signal (a proxy for temperature) and
mixture fraction are presented in Fig. 2 and are compared with the Pope Model dissipation spectum [1] and with the
corresponding spectra without the wavelet algorithm. Figures 2a and 2b) show that the application of the wavelet
algorithm does not interfere with the small wavenumbers (large length scales) in measured spectra. This is
important because the contribution of noise to the dissipation at these small wavenumbers is effectively zero. For
the inverse Rayleigh scattering signal in Fig. 2a, it can be seen that the signal with the wavelet algorithm closely
follows the Pope model dissipation spectra down to about 5 decades from the peak dissipation level, however even
without the application of the wavelet algorithm it can be seen this measurement is resolved down to the dissipation
cutoff scale at κ1λB = 1 (2π times the Bachelor scale), which corresponds to roughly 2% of the peak in the model
dissipation spectrum. For the dissipation spectra of mixture fraction in Fig. 2b, it can be seen that there is a much
larger difference between the results with and without the wavelet algorithm at wavenumbers near the dissipation
cutoff scale. With the application of the wavelet algorithm the dissipation spectra of mixture fraction can be seen to
follow the decay of the model dissipation spectrum for two decades beyond the peak level, which was not previously
possible in this flame [2]. Furthermore, because the wavelet algorithm is a locally adaptive noise filter, the
instantaneous dissipation and conditional mean dissipation may be determined directly, without additional filtering.
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Fig. 1. Results applying the wavelet denosing algorithm to temperature a), b), c), and mixture fraction d), e, f).
a) and d): Unfiltered results with no denoising (thin red line with red X markers) and wavelet denoised results (thick
black line) for a single shot profile of temperature and mixture fraction. b) and e): The predicted noise contained in
the instantaneous profile, derived by subtracting the signal with wavelet denoising from the signal without wavelet
denoising. c) and f): The square of the radial gradients of temperature and mixture fraction, respectively.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Normalized dissipation spectra for the inverse Rayleigh scattering signal a), and mixture fraction b) with no
denoising and with wavelet denoising compared to the Pope model dissipation spectrum.
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Turbulent Partially Premixed Dimethyl Ether/Air Jet Flames:
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We introduce a new series of benchmark flames consisting of partially premixed piloted
dimethyl ether (DME)/air jet flames. These flames provide an opportunity to understand
turbulence-flame interactions for oxygenated fuels and to develop predictive models for these
interactions. The development of accurate models for DME/air flames would establish a
foundation for studies of more complex oxygenated fuels. This series of four jet flames
spans jet exit Reynolds numbers, Red, from approximately 27,000 to 68,000 (see Table 1).
The flames are stabilized on the same burner [1] as the piloted methane/air jet flames that
have been studied extensively within the context of the TNF Workshop [2-4]. The nozzle
diameter is d = 7.2 mm, and the pilot diameter is 18.2 mm. The burner is surrounded by an
air coflow with a velocity of 0.9 m/s. The fuel mixture consists of 20% DME and 80% air,
by volume, resulting in a stoichiometric mixture fraction of st = 0.353, which is the same as
that of the piloted CH4/air flames with 25% CH4 and 75% air. The annular pilot burns a
mixture of C2H2, H2, air, CO2, and N2 having the same enthalpy and equilibrium composition
as a DME/air flame with an equivalence ratio  = 0.70. Compared with the previous series
of piloted CH4/air jet flames, the pilot for the DME/air flames is slightly leaner, and the pilot
flow rates are a smaller percentage of the total flow rate. Flames D-G have an increasing
probability of localized extinction. Flame D has very low probability of localized extinction,
and Flame G has a high probability of localized extinction and subsequent re-ignition.
In an initial survey of these flames, we use laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging
of OH to measure the reaction zone structure and the degree of localized extinction as a
function of downstream location. Figure 1 shows sample OH-LIF measurements at
x/d = 5-25 in Flames D and G. Probabilities of localized extinction and the size distributions
of the extinguished regions will be evaluated from large sets of OH-LIF images. Plans are
underway for further imaging measurements combined with detailed species, temperature,
and velocity measurements in collaboration with Rob Barlow (Sandia).
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Flame
D
E
F
G

Red
~27,000
~41,000
~54,000
~68,000

Table 1: Jet exit Reynolds numbers of DME/air
flames based on the fuel mixture at 294 K.

Fig. 1. Chemiluminescence and OH-LIF images of the DME/air partially premixed piloted jet
flames D and G with jet exit Reynolds numbers of approximately 27,000 and 68,000,
respectively. Exposure times for the chemiluminescence images are 313 s and 200 s for
flames D and G, respectively.
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Raman/Rayleigh-scattering and CO-LIF measurements
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To reduce the impact of combustion of fossil fuels on air quality and climate change, dimethyl
ether (DME) is a promising alternative diesel fuel candidate. Technical combustion
processes, including formation of pollutants, are influenced by turbulence-chemistry
interaction. Therefore, accurate prediction by computational combustion models of
combustion systems burning DME must account for multiple scalars and scalar gradients.
The testing of such models requires detailed experiments. Here a study is presented on the
feasibility of simultaneous species and temperature measurements in turbulent DME flames,
using line-imaged Raman/Rayleigh-scattering of the major species H2, O2, N2, CO, CO2, H2O,
C2H6O and laser induced fluorescence of CO.
The measurement system and data evaluation methods developed to investigate methane-air
flames are extended to address DME flames. The Raman signal intensity and spectral shape
of the Raman scattering from DME over a range of temperature are presented, based on
measurements in electronically heated flows and laminar jet flames. These data are used to
develop an iterative method for data evaluation that allows determination of indispensable
crosstalk correction terms for the concentration measurements of O2 and CO2. Issues of
fluorescence interferences, mainly from C2 radicals on the fuel-rich side of the reaction zone,
and their corrections are discussed. Opposed-flow laminar flame calculations are used to
investigate the role of the intermediate species (CH4, CH2O, C2H4, C2H2, C2H6, CH3) in the
reaction zone. The spatial distribution of the intermediate species is shown in the Fig. 1b and
their sum as red dashed line in Fig. 1a to illustrate the relative importance compared to the
major species. In particular, their effect on the mixture fraction calculation and its
relationship to the experimentally determined mixture fraction is examined.
A different method of calculating the mixture fraction is introduced to account for
experimental characteristics evoked by the intermediate species. Deviations to the commonly
used definition by Bilger are discussed. The impact of the intermediate species on deviations
in concentration and temperature profiles due to different resulting Raman- and Rayleigh
scattering cross sections is demonstrated. To allow for reasonable comparison between
numerical calculations and the applied measurements, all corrections are discussed on
measurements of two partially-premixed rich laminar jet flames of DME. Finally, species
concentrations and temperature profiles from measurements in a turbulent piloted jet flame of
DME are presented as shown for two selected scalars in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Species and temperature profiles from a laminar flame calculation in the Tsuji
geometry, using Chemkin with a detailed chemical reaction mechanism for DME from Zhao
et al [1]. The dashed line in a shows the sum of the species from Fig. b except Ar. The names
of the species in the legends are sorted in descending order by their maximum occurrence in
mole fraction.
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Figure 2: Experimental results from a turbulent partially-premixed jet flame of DME/air,
shown with results from a laminar flamelet calculation with a=400s-1 (red solid line). Ninetyfive shots are shown as conditional average in mixture fraction space for a) temperature and
b) mass fraction of CO2. Error bars indicate plus/minus one standard deviation. The mixture
fraction calculation has been slightly modified to account for the intermediate species on the
fuel-rich side and is here denoted as F*.
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Zhao Z, Chaos M, Kazakov A, Dryer FL (2008) Thermal Decomposition Reaction and
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Conditional statictics in turbulent premixed opposed jet ﬂames
K. H. H. Goh, P. Geipel, R. P. Lindstedt
Imperial College London, UK
p.lindstedt@imperial.ac.uk
The opposed jet conﬁguration presents a particularly attractive geometry for evaluating the impact of
strain on burning properties of laminar and turbulent
ﬂames. The geometry has the advantage of good optical access and comparatively simple boundary conditions. Disadvantages include potential low frequency
ﬂow motion at high nozzle separations (e.g. [1, 2])
and, for turbulent ﬂames, relatively low turbulence
levels causing bulk strain to exceed the turbulent contribution at small nozzle separations [3]. In the current work, fractal generated turbulence has been used
to ameliorate the latter problem by signiﬁcantly increasing turbulent strain. The use of additional fractal grids has been shown to increase the turbulent
Reynolds number by a factor of two from 48 for conventional perforated plates to 109 for a bulk velocity
of 4.0 m/s [4].
The aim of the present work is to explore the contribution of large scale ﬂuid motion on measured turbulence quantities through the use of conditional statistics. Algorithms were developed to determine the
instantaneous location of the stagnation point and
to estimate the orientation of the stagnation plane
using measured 2–D velocity data. The instrumentation comprised particle image velocimetry (PIV) using 3–5 micron Al2 O3 particles. Velocity statistics are
shown for methane ﬂames approaching extinction in
Fig. 1. At ﬁrst, the stagnation point was determined
using a square window of ﬁxed size that was moved
around each PIV image and a vector summation of
the velocities was computed. The location of the instantaneous stagnation point was deﬁned as the centre of the window with the lowest magnitude of the
vector sum [4].
Probability density functions for the instantaneous
location of the stagnation point obtained using the
window algorithm are shown in Fig. 2 for methane
at stoichiometries of 0.7 and 0.9 and at a bulk velocity of 4.0 m/s. A movement of the instantaneous
stagnation point location of the order of the integral
length scale (3.1 +/- 0.1 mm) in axial and radial
direction was found. Filtered velocity data rejecting stagnation point locations beyond 2.5 mm and
3.5 mm in the axial direction is shown in Fig. 1 for
TNF10 Workshop

normalised Reynolds stress components. The unﬁltered Reynolds stress components show a certain degree of asymmetry, especially when approaching the
lean extinction limit. An axial threshold of 3.5 mm,
slightly above the integral length scale, increases the
symmetry of the ﬂow. A cause of the observed behaviour can be found in comparatively infrequent
large scale events, typically due to a shear layer instability, that exert an inﬂuence on the velocity statistics. The symmetry is further improved by a reduction in the threshold to 2.5 mm with some impact on
velocity statistics.
Filtering using an axial threshold of 3.5 mm away
from the nominal stagnation point leads to a rejection between 2.5% at φ = 0.9 and 6.6% at φ = 0.7
vector ﬁelds. A threshold of 2.5 mm rejects up to
17.5%. Applying a circular threshold with a diameter of 3.0 mm, close to the integral length scale, rejects up to 15.9% of the instantaneous vector ﬁelds.
The determined axial Reynolds stress stays almost
unchanged, whereas the radial stress is somewhat reduced.
A second algorithm that produces a linear approximation of the stagnation plane location based
on streamlines determined from instantaneous vector ﬁelds was also developed. An example is shown
in Fig. 3, which highlights the linear approximation.
The algorithm enables a quantiﬁcation of the rotation of the instantaneous stagnation plane. A probability density function of the angle of rotation is
given for 1000 instantaneous vector ﬁelds and two stoichiometries in Fig. 4 and shows a movement of the
stagnation plane within 12 degrees. The stagnation
point locations obtained using the window algorithm,
shown in Fig. 2, and the streamline algorithm, shown
in Fig. 3, diﬀer by less than 1 mm.
The work has shown that ﬁltering algorithms may
be used to explore the impact of low frequency ﬂow
motion on measured turbulence statistics. The results are encouraging and suggest that in the current experimental conﬁguration the impact is moderate. Furthermore, an algorithm has been developed
that allows the extraction of data related to PDFs
of the orientation of the stagnation plane. The lat-
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ter information can be useful as part of comparisons
with time–dependent simulation techniques such as
LES/FDF.
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Developments in Turbulent Autoignition Experiments - Fuel Droplet Autoignition in a
Heated Cross Flow
R.L Gordon1,*, C.N. Markides2, E. Mastorakos1
1

Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, UK;
Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London, UK
r.gordon@eng.cam.ac.uk

2

The turbulent autoignition of liquid fuels is of significance to the operation of many combustion systems,
particularly diesel engines, HCCI engines, and lean-burn gas turbines. Autoignition in non-premixed
turbulent flows is a complex transient phenomenon that involves significant interactions between
turbulence and chemical kinetics. Experimental research into these phenomena in gaseous fuels has
benefited from the use of generic burners where the source of the hot, turbulent oxidants has been
decoupled from the combustion processes, enabling detailed parametric investigations of the processes of
turbulent autoignition. A natural development of these investigations is to the autoignition properties of
liquid fuels, which is of more practical relevance to the combustion engines listed above. The investigation
of liquid fuels will also enable the assessment of the combustion properties of bio-fuel ignition properties.
This poster details a new experiment designed to investigate the autoignition of individual droplets of liquid
fuel in a turbulent air flow. Droplets are generated in an almost mono-disperse chain and injected into a
cross-flow of heated air inside a vacuum insulated glass tube. The velocity, turbulence and temperature
boundary conditions are reported, along with estimated droplet size distributions. The ignition location
downstream from the injection point is tested for its sensitivity to the air flow temperature and velocity and
droplet generation frequency for ethanol and n-heptane. Additionally, OH* chemiluminescence is recorded
at 5kHz to provide some insight into the mode of ignition and subsequent combustion. For heptane, it was
found that stable ignition conditions correspond to an ignition in the vapour phase, into which droplets pass
and combust in isolation. For ethanol that vaporizes quickly, the ignition spots resemble previous results
with gaseous fuel. The data can assist the validation of two-phase turbulent combustion models. Data will
also be presented for biodiesel droplets.
The autoignition lengths were found to vary by 175 mm with changes in air temperature of 30K, and by
150 mm with a 30% change in bulk velocity. The frequency of the droplet generator's piezoelectric
diaphragm was also found to have an impact on the flame structure and ignition length. Movies of OH*
chemiluminescence showed a statistically-steady condition with autoignition appearing in isolated spots,
probably associated with evaporated fuel from the droplets, into which larger droplets enter and ignite
giving rise to isolated burning trails.

Figure 1. Long exposure photograph (1/125s) of n-Heptane autoignition. Droplet generation at 1600Hz.
Injected droplet stream is visible on the left hand side of the image. Flow is horizontally from left to right.
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Figure 2. Autoignition lengths for n-Heptane and Ethanol. Lengths measured from RMS images of over
1000 uncorrelated images taken at 1/1000s exposure. Symbols denote location of steepest gradient, lower
error bar denotes 10% of peak RMS, upper error bar denotes peak RMS. Key: Diamonds - Ethanol (Ub =
12.6 m.s−1), remaining plots n-Heptane: circles - Ub = 12.6 m.s−1, squares - Ub = 11.1 m.s−1, stars - Ub = 9.9
m.s−1, triangles - Ub = 8.6 m.s−1.

Figure 3. Sequences of OH* Chemiluminescence for n-Heptane (left) at 1054 K, 1750 Hz droplet generator
frequency and Ethanol (right) at 1034 K, 1800 Hz droplet generator frequency. Bulk velocity 12.5 m/s
(flow from left to right). Images taken at 5 kHz with 1/20000s exposure on an intensified CMOS camera.
Every third image shown.
The simultaneous presence of turbulent dispersion of the droplets, vapour release in the turbulent field,
autoignition of this vapour, and individual droplet combustion following this autoignition event, make the
present experiment a very challenging test case for turbulent spray combustion models, without the usual
complication of primary and secondary atomization present in realistic sprays.
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Prediction of Autoignition in a Lifted Methane/Air Flame Using an
Unsteady Flamelet/Progress Variable Model
Matthias Ihme∗ and Yee Chee See
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
An unsteady ﬂamelet/progress variable (UFPV) model has been developed for the prediction of autoignition in turbulent lifted ﬂames [1]. The model is an extension to the steady ﬂamelet/progress variable (SFPV)
approach [2, 3], and employs an unsteady ﬂamelet formulation [4] to describe the transient ﬂame evolution
during the ignition process. In this UFPV model, all thermochemical quantities are parameterized in terms
of mixture fraction Z, reaction progress parameter C, and stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate χZ,st . A
potential advantage of this UFPV-formulation is that it eliminates the explicit dependency on the time-scale
information which leads to signiﬁcant simpliﬁcations in the computation and parameterization of the thermodynamic state space. For application to LES, a presumed FDF closure model is employed to evaluate
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Figure 1: Comparison of radial proﬁles for mixture fraction, temperature, and species mass fractions of CO2 and
CO. The dashed lines show results obtained from the steady ﬂamelet model (SFPV) and the dotted lines correspond
to UFPV results in which eﬀects of the turbulence/chemistry interaction have been neglected by approximating the
FDF of the progress variable by a Dirac delta function.

Favre-averaged thermochemical quantities. For this, a beta-distribution is used for the mixture fraction,
a so-called statistically most-likely distribution is employed for the reaction progress parameter, and the
distribution of the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate is modeled by a Dirac delta function. To close the
UFPV-model, four additional transport equations for mean and variance of mixture fraction and progress
variable are solved, and the scalar dissipation rate is obtained from an algebraic relation.
The UFPV model is applied to the lifted methane/air jet ﬂame of Cabra et al. [5]. Additional calculations
with the SFPV model and a modiﬁed UFPV formulation are carried out to investigate transient eﬀects and to
∗ Corresponding

author: mihme@umich.edu
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r/Dref

P (F I)

quantify the signiﬁcance of turbulence/chemistry interaction a posteriori. The governing equations are solved
in a cylindrical coordinate system employing a low Mach-number, ﬁnite volume code [2]. The computational
mesh contains 256 cells in axial direction, 150 in radial direction, and 64 grid points in circumferential
direction on a computational domain of 90 Dref × 30 Dref × 2π in axial, radial, and circumferential directions,
respectively.
Simulation results for three diﬀerent LES calculations are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a
comparison of radial proﬁles for temperature and species mass fractions for CO2 and CO at ﬁve axial locations
in the ﬂame. Compared to the SFPV model (dashed lines), results from the unsteady ﬂamelet model (solid
lines) are in good agreement with experimental data. In addition, results from a UFPV calculation are shown,
in which eﬀects of turbulence/chemistry interaction have been omitted by approximating the FDF of C by
a Dirac delta function. This comparison shows that this leads to a signiﬁcant reduction of the lift-oﬀ height
which is reﬂected by the over-prediction of the temperature and species proﬁles between 30 ≤ x/Dref ≤ 50. In
this context it is also noted that Raman measurements for the CO-comparison have been used. Discussions
with Rob Barlow suggested that the CO-LIF measurements could be ambiguous, which was also pointed out
by Jean-Baptiste Michel and Christian Angelberger.
The PDF of the
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mean mixture fraction are shown, and the solid lines denote the mean axial and radial locations of the stabilization point.
From this statistical analysis it can been seen that the stabilization point is conﬁned to the fuel lean region,
which is in agreement with previous studies [7]. While the ﬂame base ﬂuctuations are conﬁned to a relatively
narrow region in radial direction, considerable variations in axial direction are apparent.
To characterize the combustion mode at the stabilization point, the ﬂame index F I is evaluated (corrected
to account for O2 in the fuel stream). The PDF of the ﬂame index, evaluated at the stabilization point, is
shown in Fig. 2(b). These statistical results show that ignition occurs primarily in the diﬀusion mode, and
a quantitative analysis shows that 50 % of all ignition events occur under conditions in which the alignment
angle between fuel and oxidizer gradients exceeds 3/4π.
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Grid convergence analysis for the large-eddy simulation of the
Sandia piloted methane-air ﬂames D, E, and F.
Jean-Francois Izard and Fabrizio Bisetti,
Clean Combustion Research Center,
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, 23955 Thuwal, KSA.

Turbulent combustion of non- and partially premixed hydrocarbon fuel mixtures is of practical importance in many technical applications. A series of piloted methane-air jet ﬂames, part of the TNF
Workshop [1], deﬁnes a common test case. Reactive scalar data from three piloted ﬂames (D, E, and F)
is available. These ﬂames are characterized by an increasing velocity in the main diluted methane and
pilot jets, increasing the occurrence of localized extinction. Flames D, E, and F have been simulated by
several groups [2-7]. Their results show that the representation of local extinction remains a challenging
task. The ability of probability or ﬁltered density functions (PDF or FDF for LES applications) methods
to capture extinction has been shown in previous studies [2, 6] and current interests are in the extension
of PDF approaches to LES. Indeed, by directly solving for the joint FDF of the composition, the reaction source terms appear in closed form and does not require modeling. However, an order-of-magnitude
analysis shows that the ﬁnite-difference solution of the PDF transport equation is impracticable for more
than three scalars, as the computational expense is found to rise exponentially with N. Monte Carlo method are used, as the computational cost rises only linearly with N. Nevertheless, stochastic approaches
to evolve the FDF in space and time are used together with LES, and attention must be paid to the
consistency and accuracy of the simulation.
The computational power of parallel computers is now sufﬁcient to simulate reactive ﬂows with
large numerical meshes. However, the use of reaction mechanisms in an FDF calculation with a stochastic solution method is computationally very expensive. The most limiting factor is the mesh size.
Consequently, the effect of mesh resolution on LES results become a key question. A grid convergence
analysis should be performed for key LES statistics of interest, such as the mean and RMS values of the
velocity and mixture fraction ﬁelds. Indeed, the mixture fraction is a key parameter for the description
of non-premixed ﬂames and it is extensively used within ﬂamelet models [3, 5, 7]. Moreover, resolved
momentum is used for the convection step of the Monte Carlo simulation. Since discretization errors are
the main source of numerical uncertainties in ﬁnite difference/volume methods, grid convergence for the
velocity is of great importance for the consistency of the Monte Carlo algorithm.
A grid convergence analysis for ﬂame D greatly important has already been performed by Kemenov
et al. [7]. We conduct the same study for all three ﬂames (D, E, and F) utilizing a simple steady ﬂamelet
approach and ﬁve grids with increasing resolution from 200,000 cells up to 10 millions cells. Though
the steady ﬂamelet model might not be a very accurate turbulent combustion model for the Sandia ﬂame
series, this work represents a ﬁrst important step to address the issues of accuracy and grid dependence.
Conclusions are given concerning the most appropriate computational grid for each ﬂame.
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F IGURE 1: Instantaneous ﬁelds of mixture fraction for grid1=196,608 cells, grid2=983,040 cells,
grid3=2,097,152 cells, and grid 5=10,485,760 cells (from left to right).
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F IGURE 2: Statistics obtained for the mean and RMS values of the velocity at the ﬁrst location x/D=15
downstream the pipe injector (ﬂame E).
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DQMOM APPROACH FOR MODELING SOOT FORMATION
OF C2H4/AIR TURBULENT NON-PREMIXED FLAME
T.H. Kim1, J. Lee1, Y. Kim1*
1
Hanyang University, Korea
ymkim@hanyang.ac.kr

The Method of Moments (MOM) is one of the convenient and accurate methods in the statistical approach.
This approach basically provides a means for modeling the particle probability density function using any
number of low-order moments. The basic MOM is easy to handle the nth moment’s distribution but has
difficulties to represent the poly-dispersion system. Another MOM called the Quadrature Method of
Moments (QMOM) which was demonstrated to be an efficient and accurate method for tracking the
moments of the particles distribution. But QMOM is hard to apply to multi-variable distribution. Hence, the
most general and accurate MOM is the Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (DQMOM) which is based
on the idea of tracking directly the variables appearing in quadrature approximation. DQMOM is easy to
extend to the multi-variables case encountered in the poly-dispersion system. In this study, for the solution
of the population balance equation, DQMOM has been adopted due to its inherent advantages in terms of
accuracy and availability of extension for multiple inner-variables.
The population balance equation is a continuity statement represented in terms of a number density
function. The number density function defines how a population of particles is distributed versus particular
properties, called internal coordinates (inner-variable), to distinguish them from the particle external
coordinates [1]. For simulation of soot formation using population balance equation, we set the number of
spherules in each aggregate (N) as inner-variable because it seems that soot aggregates are constituted by
number of primary particles [3]. The present model is able to account import physical processes involved in
soot formation and evolution mechanism such as nucleation, surface growth, oxidation and aggregation.
These processes represent the particle dynamics characteristic when the number concentration of particles
is high enough, they can collide and stick to each other and it has a decisive effect on soot volume fraction
and particle’s distribution. Fig. 1 shows these soot evolution mechanism at a glance.

Fig. 1 Schematic of soot formation process

Fig. 2 Contour of Temperature (a), Nucleation (b), Aggregation (c) Surface growth (d), Oxidation rate (e)
In Fig.1, NP is number of primary particles and NPA is number of aggregates. The nucleation, surface
growth oxidation rate affects the number of primary particles and aggregation makes soot aggregates. The
number of primary particles loses their identity by surface growth rate and disappears by oxidation. This
continuous rate of change doesn’t affect the number of aggregates but change their size or shape. The
related physical sub-models were proposed in the previous studies [4], [5], [6]. Fig. 2 shows the flame
pattern of C2H4/AIR turbulent nonpremixed sooting flame such as temperature and rates of nucleation,
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aggregation, surface growth, and oxidation rate. As would be expected, the nucleation and surface growth
rate are high at fuel rich and high temperature region. The aggregation rate is high around at the location
with the high soot particle concentration. The high level of oxidation rate exists at the outside oxygen-rich
flame zone with the high temperature.
In this numerical simulation, turbulence is represented by the k-Hmodel, the mixture fraction based
flamelet model is employed to account for the turbulent-chemistry interaction and the P-1 approach is
utilized to model the radiation. To validate the present DQMOM approach, numerical results are compared
with experimental data in terms of soot volume fraction, total aggregate number density, total primary
particle number density and soot properties including mean radius of gyration and mean number of
primary particles per an aggregate.

Fig. 3 Axial profiles along the centerline (a) temperature with soot radiation(solid-line), without
radiation(dashed-line), (b) soot volume fraction(solid-line), without oxidation(dashed-line), (c) mean
number of primary particles per aggregate (d) total aggregates number density, (e) total primary particles
number density(solid-line), without oxidation(dashed-line), (f) mean gyration radius of aggregates.
Numerical results displayed in Fig. 3 (a) clearly indicate that the soot radiation considerably influences the
flame structure. When the soot radiation is neglected in modeling this sooting flame, the temperature is
substantially overestimated especially in the hot flame zone and downstream region. As shown in Fig 3(b)
and 3(e), the present approach noticeably overestimates the soot volume fraction and the primary particles
number density in the soot oxidation zone. These discrepancies are directly tied with the defects of the soot
oxidation used in this study which does not account for the soot oxidation by OH. In terms of the soot
aggregation process illustrated in Figures 3(d) and 3(f), the predicted results are reasonably well agreed
with experimental data. These numerical results imply that the DQMOM approach has the great potential in
dealing with the soot formation processes in the flame field.
[1] D.L. Marchiso et al, 2008, “Investigation of soot formation in turbulent flames with a pseudo-bivariate
population balance model”, Chemical Engineering Science
[2] D.L. Marchiso, R.O. Fox, 2005, “Solution of population balance equations using the direct quadrature
method of moments” Journal of Aerosol Science 36, 43-73.
[3] Koylu et al., 2003, “Soot measurements at the axis of an ethylene/air non premixed turbulent jet flame”,
Combustion and Flame
[4] Fairweather et al, 1992, “Predictions of radiative transfer from a turbulent reacting jet in a cross-wind”
Combustion and Flame 89, 45-63.
[5] Lee et al, 1962, “On the rate of combustion of soot in a laminar soot flame”, Combustion and Flame 6.
[6] N.A. Fuch, 1964, “Mechanics of Aerosols”, Pergamon Press, New York.
[7] T.H. Kim et al, 2010, “Numerical modeling of soot formation in C2H2/Air turbulent non-premixed
flames using Direct Quadrature Method of Moments”, The 40th KOSCO SYMPOSIUM
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MODELING OF TURBULENT NONPREMIXED FLAMES
IN SUPERCRITICAL CONDITION
T.H. Kim1, S. Park1, Y. Kim1*, S.-K. Kim2
1
Hanyang University, Korea
2
Korea Aerospace Research Institute, Korea
ymkim@hanyang.ac.kr

It has been widely recognized that droplet vaporization and spray combustion in supercritical conditions
have long been matters of serious practical concern in the high-pressure combustors especially for the
cryogenic liquid propellant rocket engines. The modeling of the droplet vaporization process under highpressure conditions requires taking into account the additionally complex effects such as the real gas
behavior, the variation of thermodynamic properties and the non-ideality of the latent heat of evaporation.
Numerical modeling of near-critical mixing and combustion processes is a quite challenging task, due to
the non-ideal thermodynamic effects and the abrupt variation of the transport properties. In the supercritical
conditions, the surface tension and the vaporization heat approach zero, and the isothermal compressibility
and the specific heat increase significantly. Compared to the subcritical propellant mixture properties, the
propellant mixtures in the supercritical environment have the distinctly different characteristics such as
liquid-like density, gas-like diffusivity.
The present study has been mainly motivated to numerically model the supercritical mixing and reacting
flow processes encountered in the liquid propellant rocket engines. In the present approach, turbulence is
represented by the k-H turbulence model. In order to realistically represent the turbulence–chemistry
interaction in the turbulent nonpremixed flames encountered in the supercritical propellant combustion
processes, the flamelet approach based on the real-fluid flamelet library has been adopted. To account for
the non-ideal thermodynamic effects, the propellant mixture properties are calculated by using SRK
(Souve-Redlich-Kwong) equation of state model and this SRK model is validated against NIST data of
oxygen thermodynamic properties presented in Fig. 1. The real-gas effects are incorporated in the present
flamelet library. To validate the present physical and numerical model for the supercritical mixing and
combustion processes, the RCM-1[1] and RCM-3[2] are chosen as the benchmark cases. By utilizing this
SRK model, the real-fluid based flamelet library is generated.
Fig. 2 represents the non-reacting cryogenic N2 jet injection [P=59.8bar, T=128.7K]. It can be clearly seen
that the cryogenic N2 jet has the distinctly different structure from the ideal state near injector. Numerical
results predicted by the real-fluid flamelet model are well agreed with experimental data while ideal-gas
flamelet model yields the erroneous distribution. Numerical results of GH2/LOX coaxial shear injector
[P=60 bar, GH2(287K)/LOX(85K), O/F=1.43] are displayed in Fig. 3. The real-fluid based flamelet model
predicts the essential features of the turbulent nonpremixed GH2/LOX flame at supercritical condition,
compared to the ideal-gas flamelet model. Numerical results indicate that the present supercritical
combustion model is capable of realistically predicting the mixing and reacting flow processes at the
supercritical conditions.
[1] J. Telaar, G. Schneider, J. Hussong, W. Mayer, Cryogenic jet injection: Description of test case RCM 1,
in: Proceedings 2nd International Workshop on Rocket Combustion Modeling, Lampoldshausen, Germany,
March 25-27, 2001.
[2] Thomas JL, Zurbach S. Test case RCM-3: supercritical spray combustion at 60bar at Mascotte. In: 2nd
International Workshop on Rocket Combustion Modeling. Lampoldshausen, Germany, 2001.
[3] G. Ribert, N. Zong, V. Yang, L. Pons, N. Darabiha, S. Candel, “Counterflow diffusion flames of
general fluids: Oxygen/hydrogen mixtures”, Combustion and Flame, 319-330, 2008.
[4] L. Cutrone, P. De Palma, G. Pascazio, M. Napolitano, “A RANS flamelet-progress-variable method for
computing reacting flows of real-gas mixtures”, Computers & Fluids, 485-498, 2010.
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Fig, 1 (a) Specific heat, (b) Density and (c) Specific enthalpy of Oxygen with NIST data

Fig.2 RCM 1 Case Results: (a), (b) Radial profiles of density (line: Real-fluid based flamelet model,
dashed: Ideal-gas based flamelet model, points: measurements), (c) Compressibility factor near injector

Fig. 3 RCM 3 Case Results: (a)Temperature and (c) OH mass fraction of Real-fluid based flamelet model,
(b)Temperature and (d) OH mass fraction of Ideal-gas based flamelet model.
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A FLAMELET BASED MODEL FOR AUTO-IGNITION IN TURBULENT
CONDITIONS: VALIDATION USING DNS
TNF 10 Workshop: Poster Submission
1

E. Knudsen1 , E. S. Richardson2 , H. Pitsch1 , J. H. Chen2
Stanford University, USA; 2 Sandia National Laboratories, USA
Corresponding author’s email address: ewk@stanford.edu

In this study, a combustion model for large eddy simulation (LES) is analyzed and validated through
comparison with a direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a non-premixed C2 H4 turbulent ﬂame. The turbulent ﬂame that is simulated tends to stabilize due to auto-ignition. In the context of turbulence, however,
true asymptotic auto-ignition behavior is rarely observed. Rather, turbulent mixing tends to inﬂuence the
ignition timescale and the evolution of combustion products.
Flamelet based models for LES that attempt to describe turbulence and auto-ignition interactions often
make use of unsteady non-premixed ﬂamelets. In statistically steady problems such as jet ﬂames, this
leads to modeling complexity. Either the time scale from a single unsteady ﬂamelet must be correlated
with the distance from the jet, or a time-like variable must be used to parameterize a large, computationally
expensive set of unsteady non-premixed solutions. Here, these modeling issues are addressed by appropriately
combining information from the pure steady non-premixed regime and from the pure auto-ignition regime.
Separating these regimes eliminates the need to interpret the unsteady time scale, and dramatically reduces
the computational memory needed for chemistry storage.
The case that is considered is a lifted C2 H4 ﬂame with a jet Reynolds number of Re=10,000. This
ﬂame is not an experimental case, but is rather the subject of a compressible DNS study by Yoo et al .
(Proc. Comb. Inst. 2010). The DNS employs high order numerics, a 1.29 billion cell mesh, and a 22 species
mechanism describing C2 H4 combustion. Schematics of both the DNS and LES are shown in Fig. 1. Results
of the DNS demonstrated that, at the high temperature of the air coﬂow, auto-ignition is the primary ﬂame
stabilization mechanism. Additionally, however, results showed that turbulent mixing could locally inhibit
the auto-ignition process, and that this inhibition led to an oscillating ﬂame stabilization point.
LES runs of this ﬂame are performed on meshes consisting of between 1.4 million and 7.1 million cells.
These runs use a combination of auto-ignition solutions and steady non-premixed ﬂamelet solutions to
describe quantities such as the density and the progress variable source term. In general, solutions from these
diﬀerent regimes may be locally combined using a method proposed by Knudsen and Pitsch (Comb. Flame
2009). This method determines the combustion regime by explicitly considering which transport processes
balance the chemical source term. Once known, information about the combustion regime can be used to
map tabulated chemistry solutions into the ﬂow ﬁeld. This method has the ability to quantitatively relate
the importance of auto-ignition and mixing.
Two LES runs have been performed to determine whether the limiting cases of this modeling approach
bound the DNS results. In both of these runs the density is mapped into the LES ﬂow ﬁeld according to

Figure 1: OH and HO2 radicals in the DNS (Left), and in the LES (Right).
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the local combustion regime. In the ﬁrst run, however, the progress variable source term is taken solely
from auto-ignition chemistry solutions. Conversely, in the second run the source term is taken solely from
non-premixed ﬂamelets. Time averaged results from the simulations are compared with the DNS in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 shows that the auto-ignition and steady non-premixed limits do envelop the DNS solution, and
that both regimes are important. For example, at locations close to the jet nozzle (small X/H), the LES
based on the auto-ignition source terms over-predicts the temperature in the DNS. This over-prediction
occurs because the source term is not directly aﬀected by dissipation and is relatively large. Conversely,
the non-premixed source terms are aﬀected by the dissipation rate in ﬂamelet space. LES values based
on these non-premixed source terms correctly predict temperature near the nozzle, but under-predict it at
downstream (large X/H) locations. This is consistent with the DNS observation that auto-ignition processes
occur in the ﬂame, and that they must be accounted for if the lift oﬀ height is to be predicted.
LES runs that use combustion regime information to appropriately combine progress variable source
terms are now being performed, and will be presented. The agreement between these runs and the DNS
results will be analyzed, and the implications for the regime selection model will be highlighted. The full
resolution ﬂow information available from the DNS solution will be mined to understand any discrepancies.
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Figure 2: Time averaged axial velocity (upper left), velocity ﬂuctuations (upper right), temperature (lower
left), and conditional temperature (lower right) in the C2 H4 ﬂame. DNS data is compared to LES data
where the progress variable source term is taken either from 0-D auto-ignition calculations (red line), or
from steady non-premixed ﬂamelets (blue line).
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LES OF A LEAN PREMIXED STRATIFIED BURNER USING A THICKENED FLAME
APPROACH COUPLED WITH FGM TABULATED CHEMISTRY
G. Künne, A. Ketelheun, J. Janicka
Institute for Energy and Power Plant Technology, Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany
kuenne@ekt.tu-darmstadt.de
Stratification (i.e. non-uniform mixture distribution) can be
observed in various technical applications either due to
incomplete mixing or intentionally to improve the
efficiency such as in direct injection IC engines. Within this
work a new burner1 designed to explore stratification
effects is investigated numerically. The configuration
including the boundary conditions is depicted in figure 1
where a section of the computational grid has been added to
illustrate the blocking strategy. In the inner tube a pilot
flame is stabilized by a flame holder to ignite the premixed
fresh gases issuing from the concentric annular slots. These
slots operate at different equivalence ratios of the methaneair mixture to generate the stratification. The burner is
placed inside an air coflow to create defined boundary
conditions and prevent penetration by dust particles. To
minimize the sensitivity related to boundary conditions the
upstream geometry as shown in figure 1 has been included Figure 1
into the computational domain.
For the reactive flow simulation the thickened flame approach2 has
been implemented in the academic code FASTEST which uses blockstructured, hexahedral, boundary fitted grids to represent complex
geometries. For the accurate prediction of the mixing process upstream
of the reaction layer the dynamic formulation based on a flame sensor
is used for the thickening. To include detailed chemistry effects the
model is coupled with FGM (Flamelet Generated Manifolds) tabulated
chemistry3. The two-dimensional manifold to describe mixing and
reaction is parameterized using the mixture fraction and CO2 mass
CO2 mass
fraction
fraction as progress variable.
Figure 2
The tabulation is illustrated
in figure 2 where the CO2
source term is shown as a function of these controlling variables. Simulations
of one dimensional flames were used to verify the coupling of the tabulated
chemistry and the LES-solver where important features as the grid
dependence of flame propagation were carefully addressed.
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Two cases will be presented on the poster. The first one is the isothermal case
TSF_A_i2. Results for this case are given in Figure 3 where the mean and
standard deviation of the axial velocity is shown in comparison with
experimental data. Overall, there is a good agreement indicating that the
upstream geometry can be sufficiently represented by the numerical grid and
that the boundary conditions are well defined. These results form a good basis
for the reacting flow simulations since an accurate prediction of the unburnt
gas velocity is very important to assess the correct flame propagation. The
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second configuration is the reacting case TSF_A_r with the boundary conditions depicted in figure 1. As a first step
regarding the reactive flow, the primary goal is to quantify whether or not the simulation is able to predict the correct
flame behaviour (e.g. mixing, flame position, turbulent flame brush). In addition, it is of interest how the effect of
stratification modifies the flame and to evaluate the consequences for the combustion model.
In figure 4 the instantaneous field of the chemical source term is shown. Here, the pilot flame above the flame holder
can be observed. The hot exhaust gases exiting the pilot tube enable the formation of the stratified flame illustrated by
isolines of the mixture fraction. In this figure two differing combustion situations can be observed. In region 1 a
homogeneous premixed flame can be observed while in region 2 the mixing layer is interacting with the reaction zone.
In this region different alignments of mixture fraction and progress variable can be observed (isolines are either
orthogonal, parallel or at an angle to each other). To illustrate these different zones figure 5 shows the reaction path
extracted along straight lines trough the chemical source term*. Here a two-dimensional plot of figure 2 is shown where
the two paths through the flame have been added and one can clearly see the different behavior of both regions while
proceeding from the unburnt to the burnt state.
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Results of velocity, temperature and species obtained on two different grids containing 0.9 million and 6.5 million grid
points, respectively, will be compared with experimental data up to 200mm above the burner exit. Details about the
measurements of scalar quantities recently obtained by 1D-Raman/Rayleigh scattering will also be presented at the TNF
on the poster from F. Seffrin et al..

1.
2.
3.

F. Seffrin et al., Combust. Flame 157: 384-396.
O. Colin et al., Phys. Fluids 12: 1843-1863.
J. A. van Oijen et al., Combust. Flame 127: 2124-2134.

*

This should be seen as a qualitative illustration since the correct chemistry path to evaluate the effect of stratification is
difficult to choose in this situation.
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COMPARISON OF FLAME SURFACE DENSITY MODELS FOR LES
T. Ma and A.M. Kempf
Imperial College London, UK
a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk

Premixed combustion is a common trend in the design of combustion devices for power generation, as it
permits to reduce harmful pollutants from burning fossil fuels. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a
powerful tool in the prediction of turbulent reactive flows in these devices and its concept involves
explicitly computing large-scale structures whilst modeling the effect of small-scale structures below a
certain filter width. In its application to premixed combustion, the flame front is generally too thin to be
resolved on the computational mesh and so a model for the reaction rate closure is required. The
combined effect of the molecular diffusion and reaction rate can be modelled as a function of the
generalised flame surface density ∑gen [1], which in itself can be expressed as the product of the wrinkling
factor Ξ and the gradient of the progress variable ∇c , or as a constant multiplied by c(1 − c) . The latter
expression is similar to the classical Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) formulation that is used widely in the
context of RANS [2], but is adjusted for the LES context with variables of filter width and a model
constant. An alternative definition for Ξ is the ratio of turbulent to laminar burning velocity and various
models for this parameter exist as listed in [3]. Eleven models as outlined and extended for LES by
Chakraborty and Klein [3], were applied to a well known plane symmetric dump combustor known as the
ORACLES rig [4], taking into account the combustion instabilities that arose in the experiment. A
schematic of the rig is shown in Fig. 1 with the computational domain highlighted by the dashed line.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the ORACLES rig (not to scale). Dashed line denote computational domain.

Experimental data consisted of mean and instantaneous velocities for the stream-wise and transverse
directions at various points inside the combustor. The LES of this rig was carried out using an in-house
code ‘PsiPhi’ and the non-reactive case was examined first to ascertain the level of accuracy that LES can
deliver. A grid sensitivity study has also been carried out for both reactive and non-reactive cases with
approximately 1.60, 0.48, and 0.20 million cells corresponding to isotropic grid resolutions of 2mm, 3mm
and 4mm respectively. It has been found that there is generally good agreement between numerical and
experimental results for the non-reactive case. The asymmetric nature of the mean flow, as well as the
fluctuating velocity peaks behind the backward facing steps, are well captured with grid refinement.
For the reactive case, two complications are introduced: the combustion instability that was found in the
experiment, and an unrealistically thick flame brush from LES. These two features can be illustrated by
an instantaneous visualisation of the flame in Fig. 2(a). Similar to previous work [5], the instability was
emulated by introducing pulsing at the inflow with amplitude of 27% bulk velocity and frequency of
50Hz to match experimental RMS velocity values. The pulsing induces an excitation that creates large
pockets of unburnt gases that travel a fairly long distance downstream in the combustor. To resolve the
issue of a thick flame brush, a higher turbulent viscosity was used, by applying a 2x and 4x higher
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Smagorinsky constant (Cs) than the normal value of 0.173. This helps to allow faster dissipation of
smaller eddies and therefore avoids the thickening of the flame brush through the smallest eddies. The
visualisations of the flame (Fig. 2) do indeed show a reduction in the flame brush thickness as well as in
the amount of wrinkling.

Fig. 2 Instantaneous visualisations of the flame brush for (a) Cs = 1×0.173, (b) Cs = 2×0.173 and (c) Cs = 4×0.173

The reactive case comparison of FSD models using the fine grid at two locations (x = 2h and x = 7h) is
shown in Fig. 3. With the exception of one model, the simulated results show good agreement to
experimental data. Using ∑gen = ∇c (denoted by ‘GradC’ in Fig. 3) significantly under-predicts the
filtered reaction rates due to the omission of the wrinkling factor, but the proximity of the LES results to
the experimental data suggests that most of the wrinkling is actually resolved on the fine grid.

Fig. 3 Mean and fluctuating velocities in axial and transverse directions at locations x = 2h and x = 7h

A clearer assessment of the models’ performances was gained from a detailed error analysis from which
there is little indication of the best performing model, and one can conclude that the majority of the
models describe the reaction rate to a reasonable extent.
_____________________________________

[1] M. Boger, D. Veynante, H. Boughanem, and A. Trouvé, Sym. (Int.) Combust., [Proc.] 27, 917 (1998)
[2] K. Bray, M. Champion, P. Libby, Springer, New York, 541-563
[3] N. Chakraborty and M. Klein, Phys. Fluids., 20, 085108 (2008)
[4] P. Nguyen, P. Bruel, and S. Reichstadt, Flow Turb. Combust., 82, 155-183 (2009)
[5] C. Duwig and C. Fureby, Combust. Flame., 151, 85-103 (2007)
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LES-CMC Modelling of Turbulent Non-Premixed Flames with Rate-Controlled Constrained
Equilibrium (RCCE) and Level of Importance (LOI) Mechanism Reduction
Salvador Navarro-Martinez1*, Terese Løvås2, 3 and Stelios Rigopoulos4
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Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London, SW7 2AZ, UK
2
Department of Energy and Process Technology, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Kolbjorn Hejes vei 1b, 7491 Trondheim, Norway
3
School of Engineering and Material Sciences, Queen Mary University of London
Mile End Road, London E1 4NS, UK
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School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, The University of Manchester
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Simulation of turbulent flames presents a major challenge in combustion modelling. The two main
stumbling blocks are the treatment of the turbulence-chemistry interaction and the modelling of
combustion chemistry. With respect to the first, a number of models (eddy dissipation, steady/unsteady
flamelet, conditional moment closure - CMC, transported probability density function - PDF) exist to
provide closure at varying levels of detail. Most of these models were originally developed in the context
of Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS), but in recent years their coupling with Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) has been investigated and found to yield very good predictions of combustion in
situations where the large-scale structure of the flow field plays an important role in determining the
mixing and reacting processes.
The modeling of combustion chemistry remains a major problem, particularly in advanced combustion
models, as a large number of integrations of the chemical kinetics ODEs must be performed during a
flame simulation. For comprehensive kinetic modeling, both the major and intermediate species must be
resolved dynamically, resulting in a very large number of ODEs (e.g. about 60 for methane, much more
for complex fuels) which are also very stiff. Mechanism reduction, i.e. the derivation of models that
incorporate the main features of combustion chemistry while involving a small number of variables, is a
necessity for practical turbulent combustion simulations. The traditional way to carry out mechanism
reduction is by eliminating of species and reactions based on quasi-steady state approximations (QSSA)
and partial equilibrium assumptions respectively, a procedure that requires considerable chemical insight
and must be carried out for each mechanism individually. Recently, interest has arisen in systematic
methods of mechanism reduction, and the literature on mechanism reduction approaches has grown
considerably (see e.g. the reviews by Tomlin et al. [1] and by Lu and Law [2] for a review of various
approaches.
In this poster we present results of the application of the Rate-Controlled Constrained Equilibrium
(RCCE) approach for mechanism reduction to turbulent non-premixed flames, coupled with an LESCMC approach for modeling of the turbulent flow and turbulence-chemistry interaction. The RCCE
concept dates from the 70's [3] and has been recently developed further and applied to laminar nonpremixed [4] and premixed [5] flames. Assuming that some species are governed by much shorter
timescales than others, the principle of RCCE can be phrased as follows: the 'fast' species are assumed to
be temporarily in an equilibrium state which is constrained by the concentrations of the leading species
and can therefore be called a "constrained equilibrium state". As the reacting system evolves, so do the
constraints for this state - i.e. the concentrations of the leading species - according to the differential
*

email: s.navarro@imperial.ac.uk
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equations of chemical kinetics, while the 'fast' or 'equilibrated' species are computed by the algebraic
equations of constrained equilibrium. Thus the dynamical evolution of the system is governed by a set of
differential-algebraic equations, where the algebraic equations force the system to evolve on a manifold
which is parametrised by the selection of leading species. RCCE is not a method for investigating the
time-scale separation, but rather a method that yields a system of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs)
describing the reduced system given a certain selection of fast and slow species, like QSSA and partial
equilibrium. A major advantage of RCCE is that it results in a general system of DAEs, readily
parametrised by the selection of fast and slow species, which does not need to be derived for each reduced
mechanism individually. The selection of fast/slow species, or equilibrated/constrained in the RCCE
terminology, can be made either based on traditional heuristics or on systematic methods such as CSP [6]
or Level-of-Importance (LOI) [7].
The results presented in this poster include both heuristically-derived RCCE mechanisms and
mechanisms where the RCCE constraints have been selected with the aid of the LOI approach. The
former approach is applied to an investigation of the Cabra flame, which has been previously simulated
by a number of authors (e.g. [8]). Results for this flame highlight its sensitivity to chemistry, as
previously reported [8], while when more species are considered, the flame burns sooner, therefore
moving the lift-off height upstream. The differences arise from the errors in the chemical models
associated with the low temperature transition. The latter approach is applied to a turbulent non-premixed
ethylene flame, and the reduced schemes capture very well the instantaneous structure of the flame.
Overall, the poster demonstrates the potential of the RCCE and RCCE-LOI approaches to provide a
comprehensive framework for the implementation of chemistry in turbulent LES-based combustion
models.
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Transported PDF modeling of a lifted H2/N2 jet flame in a vitiated coflow
using detailed chemistry: study of some numerical accuracy issues
Bertrand Naud
Modelling and Numerical Simulation Group, Energy Department, Ciemat, Madrid, Spain
bertrand.naud@ciemat.es

Joint velocity-composition probability density function (PDF) modeling of the lifted turbulent
H2/N2 jet flame in vitiated coflow (Cabra burner) [1] using detailed chemistry is considered. The
purpose of this poster is to focus attention on numerical issues that can have special relevance in
this flame where autoignition plays an important role. On the one hand, different transported
PDF calculations are performed where some numerical settings are varied (tolerance error in
chemistry integration, time steps values). On the other hand, the simplified configuration of a
Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) is considered in order to study the different errors in more detail.
The integration of the evolution of the composition vector due chemical reaction is done using
the DDASSL solver [2]. A first numerical issue consists in using a low enough tolerance error in
this case where autoignition may suppose particularly stiff points to integrate. Figure 1 shows
results from two different transported PDF calculations. The value 1.e-8 seems to be low enough
(as in PaSR calculations). Nevertheless, in the whole study we use the value 1.e-9.

x/D=7.6

x/D=8.1

x/D=8.8

Figure 1: Scatter plots of temperature against mixture fraction at different axial locations around the
ignition point (joint velocity-composition PDF calculation with EMST mixing model). Black dots:
ATOL=1.e-9 / Grey dots: ATOL=1.e-8.

One of the main purpose of this study is to consider the “splitting error”, the error related to the
use of fractional steps [3] for the integration of the Lagrangian evolution of particle properties,
where mixing and reaction are treated successively.

x/D=7.6

x/D=8.1

x/D=8.8

Figure 2: Scatter plots of temperature against mixture fraction as in Fig. 1. Black dots: standard local
time step Δt(CFL) / Grey dots: Δt(CFL)/10.
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Autoignition implies very short time scales and this error could be more important than for other
turbulent flames. This seems to be observed in Figure 2 which shows that by reducing the time
step by a factor 10, the flame numerically ignites earlier.
In order to better study this error, a PaSR is considered corresponding to the conditions of the
vitiated H2/N2 flame where one stream of oxidizer (mixture fraction Z = 0) and one stream of
fuel/oxidizer mixture at Z = 0.4 enter with mass flow rates such that the mean mixture fraction of
the PaSR is 0.05. We specify a turbulent frequency value of  = 2500s-1 (typical for the ignition
zone of the flame considered) and a residence time of 6.10-4s. First, different calculations are
performed with the IEM mixing model, since in this case we can make the integration of mixing
and reaction together (without the need of fractional steps). We verify that a time step of
Δt = 2.10-7s is small enough in order to make the splitting error negligible (not shown here).
Figure 3 shows the importance of the splitting error when using the EMST mixing model.

t = 0.082s

t = 0.084s

t = 0.086s

Figure 3: Scatter plots of temperature against mixture fraction at different times in the PaSR. Black dots:
Δt=2.10-6s / Grey dots: Δt=2.10-7s.

Finally, we consider the errors due to the use of a finite number of particles (statistical and bias
errors). We make two PaSR calculations with EMST mixing model and Δt = 2.10-7s, either with
100 particles (as in the previous results), either with 10000 particles. Instead of plotting the
results at the same time as in Figure 3, we rather plot the results at different times in Figure 4 in
order two better reflect the difference in autoignition time.

t = 0.082s / t = 0.0086s

t = 0.086s / t = 0.090s

t = 0.090s / t = 0.094s

Figure 4: Scatter plots of temperature against mixture fraction in the PaSR with different number of
particles. Grey dots: 100 particles / Black dots: 10000 particles.
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LES of lifted ﬂames in a gas turbine model combustor using
top-hat ﬁltered PFGM chemistry
C. Olbricht, O. T. Stein, J. Janicka, J. A. van Oijen, S. Wysocki, A. M. Kempf
a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk
Progress variable approaches permit the cost eﬀec- density according to the perfect gas law. In this work
tive large eddy simulation (LES) of complex indus- the species mass fraction of CO2 was chosen for the
trial combustion systems, where assumed shape ﬁl- progress variable, which is a fairly sensitive indicatered density functions (β−FDFs) are widely used to tor of the reaction progress over a wide range of the
account for sub-grid scale eﬀects. Floyd et al. [1] have ﬂame.
shown that for a well-resolved LES, a top-hat (TH)
TH-PFGM is applied to a lifted swirl ﬂame in a
FDF will result in a more accurate description of the model gas turbine combustor [5, 6], as shown in ﬁg.
subgrid distribution. In this study a new modelling 1. A central fuel port provided compressed natuapproach for the LES of partially premixed com- ral gas (≈ 96% methane) with a low inlet velocity.
bustion is used. The approach is based on top-hat A thin sheet separated the fuel port from a co-axial
ﬁltered premixed ﬂamelet-generated manifolds (TH- annulus through which preheated air was fed to the
PFGM), which are consistent with the LES method- combustion chamber with a high inlet velocity. The
ology.
species measurements were conducted using traversA
Premixed
Flame-Generated
Manifold ing gas sampling probe, temperatures were measured
(PFGM) Ψj is constructed from a set of pre- using thermocouples and a LDV system was used to
calculated laminar premixed ﬂamelets at equivalence measure the velocities.
ratios within the burning limits [2]. The thermoThe PsiPhi LES program is used for the numerichemical state Ψj = f (T, Yα , ρ, ν...) is then cal modelling [7, 8]. The eﬀect of subgrid scale turdescribed by the mixture fraction and the evolution bulence is represented by the classical Smagorinsky
of one or more progress variables. A progress model. Two diﬀerent grid resolutions were used and
variable Y is typically a linear combination of the are summarized in table 1. The time step width was
product species mass
 fractions Yα weighted by wα , adjusted to meet a relatively stringent CFL number
according to Y = α wα Yα .
of 0.15 that was required by the reaction model.
Using the top-hat FDF, the pre-integration of the
In a well-deﬁned look-up table the progress variable must increase monotonically with the reaction chemistry table can be performed without any nuprogress for each ﬂamelet. The PFGM Ψj is then merical diﬃculty and without adding any further diparameterised by the mixture fraction f and the mensions to the table. Therefore, a top-hat inteprogress variable Y. The source term and the equi- grated table has only half as many dimensions comlibrium value of the progress variable are evalu- pared to a table created from any other FDF (except
ated by summing up the weighted
contributions of Dirac Delta), so that table access is fast and storage

the
product
species
Y
=
w
Y
and S = requirements are low. (These advantages only apeq
α
α,eq
α

ply to LES, as a top-hat function is not a suitable
w
S
.
α
α
α
Since ﬂamelet solutions cannot be obtained away representation of the PDF in RANS.)
Results show that THFGM captures the ﬂame lift
from the ﬂammability limits, an extrapolation has to
oﬀ
dynamics governed by a low frequency penetraﬁll the whole range of mixture fractions from 0 to 1.
tion
of the ﬂame into the fuel supply leading to ﬂuid
A technique, developed by Ketelheun and Olbricht
acceleration
and - in turn - ﬂame lift oﬀ [6]. The sta[3, 4], was chosen that considers the thermo-chemical
tistical
data
for ﬂow and species concentration ﬁelds
behaviour of each variable. The species mass fracfrom
LES
are
in good accordance with the experitions Yi and hence the progress variable are extrapmental
evidence.
olated linearly, whereas the density ρ and the molar
Figure 1 shows the upstream part of the computamass of the gas mixture Mmix follow a hyperbolic law
for mixing. The temperature was calculated from the tional domain and an instantaneous snapshot of the
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<XCO > [%]

temperature ﬁeld from LES, where white represents
hot regions. It can be seen that the ﬂame partially
penetrates the fuel supply and attaches to the separation sheet between the fuel port and the annulus
in the upper half of the combustor, while the ﬂame
is lifted from the rim in the lower half.

<XCO> [%]
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Figure 1: Temperature contour from the LES of the
model gas turbine combustor [6] (inlet section). The
computational domain includes a part of the nozzle of
length Ln and the length of the combustion chamber
is Lc .
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0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
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Figure 2: Radial proﬁles of CO2 (left) and CO (right)
mole fractions at three downstream locations x/R.
(•) experiments, (- -) coarse grid, (—) ﬁne grid.
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Development of High-Speed Rayleigh and Raman Scattering Imaging to Investigate
Dynamics in Turbulent Jets and Flames
Randy A. Patton, Kathryn N. Gabet, Naibo Jiang, Walter R. Lempert, Jeffrey A. Sutton1
Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
1
sutton.235@osu.edu
Objectives:
This poster will describe a new class of high-repetition-rate laser-based diagnostics that are being developed to
measure the time-varying mixture fraction, temperature, and scalar gradient fields in turbulent jets and nonpremixed flames. High-speed Rayleigh and Raman scattering imaging ( 10 kHz acquisition rate) will yield
unique temporal and spatial statistics that augment direct visualization of the scalar mixing process. This
approach allows the time-dependent interaction between the large-scale turbulence and the small-scale mixing
properties to be explicitly characterized. In addition this work will support the emergence of LES as a method
of modeling time-varying turbulent combustion by providing more suitable temporally-based visualization and
statistical metrics for assessing model performance under highly unsteady conditions.

Approach:
We have been developing a new class of high-repetition rate laser diagnostics that take advantage of pulseburst laser technology [1] to generate a series of high-energy laser pulses (~200 mJ/pulse at 532-nm) that can
be used for Raman and Rayleigh scattering diagnostics. From the high-speed imaging, we are able to measure
mixture fraction ([) and temperature in both space and time in turbulent jets and flames.

High-Speed Mixture Fraction Imaging in Turbulent Non-reacting Jets:
It has been widely regarded that the initial steps in understanding turbulent mixing in combustion
environments will stem from an increase in the understanding of the physics of non-reacting turbulent flows.
In this regard, a major focus of the current research is to measure [(x,t) in turbulent non-reacting jets.
Measurements of [(x,t) were performed in non-reacting jets of propane issuing into a low-speed co-flow of air.
Figure 1 shows an example series of mixture fraction measurements at Re = 10,000 at an axial location
corresponding to x/d = 10. What is evident is the high SNR of the images and the amount of small-scale
features that are easily identified and resolved. In fact, preliminary tests comparing images acquired with the
CMOS camera are very similar in quality to those obtained with a high-resolution, , scientific CCD camera.
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Fig. 1: 10-kHz sequence of the mixture fraction field in a turbulent (Re = 10000) non-reacting propane jet
issuing into air. Images are centered at x/d = 10.

High-Speed Temperature Imaging in Turbulent Jet-Flames:
High-speed temperature measurements in turbulent flames using Rayleigh scattering represent an increasing
level of complexity as compared to the turbulent non-reacting flows. The turbulent non-premixed flames
considered are the DLR flames, which are simple jet-flames that serve as benchmark flames in the TNF
workshop [2]. The fuel, which consists of 22.1% CH4 /33.2% H2 / 44.7% N2, issues from a 0.775-cm-diameter
tube into a 30 cm x 30 cm co-flow. The conditions correspond to jet Reynolds numbers of 15,200 and 22800
on nozzle diameter for DLR flame A and B, respectively. A set of high-repetition rate temperature images are
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shown in Fig. 2 from the higher Reynolds number DLR flame B to demonstrate the unique experimental
capability developed in highly turbulent reacting flows. Ten images are shown with inter-pulse spacing of 100
Ps (10-kHz repetition rate). From the images, features such as the formation of hot pockets and their upstream
propagation are clearly seen, showing the time- varying nature of thermal mixing and the introduction of steep
thermal gradients due to gas mixing and chemical reaction. To the authors’ knowledge, these results represent
the first high-speed temperature images acquired in turbulent flames.
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Fig. 2: 10-kHz sequence of the temperature field in a turbulent non-premixed flame (DLR B, Re = 22800).

Images are centered at x/d = 10.

Development of High-Speed 1D Raman Scattering Line Imaging:
A major motivation of the current and future work is the development high-energy, high-repetition-rate
diagnostics that can be used for Raman scattering, thus permitting a measurement of the major species in both
space and time and a measurement of [(x,t) in turbulent flames [3]. Towards this goal, we demonstrate highspeed 1D Raman line imaging in a turbulent CH4/H2 jet issuing into air as shown in Fig. 3. The 7-mm line
profiles of CH4, H2, O2, and N2 are easily identified, although the SNR is modest at this point. However, it
should be pointed out that these images were acquired with only 150 mJ/pulse. An increase of a factor of 6 in
pulse energy is expected with a new laser system currently being developed, which when combined with a new
high-speed intensifier which is optimized in the red wavelength region should yield a total increase in signal
levels by more than a factor of 15-20.
't = 0 Ps
't = 200 Ps
't = 300 Ps
't = 400 Ps
't = 100 Ps
O2 N2 CH4
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7mm
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625
Wavelength (nm)
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Fig. 3: 10-kHz sequence of 1D Raman scattering images in a turbulent CH4/H2 jet issuing into a co-flowing
stream of air. Images are centered at x/d = 10.
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LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS ON NON-PREMIXED HIGHLY
TURBULENT OPPOSED JET FLOWS
1

M W A Pettit1, B Coriton2, A Gomez2, A M Kempf1*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College, UK
2
Yale Center for Combustion Studies, Yale University, USA
a.kempf@imperial.ac.uk

An experimental and computational study of highly turbulent non-premixed opposed jet flows has been
performed, under both isothermal and reactive conditions. Experimentally, Hot Wire Anemometry
(HWA), two-dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Hydroxyl Planar Laser-Induced
Fluorescence (OH-PLIF) were used to determine axial and radial velocities and fluctuations, and axial
velocity auto-correlation. Computationally, Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) were applied with a steady
flamelet model to simulate the flow inside the nozzles and in the opposed flow region, using grid
resolutions of 1.0mm, 0.5mm and 0.2mm. These resolutions correspond to domain sizes of 0.5 million,
4.6 million and 70 million cells for the reactive case respectively, with the largest simulation performed
requiring approximately 2 CPU-years of computational resource.
The combined approach enabled the cross-validation of the simulation and experiment and provided
additional insight into the flow field, particularly within those regions inaccessible by experiment only.
Turbulent Reynolds numbers reaching a value of 900 were achieved, demonstrating the capability of the
burner to reach conditions of relevance to practical systems. Importantly, the simplicity of a compact,
bench-top experiment is retained. The extension of the computational domain to the region within the
nozzles reveals the mechanism by which a specially designed turbulence generating plate (TGP) and
burner housing (Fig. 1) yield turbulence intensities of over 20%.

Figure 1: One of the two opposed nozzles (shown rotated by 90°)

The study compared results for three different set-ups: a single nozzle case was analysed to obtain
detailed velocity statistics in the nozzle exit plane, a second test case involved the non-reactive
investigation of the complete opposed jet configuration, and finally, a non-premixed flame was stabilised
near the stagnation plane. The flow field within a single nozzle was visualised by adding a marker fluid
(Fig. 2), which revealed the formation of a recirculation zone within the nozzle (confirmed by mean axial
velocity statistics) as indicated by the counter-flowing marker fluid surrounding the main jet.
Accuracy of the LES was considered by performing a grid sensitivity study and by applying a quality
indicator, although it is stressed that the chosen indicator would not be mathematically sufficient to
ensure an accurate simulation (of which the same may be said of other existing indicators). However, the
study did reveal that simulations on the coarse (1.0mm) grid did not sufficiently resolve the flow near to
the walls at the nozzle exits, and as such only results from the medium (0.5mm) and fine (0.2mm) grids
were considered.
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Figure 2: Instantaneous snapshot of mixing inside a single nozzle (0.2mm grid resolution)

The simulated and measured data were found to be in good agreement for first and second velocity
moments, for the axial velocity auto-correlation function and for the normalised mean OH fluorescence.
The prescribed level of simulated turbulence applied at the inflow boundaries was critical to the
correctness of the computation, as this level is a key contributor to the position of jet break-up, which
itself determines the amount of axial and radial velocity fluctuation at the nozzle exit and on the
stagnation plane. Beyond the achieved agreement of statistical flow data, similarity of instantaneous OHbased flame morphology between experiments and computations also confirmed that the LES
successfully captured key features of the flow, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Instantaneous OH snapshots of the flame from LES (0.2mm grid resolution) and OH-PLIF

Due to the computational expense, simulated times were typically around one second and were therefore
not of sufficient duration to capture low frequency, large-scale oscillatory motions of the flow (as
observed in experiments). In addition, the relatively simple approach to solving the flame chemistry did
not permit phenomena such as localised flame extinction to be investigated numerically. Reducing the
computational domain to the region between the nozzle exits only would reduce the computational effort
by around two orders of magnitude, allowing for much longer simulated times, with inflow conditions in
the reduced domain determined from the larger simulations already performed.
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Characterization of a Turbulent Dilute Hydrogen Diffusion Flame Using Spontaneous Raman
Scattering, OH-PLIF and Large Eddy Simulation
J. Ranalli and P. Strakey (peter.strakey@netl.doe.gov)
National Energy Technology Laboratory
Morgantown, WV 26508
Introduction
In an increasingly carbon-constrained world, safe and clean combustion of high-hydrogen fuels is becoming a pertinent
research area in the gas turbine community. Due to the potentially troublesome prospect of premixing hydrogen and air for
combustion in the gas turbine, the current work is exploring the feasibility of utilizing diffusion flames in the combustor,
where the hydrogen can be diluted with about 50% nitrogen by volume, available from the coal gasifier’s air separation unit,
to help control the combustion temperature. Even with a 50/50 H2/N2 fuel mixture, adiabatic flame temperatures are too high
(~2025 K) to fully suppress NOx formation, thus additional strategies must be employed to meet the DOE Turbine Program’s
goal of 2 ppm NOx @ 15% O2. The primary NOx reduction strategy investigated in this work is the reduction of the flame
residence time and temperature, which is accomplished by using small, highly strained nitrogen-diluted diffusion flames.
The importance of accurate computational modeling is to provide deeper insight into the complex physical and chemical
phenomena that govern flame stability and NOx formation. However, in order to ensure the fidelity of such computational
models, substantial experimental validation is required. Validation data in the form of concentrations of the major
combustion species and temperature in a dilute-diffusion hydrogen flame provides an excellent basis for modeling efforts.
Spontaneous Raman Scattering (SRS) diagnostics allow this type of measurement to be made.
Experimental System
The burner used in this study is similar to that described in Ref. [1]. The burner consists of a stainless steel tube which
delivers a fuel jet. Surrounding the fuel jet is a region of high velocity coaxial air delivered at an equivalence ratio of =0.50.
A surrounding co-flow air is supplied to over-ventilate the flame with an overall equivalence ration of 0.2. An image of the
combustor operating is shown in Figure 1. For the case tested in this study, the fuel jet diameter was 2.118 mm in diameter
and the coaxial air jet was 6.35 mm in diameter. A fuel composition of 50% H2 with 50% nitrogen by volume was delivered
at a total flow rate of 15.45 slpm, corresponding to a fuel jet velocity of approximately 75 m/s. The coaxial air velocity was
27 m/s. The laser used for the measurements was a frequency-doubled Nd: YAG emitting
OH Chemiluminescence
Mean OH-PLIF
1000mJ/10ns pulse at the 532 nm line. OH-PLIF measurements were conducted using a
frequency doubled dye-laser operating at 284 nm. For the Raman measurements the high
energy level necessitated use of an optical pulse stretcher to reduce the peak power focused
into the probe volume. The design for the pulse stretcher was similar to one described by
Kojima and Nguyen [2]. The pulse stretcher reduced the peak power of the laser beam by a
factor of ten and eliminated multi-photon ionization breakdown of the gasses at the probe
volume. The beam from the pulse stretcher was focused into the probe volume at the burner
with a 750 mm focal length lens. The resulting probe volume resolution was approximately
150 Pm x 150 Pm as defined by the diameter of the probe volume and the on-chip binning
employed in the camera. In order to increase the Raman signal, the beam was reflected for a
second pass through the same volume. Part of the incident beam was split onto a photodiode
for sensing of the shot-to-shot laser power variation.

Figure 1: Images of the H2
dilute diffusion flame.
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The light from the probe volume was collected by a pair of f2.0 achromat lenses and focused
into a spectrometer. The holographic transmission imaging spectrometer contained a
holographic notch filter to remove the Rayleigh line. The output of the spectrometer was
imaged by a cooled CCD camera. The holographic transmission grating used in the
spectrometer allowed for full capture of the entire visible spectrum from 400 nm to 700 nm,
allowing both Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra to be captured. The system imaged a 16 mm
segment of the laser beam, resulting in images in which the vertical dimension represents
distance along the imaging line and the horizontal dimension is wavelength. The line
imaging approach employed here allowed for single shot radial profiles of major species and
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temperature. Binning of the images by 8 pixels in the spatial dimension and 4 pixels in the spectral dimension was used to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio while allowing reasonable spectral and spatial resolution. A mechanical shutter consisting
of a high-speed rotating wheel combined with a mechanical shutter constructed with a hard-drive actuator arm to reduce the
exposure to 40 Psec. The background light was reduced to a negligible level. An example of the Raman data is shown in
Figure 2 which shows the entire Raman spectrum in the horizontal direction and the radial distribution in the vertical
direction. The burner nozzle is annotated on the right of the figure.

AS N2

Rot. H2

O2

N2

H2O

H2

Figure 2: Single-shot spectrum at an axial distance of 1.5 mm from the fuel tube showing all major species over a line
image of 16 mm in length.
In order to make quantitative measurements of the major species in the flame, it was necessary to calibrate the Raman system
in a known flame environment. For this purpose, the hydrogen burner was replaced with a laminar McKenna flat-flame
burner and a set of calibration spectra were acquired. To account for the crosstalk between species, a Raman crosstalk
calibration matrix was measured, as described by Dibble et. al [3]. To compute the crosstalk terms, judicious selection of
operating conditions was used to reduce the number of species present at any one time. The calibration of the system allowed
for absolute concentration measurements of all majors species including N2, O2, H2O and H2 as well as temperature through
either Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio of the nitrogen molecule or through the ideal gas law assumption at temperatures below about
1000 K. The Raman results are currently being analyzed with the calibration matrix data.
LES

OH-PLIF

Computational Studies
LES simulations on the target flame were carried out with the commercial CFD code FLUENT. For
the LES studies, a 3D unstructured grid of approximately 3 million cells was used with a detailed
hydrogen-air kinetic mechanism. No turbulence-chemistry interaction model was used for the LES
studies which is the equivalent of assuming that the sub-grid scalars were perfectly mixed. This is
somewhat justified considering the high resolution of the grid which was approximately 100 Pm in
the reaction zone and the fast molecular mixing time-scale of hydrogen. A dynamic Smagorinsky
model was used to calculate the sub-grid viscosity. The LES simulations were run until the initial
RANS solution was flushed out and a statistically steady-state solution was achieved. A comparison
of the instantaneous OH concentration from the LES simulation to the OH-PLIF intensity is shown
in Figure 3. The LES simulation appears to predict the flame length and overall heat release
distribution fairly well.

Figure 3: OH
concentration from the
LES simulation (left)
compared to the OHPLIF measurements.
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Analysis of Turbulent Mixing Statistics in Stratiﬁed Combustion
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Effects of equivalence ratio stratiﬁcation on turbulent mixing processes are investigated in this study. Equivalence
ratio stratiﬁcation occurs in a range of applications: in gas turbines, a fuel rich pilot region may be employed in
order to enhance the stability of an overall lean, low-emission combustor design. This study uses analysis of new
stratiﬁed ﬂame Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) data to improve understanding and modelling of equivalence
ratio stratiﬁcation effects.
Fully resolved three-dimensional DNS data for turbulent stratiﬁed methane Bunsen ﬂames with a jet Reynolds
number of 2100 have been performed. The ﬂame series displays three stratiﬁcation levels of equivalence ratio ():
(C1) premixed, =0.70; (C2, C4, C5) low stratiﬁcation, 0.41<  <1.0; and (C3) high stratiﬁcation, 0.0<  <1.46.
The simulations employ reduced kinetic mechanisms with 13 chemical species, except in case C3 which includes 28
species in order to account for combustion and nitrogen chemistry in the richer mixture. Stratiﬁed cases C2 and C3,
shown schematically on the left hand side in Fig. 1, have a variation of mixture fraction in the periodic span-wise zdirection between the equivalence ratio limits given above. The equivalence ratio stratiﬁcation in cases C4 (shown
on the right hand side in Fig. 1) and C5 is introduced parallel to the ﬂame - this provides data more comparable to
several recent stratiﬁed combustion experiments (Cambridge stratiﬁed swirl burner, TUD piloted annular stratiﬁed
burner, and the ORACLES burner) - with  varying in the cross-stream y-direction. The inﬂow composition in C4 is
stoichiometric in the products and =0.41 in the reactants, while C5 has these equivalence ratios reversed (the
reactants are stoichiometric). The reactant stream issues at 100ms1 into a 25ms1 coﬂowing product stream. The
resulting ﬂames span from premixed to partially-premixed combustion modes, and show a high degree of ﬂameturbulence interaction, with combustion occurring in the thickened ﬂame regime, and extending into the broken
reaction zone regime as the mixture approaches its lean ﬂammability limit.
Figure 1: Stratiﬁed ﬂame conﬁguration C2 (left) and C4
(right), the 1200K temperature isosurface is colored by
equivalence ratio from blue at =0.41 to red at =1.0.
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Stratiﬁed combustion is characterized by simultaneous mixing between combustion products and reactants, and
between mixtures of different equivalence ratio. These local mixing processes are described in both ﬂamelet and
statistical moment based modelling approaches by the (cross-)dissipation rates of progress variable and mixture
fraction. Comparing scalar dissipation statistics recorded for the different stratiﬁcation levels provided by the three
ﬂames, and between the various combustion regimes which occur at regions of differing mean equivalence ratio and
turbulence intensity, indicates that the scalar dissipation is inﬂuenced by the modiﬁcation of the turbulence,
chemistry and molecular mixing due to stratiﬁcation. Mixing statistics are compared in terms of species variances,
scalar dissipation rate probability density functions (pdfs), see Fig. 2, and scalar alignments. Figure 2 shows the pdf
of the natural logarithm of the progress variable dissipation rate (Fig. 2a), the natural logarithm of the mixture
fraction dissipation rate (Fig. 2b) and the mixture fraction - progress variable cross-dissipation rate (Fig. 2c), all
conditioned on =0.7 and progress variable of 0.5. The progress variable and mixture fraction dissipation rates
exhibit approximately log-normal pdfs (dashed lines in Fig. 2) across the range of scales present in the DNS: little
extra likelihood is attributed to the conditional progress variable dissipation rate, indicated by l in Fig. 2a, which
corresponds to a freely propagating premixed ﬂame. The cross-dissipation pdf is approximately symmetrical for
=0.7, but Fig. 3 shows a distinct variation of the conditionally averaged cross-dissipation with mixture fraction,
with the root mean square of the cross-dissipation much greater than the conditional mean. The physical processes
governing the scalar dissipation rates are investigated further with reference to the transport equations for the
(co-)variance and the mean (cross-)dissipation rates of progress variable and mixture fraction.
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Figure 2: Probability density functions of the natural logarithm of the progress variable dissipation rate (a), the
natural logarithm of the mixture fraction dissipation rate (b) mixture fraction - progress variable scalar dissipation
rate, conditioned on =0.7 and progress variable=0.5 at half of the domain height for C1-C3. Log-normal pdfs are
also shown by dashed lines.
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Figure 3: Mixture fraction-progress variable cross-dissipation rate conditionally averaged (solid black line) on
mixture fraction in ﬂames C2 (left) and C3 (right) at half of the domain height. The bars correspond to ± the
conditional root mean square cross-dissipation.
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PDF CALCULATIONS OF PILOTED PREMIXED JET FLAMES
D.H. Rowinski∗ , S.B. Pope
Cornell University, USA
dhr46@cornell.edu
A series of piloted premixed jet ﬂames with strong ﬁnite-rate chemistry eﬀects is studied using the joint
velocity-turbulence frequency-composition PDF method. The ﬂames studied here are based on the Sydney
piloted premixed jet burner [1, 2] (PPJB). The PPJB consists of a jet of lean premixed methane-air surrounded by a pilot of hot stoichiometric methane-air products and a hot coﬂow of lean hydrogen-air products.
The only parameter variation among these ﬂames is the jet velocity. As the jet velocity increases, extinction
and reignition events are observed downstream. The ﬂame with the lowest jet velocity, PM1-50, and the
ﬂame with the highest jet velocity, PM1-200, are presented here.
These ﬂames are modeled using the joint velocity-turbulence frequency-composition PDF method [3]. The
joint PDF is solved by a Monte Carlo method, where particle velocities are modeled by the simpliﬁed
Langevin model [4], and the timescale of turbulence is provided by a stochastic frequency model [5]. In the
base case, the EMST mixing model [6] is used along with a reduced 16-species methane mechanism[7]. The
chemistry is evaluated via the ISAT algorithm [8]. The particle solver is coupled to a ﬁnite volume solver
which solves the mean equations of mass, momentum, energy, and state [9]. The ﬁnite volume solver provides
the particle solver with the mean velocity and pressure, while the particle solver provides the turbulence
quantities and reaction source term to the ﬁnite volume solver.
The numerical accuracy of the calculations is assessed through convergence studies including grid reﬁnement
and chemistry tabulation error tolerance reﬁnement; the statistical errors are analyzed by increasing the
number of particles per cell and duration of time averaging. Overall, the maximum errors are generally of
order 5% for mean quantities and 10% for rms quantities.
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Figure 1: Radial proﬁles of Favre mean and rms jet mixture fraction (ξj ) and species mass fractions (Y )
in PM1-50 at x/D = 15 and x/D = 25. Open circles are measurements, solid lines are base case PDF
calculations, dashed lines are inert PDF calculations.

For all base case calculations, good agreement is observed with the measurements of mean and rms mixture
fraction ﬁelds, while the reaction progress is overpredicted to varying degrees depending on the jet velocity. In
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the calculations of PM1-50, species and temperature generally show good agreement with the measurements.
Both mean and rms quantities for major species show good agreement with measurements as shown in Fig. 1
for the two measurement stations farthest downstream.
In the calculations of PM1-200, however, the products and temperature are overpredicted while fuel and
oxidizer are underpredicted. An extensive set of sensitivity studies on inlet boundary conditions, turbulence
model constants, mixing models and constants, radiation treatment, and chemical mechanisms is conducted
on this ﬂame. These studies show no combination of models and parameters that yields the observed reaction
progress. Diagnostic calculations with artiﬁcially slowed chemistry conﬁrm that the reaction progress is
overpredicted in the base case calculations; in fact, the major species measured downstream correspond best
with those of inert calculations, as shown in Fig. 2 for the two measurement stations farthest downstream.
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Figure 2: Radial proﬁles of Favre mean and rms jet mixture fraction (ξj ) and species mass fractions (Y )
in PM1-200 at x/D = 30 and x/D = 45. Open circles are measurements, solid lines are base case PDF
calculations, dashed lines are inert PDF calculations.

Work is ongoing to investigate the mixing model performance in these ﬂames. More advanced modeling
approaches, such as the LES/PDF methodology, are to be employed so that the details of the mixing processes
can be abstracted and the performance of the mixing models can be better understood. In summary, a series
of calculations of a challenging ﬂame series has been performed, and the mixing models have been identiﬁed
as possible area for improvement in this combustion regime.
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Reduced state spaces for laser-diagnostics in combustion: checks with DNS data
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This poster contribution aims at motivating and exemplifying the use of reduced state spaces for laser
diagnostics in combustion processes (as described at the 2008 combustion symposium, [1]). Examples
are studied using data from direct numerical simulations (DNS).
A motivation for the method is given based on synthetic numerical examples, which demonstrate that
laser-based signal strengths are typically per se not sharply correlated to the quantity they are supposed
to measure, if arbitrary combinations of species concentrations and temperature are present. These
examples also illustrate how the signals do become correlated quite well to quantities they are supposed
to measure if chemical reactions (as they are present in combustion) become active. In Figure 1, this is
shown for Rayleigh signals and temperature in a premixed CH4/air system. A similar behavior is found
for reaction systems where in addition also diffusive processes (mixing of reactors) are allowed. This
highlights that the evaluation of laser-based measurements in combustion is intrinsically linked to the
dynamics of the combustion process: in most cases, it would be difficult to obtain results from
measurements if no additional information about the combustion process was available. Many currently
employed measurement techniques implicitly (and mostly, informally) use such additional information,
but do so mainly based on empiricism.
The formalized use of additional information about combustion processes (via the concept of reduced
state spaces) in laser-based measurements is checked by computing synthetical signals from Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) data, and then “reconstructing” the data by reading them out from signalparameterized low-dimensional manifolds of various dimension.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1 Synthetic example of a correlation between Rayleigh-signal R (arbitrary units) and
temperature T in a reacting methane/air system (scatter plots). a) Quasi-random initial states. b) Same
points, after 20 microseconds of chemical reaction c) after 5 milliseconds of chemical reaction.
Combustion reactions create correlations, which allow measurements to be made.
Several low-dimensional manifolds are constructed, including simple manifolds based on conservation
laws, and also Reaction Diffusion Manifolds (REDIMs,[2]). It is then checked how well state vectors in
the DNS data can be reproduced from (synthetic) signals computed from these data, in particular
Rayleigh signals, depolarized Rayleigh signals and LIF-signals from molecular oxygen (O2). For DNS
data from a non-premixed turbulent hydrogen/air flame [3,4], a one-dimensional state space with the
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Rayleigh signal is insufficient to obtain accurate information about temperature. If a two-dimensional
state space is used, the reconstruction becomes only marginally better. With three dimensions, however,
the reconstruction becomes significantly better, allowing temperature to be determined from the signals
with good accuracy (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The fact that, even with the two-dimensional reduced state
space spanned by two measurement signals, no accurate determination of temperature is possible, is
found to be an effect caused mainly by preferential diffusion, which can be captured by three
dimensions. If the DNS data are filtered to exclude points without significant preferential diffusion, two
dimensions are sufficient for an accurate temperature determination.

Figure 2 Temperature (DNS data) plotted versus reconstructed temperature for manifolds of various
dimension. a) one-dimensional manifold, reconstruction from Rayleigh signal. b) two-dimensional
manifold, reconstruction from Rayleigh signal and O2-LIF, c) three-dimensional manifold,
reconstruction from polarized and depolarized Rayleigh signal and O2-LIF. For the example shown,
simple manifolds based on conservation laws were used.

Figure 3 Left: Temperature field from DNS of a non-premixed H2/air flame. Right: Reconstructed
temperature field, based on three measurement signals and a three-dimensional manifold.
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A TURBULENT STRATIFIED FLAME SERIES FOR MODEL VALIDATION
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Introduction
Stratification of the (partially) premixed fuel
is rather the norm than the exception in technical
combustion processes. The stratification can be
caused unintentionally by imperfect mixing of
fuel and oxidizer or by transient inlet conditions
provoked by combustion instabilities. It may also
be created intentionally to reduce fuel
consumption and pollutant formation as in direct
injection IC engines or gas turbine combustors.
Within the scope of numerical simulations
such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
comprehensive data sets for model validation are
required. Only sparse suitable test cases for
turbulent premixed and especially stratified
flames are presently available (e.g. [1,2,3,4]),
thus the aim of this study is to provide flow and
scalar field data of a broad series of flames. A
burner for turbulent stratified combustion was
therefore developed and multiple parametric
varied flames were investigated with laser based
techniques.

Fig. 1 ± Schematic of the burner.

Burner Design & Operational Conditions
The axisymmetric burner (Fig. 1) consists of two
concentric annular slots with hydraulic diameters of
about 20 mm which can be operated independently to
vary shear and stratification between the streams. A
small premixed flame (stabilized by a flame holder)
burning inside a tube in the center of the burner pilots
the main flames. The inlets provide fully developed
pipe turbulence.
The flame series comprises 12 different flames
along with their isothermal analogs including
variations in stratification (with and without, lean-lean,
lean-rich), shear, Re number (about 6000 to 27 000,
corresponding the thermal powers of about 50 to
110 kW), and fuel type (methane and ethylene)
(Tab. 1).
Diagnostics & Experimental Results
Flow fields were characterized with Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) and Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) (TSF_A ± J). Profiles of the radial and axial
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Tab. 1 ± Flow configurations for reacting
cases with given exit bulk velocities v and
equivalence ratios ĭ for the two annular slots.
config

vslot 1
[m/s]

ĭslot 1

vslot 2
[m/s]

ĭslot 2

TSF_A

10

0.9

10

0.6

TSF_B

15

0.9

15

0.6

TSF_C

10

0.9

5

0.6

TSF_D

10

0.9

20

0.6

TSF_E

10

0.9

5

0.9

TSF_F

10

0.9

10

0.75

TSF_G
TSF_H
(C2H4)
TSF_I
(C2H4)
TSF_J

10

0.9

10

0.9

10

0.6

5

0.9

10

0.6

10

0.6

10

0.6

5

0.9

TSF_K

10

0.6

10

0.6

TSF_L

10

1.4

10

0.6
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velocity components, integral time and length scales, and vorticity maps are provided [5].
Scalars were recently quantified using 1D-Raman/Rayleigh scattering (TSF_A, C, L). Instantaneous
temperature and the main species concentrations (fuel, N2, O2, CO2, H2O) are inferred using this technique.
Thus, the full thermo-kinetic state is probed. Derived quantities such as equivalence ratio and scalar
correlations can be calculated and (multi-) conditioning be accomplished. In addition, first numerical
simulations are performed (see contribution of G. Künne et al.).
Beside burner schematics and flow configurations the poster comprises selected experimental results
emphasizing the not yet published scalar data from Raman/Rayleigh scattering. Fig. 2 exemplarily shows
radial mean profiles of species mole fraction, equivalence ratio, and temperature in TSF_A configuration.

Fig. 2 ± Mean and RMS radial profiles of main species mole fraction, temperature, and equivalence
ratio in TSF_A at an axial height of 15 mm (preliminary results).
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Auto-ignition in turbulent non-premixed flows has significant practical applications and quite subtle
fundamental aspects [1]. In numerical studies of auto-ignition phenomena, turbulence and unsteady
chemistry must be modelled accurately. In order to obtain accurate simulation results for the
turbulence, the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) approach has recently received attention, while for the
turbulence-chemistry interaction, the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) can be used.
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) results with first-order Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) are
presented for a hydrogen jet, diluted with nitrogen, issuing into a turbulent co-flowing hot air stream
[2]. We focus here on the case where Tfuel = 691K and Tcf = 935, 945, 960, 980K. The fuel velocity is
120m/s while the co-flow velocity ranges from 20 to 35m/s. The LES are performed using the VUB inhouse CFD code [3], while an in-house code developed in Cambridge [4] is used to solve CMC
equations. The full three-dimensional CMC equations are solved on a coarser grid than the LES. The
solution domain (67.5mm × 25mm × 25mm) contains 192 × 48 × 48 CFD cells and we compare to the
results obtained on a CFD mesh with 192 × 48 × 48 cells. The basic CMC mesh, covering the same
physical space domain as the CFD mesh, consists of 80 × 8 × 8 cells. The mixture fraction space is
discretized into 50 bins, clustered at the lean side in mixture fraction space. The inflow turbulence
generator is based on a digital filter [5]. The chosen length and time scales are 4.5mm and 1ms, with
turbulence intensity 12.5% [2].
Focus is on assessing the impact of different detailed chemical mechanisms on the auto-ignition
predictions. At relatively low temperatures, where there is more uncertainty in the reaction rate
constants, the choice of the detailed chemical mechanism can be of great importance. Crucial are
intermediate and slow reactions, which increase the pool of reactants. Therefore, we investigate the
low temperature non-premixed auto-ignition behavior with different chemical mechanisms: Li et al.
[6], Mueller et al. [7] and Yetter et al. [8]. The Li mechanism results in earlier auto-ignition and hence
gives shorter lift-off heights than the Mueller and Yetter mechanisms over the entire test range.
The fuel mixes with the air co-flow, ignites, and forms a lifted-like flame. The evolution of HO2 and
OH from inert to burning conditions in mixture fraction space is discussed (Figure 1). Radially
averaged and time averaged conditional species mass fractions are shown in Fig. 1. Each line in Fig. 1
corresponds to one CMC cell. Time averaging for the LES and CMC results was performed with data
being collected over 10ms. During the auto-ignition process, H2 and O2 are also slowly consumed
while the concentrations of H, OH, H2O increase at the ignition location. The highest values of the H
radical are found in the rich region, after ignition, while H2O corresponds to the high temperature
region. The hot regions, corresponding to high OH mass fraction, are convected downstream out of the
domain. Auto-ignition of hydrogen is characterized by destruction of the pre-ignition species (HO2)
and rapid generation of OH [1]. Consistently, just upstream of the auto-ignition point (i.e. at the flame
base), there is a build-up of HO2 radical. Build-up of HO2 ahead of the flame edge, prior to creation of
H and OH, shows that base of the flame is stabilized by auto-ignition. Therefore HO2 is a key
intermediate species. The other species have low concentration at the ignition point.
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The trends in the experimental observations are in general well reproduced: the auto-ignition length
decreases with an increase in co-flow temperature and increases with increase in co-flow velocity.
With increasing co-flow temperature, the differences between the mechanisms considered diminish. In
the statistically steady-state condition of the flow, reaction is balanced by convection at the flame base,
showing that auto-ignition is the stabilization mechanism, with scalar dissipation rate and diffusion in
physical space being relatively unimportant there.

Figure 1: Evolution in the axial direction of time averaged conditional HO2 and OH mass fractions as a
function of mixture fraction (co-flow temperature: 960K, fuel temperature: 691K, mechanism of [6]).
[1] E. Mastorakos, Prog. Energy Combust. Sci. 35 (2009) 57-97.
[2] C.N. Markides, E. Mastorakos, Proc. Combust. Inst. 30 (2005) 883-891.
[3] T. Broeckhoven, PhD Thesis, VUB, Beussels, Belgium, 2007.
[4] A. Triantafyllidis,E. Mastorakos, R.L.G.M. Eggels, Combust. Flame 156 (2009) 2328-2345.
[5] M. Klein, A. Sadiki, J. Janicka, J. Computat. Phys. 186 (2003) 652-665.
[6] J. Li, Z. Zhao, A. Kazakov, and F.L. Dryer, Inter. J. Chem. Kinet. 36 (2004) 566-575.
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Measurements of Blowoff Dynamics in Stratified, Vitiated Bluff-Body Flames
S. G. Tuttle, S. Chaudhuri, S. Kostka, K. M. Kopp-Vaughan, B. M. Cetegen, M. W. Renfro*
Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-3139
Experiments were performed in an enclosed duct designed to simulate conditions in an afterburning gas turbine
engine with both unvitiated and vitiated air. As shown in Fig. 1, room temperature air entered the duct at (1), passed
through a Maxon NP-LE duct burner (2), and then through a settling section to allow the combustion products to
mix (3). Downstream, a heat exchanger could be installed or removed, allowing the vitiated flow to be cooled (4).
The gases were then accelerated through a contoured convergent nozzle (5) and past three airfoil fuel injectors (6),
where gaseous propane was injected. The fuel injectors were designed to produce a flat or tailored fuel profile to
investigate the influence of equivalence ratio gradients and fuel placement on the wake combustion.
The vitiated air and fuel mixture then proceeded into the optically-accessible experimental section (7), where a
9.55 mm equilateral triangular bluff body was placed across a duct 76.2 mm wide and 38.1 mm high. The full
height of the test section was optically accessible, while a narrow 19 mm window on the top was included for laser
access. All four faces of the test sections had 0.8 mm slits at 30o to inject a film of nitrogen to decrease the
convective heat transfer to the windows. The duct opened up into a round 15.2 cm section (8), 20.3 cm downstream
from the flame holder, with five water spray nozzles that extinguished any flames and cooled the exhaust flow.
Measurements of the velocity and fuel/air distribution upstream of the bluff-body and the bluff-body temperature
were made sufficient to characterize the boundary-conditions for numerical simulations. Large-eddy simulations of
this experiment are being conducted by groups at Georgia Tech and United Technologies. Investigations were
carried out with air flow rates of 0.06-0.09 kg/s and Reynolds numbers based on the bluff body dimension of
ReH=1.8x104-2.0x104. Rig capabilities are shown in Table 1 for the three upstream combustion regimes.
Optical diagnostics were used to characterize the flames including: (1) a monochromatic high speed camera,
Motion Scope from Redlake Imaging, coupled to a Dep-Gen II image intensifier was focused on the bluff-body
wake and gathered images of chemiluminescence at 500 frames per second. For some experiments a Phantom v.12
unintensified camera was used for imaging at 5000 to 6500 Hz. (2) a photomultiplier tube (PMT), 432 nm bandpass
filter, and objective lens were directed on the bluff-body wake, providing a signal of the CH* chemiluminescence
used to trigger the high-speed imaging and providing a record of the temporal location relative to blowoff for other
diagnostics. (3) a particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV) system including a New Wave dual cavity Nd:YAG laser (50
mJ/pulse) and a frame-straddling 1024×1280 CCD camera, model Flow Maser 3S, together with DaVis 7.0 postprocessing software. Particle seeding of the flow was performed using a fluidized bed aerosol generator filled with
1 µm alumina seed particles. A separate air line, with a flow rate of 0.0072-0.0098 kg/s was passed through the
seeder and the seeded air was injected into the contoured nozzle. Seed density was controlled by adjusting the air
flow rate, powder dispenser rate, and through adjustment of the vibration frequency. (4) a Nd:YAG pumped dye
laser, Continuum, was used to generate a 283-nm UV sheet for hydroxyl planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF).
(5) the 4th harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser was used to excite acetone fluorescence upstream of the bluff-body to
characterize the fuel air distribution. In these experiments, the propane injection was replaced with nitrogen at the
same flow rate bubbled through temperature-controlled acetone baths. The PLIF, PIV and chemiluminescence
systems could be operated simultaneously, but the acetone measurements of fuel air distribution were performed
separately.
Additional experimental details are
provided in Refs. 1-3.
Lean blowoff was first investigated at unvitiated
and uniformly mixed flow conditions in order to
characterize the baseline flame behavior. The lean
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

(7)

(6)

(8)

(5)
(8)
(6)

(7)

Ambient
300
0.00
18-27
21
0.06-0.08
1.2-1.7x104

Vitiated
700
0.15
44-66
18
0.08-0.13
1.7-2.0x104

Vitiated & Cooled
700
0.33
44-66
13
0.08-0.13
1.7-2.0x104

Table 1: Rig capabilities for three flow regimes.

Fig. 1: Layout of experimental rig.
*

Regime
Temp (K)
IP
U (m./s)
O2(%V)
Mach
Re H

renfro@engr.uconn.edu
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I

blowoff margin was then characterized with upstream air vitiated
0.75
Error bars calculated
at overall equivalence ratios of 0.15 and 0.33.
0.70
with confidence of 95%
Further studies were performed with non-uniform fuel profiles
0.65
Tin=818
(rich or lean in the center or asymmetric), thus imposing single
0.60
Tin=767
and double fuel gradients near the flame holder. Fuel profiles
0.55
were characterized using laser induced acetone fluorescence.
0.50
Tin=724K
Unvitiated
Transitional blowoff behavior was documented with
Ozawa Fit
0.45
measurements of CH chemiluminescence emission from the wake
Vit., Adia., Ifp=0.15
p
0.40
as well as high-speed imaging of flame dynamics. Simultaneous
p
Vit., Cool,Ifp=0.23
0.35
PIV and OH PLIF measurements were taken at fuel-air ratios
5000
10000
15000
20000
near blowoff to capture flame edge and aerodynamic behavior to
ReH
determine the mechanisms of final blowoff. Post processing of
Fig. 2:
Blowoff stability curves for
the images and flow field revealed the interaction between the
vitiated and unvitiated air.
velocity field and flame sheet.
A blowoff stability map was established
by decreasing the global equivalence ratio
36
34
32
30
28
26
within the test section in steps of 'I=-0.01,
under constant air flow. The flame was first
24
22
20
18
16
14
ignited at an equivalence ratio of 0.8. Two
minutes was allowed between each step
12
10
8
6
4
2
change to allow for the complete stabilization
Fig. 3: High speed chemiluminescence images, spaced by
of fuel flow between equivalence ratio
2ms, of near blow off and shear layer reignition process at
changes. As the equivalence ratio decreased,
23m/s and I=0.69.
the PMT CH* signal was monitored for
blowoff. Upon blowoff the equivalence ratio, I, from the fuel
control system was recorded. Tests were repeated multiple times
to quantify repeatability. A blowoff curve for the unvitiated and
vitiated air in Fig. 2 shows that the increases in upstream mean
velocity resulted in higher blowoff equivalence ratios. This
behavior is expected and is generally reflected in a decreasing
Damköhler number with increasing velocity. With increases in
velocity and decrease aerodynamic time scales, the chemical
timescales must also be decreased for the flame to remain
attached to the bluff body. This can be accomplished by an
increase in flame temperature and and a fuel richer mixture, to
maintain the same Da at blowoff. The local equivalence ratios
were calculated based on the available oxygen remaining in the
vitiated flow. In general, the unvitiated blowoff equivalence
ratios were within 5% of those predicted from literature values.
The chemiluminescence images of the last 36 ms until
blowoff are shown in Fig. 3 for conditions at 23 m/s and an
equivalence ration of 0.69. Extinction of the flame in the nearfield shear layer led to burning in the recirculation zone just prior
to blowoff for all the cases examined. This recirculation zone
Fig. 4: Simultaneous PIV/OH PLIF
combustion intermittently led to reignition of the shear layers as
measurements near blow off at 18m/s.
observed in Fig. 3. A sample simultaneous PIV/OH PLIF
measurement is shown in Fig. 4. The overlaying vector field is
colored by vorticity with vector length scaled to velocity magnitude. Analysis of these results to date have evaluated
conditional strain rates to examine conditions leading to local extinction.
1. Chaudhuri, S., Kostka, S., Renfro, M. W., and Cetegen, B. M. (2010). Combust. Flame, v. 157, 790-802.
2. Chaudhuri, S., Kostka Jr., S., Tuttle, S. G., Renfro, M. W., and Cetegen, B. M. (2010). Blowoff dynamics of
V-shaped bluff body stabilized, partially premixed turbulent flames in a practical scale rig. 48th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Orlando, FL.
3. Tuttle, S. G., Chaudhuri, S., Kostka Jr., S., Cetegen, B. M., and Renfro, M. W. (2010). Transitional blowoff
behavior of wake-stabilized, stratified flames in vitiated flow. 48th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Orlando, FL.
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Modeling of jet in a hot coﬂow with tabulated unsteady non-premixed
ﬂamelets in RANS and LES
R. Vicquelin∗ , B. Fiorina, O. Gicquel
Laboratoire EM2C-CNRS, Ecole Centrale Paris, 92295 Châtenay Malabry, France
∗
Corresponding author: ronan.vicquelin@centraliens.net
Tabulated chemistry models have been widely used in RANS to include detailed chemistry eﬀects. Applications of these methods in LES have beneﬁt of both good descriptions of chemistry and turbulence. Most
of the time, when RANS models are extended to LES, presumed PDF (Probability Density Function) are
replaced with equivalent presumed FDF (Filtered Density Function) and the additional balance equations
for averaged parameters of the chemical database are replaced with ﬁltered balance equations in LES. As
LES model assumptions apply at subgrid scales only, one expects LES to describe turbulent combustion
better than RANS even when the same tabulated chemistry model is used. This is here investigated with
the numerical simulation of a jet in a hot coﬂow performed both in RANS and LES approaches.
A turbulent combustion model called UTaC (Unsteady ﬂamelets Tabulated Chemistry) was developed
for diluted combustion where auto-ignition participates to the stabilization mechanism. This model is based
on the tabulation of non-premixed igniting ﬂamelet solutions and was applied to a jet in a vitiated coﬂow
[1, 2]. The jet was experimentally studied with two mixtures: hydrogen/nitrogen and methane/air. Both
mixtures were computed in RANS simulations. Radial proﬁles of temperature (Fig. 1) and the ﬂame lift-oﬀ
height sensitivity to the coﬂow temperature (Fig. 2) are well retrieved by RANS simulations in the H2 /N2
case. In the CH4 /air case, the UTaC model is used in both RANS and LES frameworks (Fig. 3). The
RANS simulation underestimates the ﬂame lift-oﬀ height (H/d = 20 instead of 30) while the LES predicts
a ﬂame lift-oﬀ height (H/d = 29) closer to the experimental one. Figure 4 shows the axial temperature
proﬁle. As the RANS simulated ﬂame is closer to the jet, rich mixtures are burnt too early. The large eddy
simulation was post-processed in order to identify reasons of the diﬀerence between RANS and LES results
in the CH4 /air case.
A known shortcoming of RANS models such as k-ε is the overestimation of the round jet spreading.
Standard coeﬃcients of the k-ε model were then modiﬁed to correct this behavior. LES and RANS computations predict the similar velocity and mixing ﬁelds in non-reactive simulations. However, in opposition
to LES, the RANS approach with modiﬁed coeﬃcients is not universal. Nonetheless, with the same mixing
ﬁeld, LES and RANS do not ﬁnd the same ﬂame lift-oﬀ height. This must therefore be attributed to the
turbulent combustion model.
LES post-treatment shows that instantaneous ﬁltered mixture fraction and progress variable (two key
coordinates of the database) cannot be assumed independent. Conditional average and mixture fraction/progress variable joint PDF (Fig. 5) demonstrate that progress in reaction depends on the local mixture.
Hence, a main diﬀerence between RANS and LES is that the RANS combustion model assumed independency at all times and scales whereas LES makes this assumption only at the subgrid level and allows to
capture correlation between progress variable and mixture fraction in large scales. This clearly shows the
advantage of LES for the same turbulent combustion model.
References
[1] R. Cabra, T. Myhrvold, J. Y. Chen, R. W. Dibble, A. N. Karpetis, and R. S. Barlow. Proceedings of
the Combustion Institute, 29(2):1881–1888, 2002.
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143(4):491–506, 2005.
[3] Z. Wu, S. H. Starner, and R. W. Bilger. In Proceedings of the 2003 Australian Symposium on Combustion
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Figure 2: Coﬂow temperature sensitivity of the
ﬂame lift-oﬀ height H (scaled by the jet diameter d) in the H2 /N2 case. RANS simulations performed with the UTaC model are compared with
experimental measurements [3, 4].

Figure 1: Radial mean temperature proﬁles comparison between RANS (line) and experimental [1]
(symbols) results in the H2 /N2 case.
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Figure 3: CH4 /air case: (a) Three-dimensional
view of an instantaneous LES solution: isosurfaces of temperature (1600 K) and mixture fraction (z̃ = 0.5) ; planar slices colored by mixture
fraction (left) and OH mass fraction (right). (b)
Mean temperature contour plot of the RANS solution.
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In the hybrid binomial Langevin–MMC model [1], the binomial Langevin model [2] is used to simulate the
velocity–scalar joint probability density function (pdf) (with the scalar a pseudo mixture fraction), while the
Multiple Mapping Conditioning (MMC) method [3] is used to simulate the mixing of all scalars. The compatibility
of the hybrid model is ensured by setting the MMC velocity to equal the binomial Langevin velocity, which results
in a model for the MMC reference variable—obviating the need to specify the transport coefficients for the
reference variable. The mixing is controlled by attempting to minimize the difference between the (MMC) mixture
fraction and the (binomial Langevin) pseudo mixture fraction.
The method has previously been used [1,4] to satisfactorily simulate a mixing layer with dilute chemistry [5–7] and
Sandia Flame D [8]. Results are presented here for Sandia Flame E, to test the model’s ability to characterize
moderately strong local extinction/reignition phenomena. The Euclidean Minimal Spanning Tree (EMST) model [9]
has also been used for this case [10], while the EMST subroutines [11] were implemented into the same code as the
hybrid model (Piper). This last effort is designed to eliminate any bias that may occur due to the different numerical
schemes that are used.

Figure 1: Favre-averaged mixture fraction profiles.
Hybrid binomial Langevin–MMC, —; EMST (same
code), – ·; EMST [10], – –; Experiment [8], ···.

Figure 2: Favre-averaged temperature profiles. As per
Fig. 1.

Figures 1 and 2 contain the Favre-averaged mixture fraction and temperature profiles respectively. The hybrid
model predictions are slightly higher than the corresponding EMST results, while the previous EMST results [10]
are noticeably different, although all predict the experiment [8] reasonably well. Figure 3 shows the rms mixture
fraction results where it is clear that the EMST model implemented into the Piper code greatly under-mixes, while
the previous EMST results [10] perform well. This under-mixing caused the temperature to remain close to
equilibrium (Fig. 4). The hybrid model consistently predicted OH well (Fig. 5), with EMST over-predicting the
levels closer to the axis. The Burning Index (BI) is a measure of the extent of combustion near the stoichiometric
mixture fraction [12] and is shown in Fig. 6. The hybrid model performed well for temperature and OH, but
overpredicted CO; the EMST model [10] performed well for all scalars; while EMST implemented into Piper
consistently overpredicted the results, consistent with this model remaining too close to equilibrium. Overall, the
hybrid model produced promising results, encouraging further testing for other cases.
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Figure 3: Favre-rms mixture fraction profiles. As per
Fig. 1.

Figure 4: Scatter plots of temperature at x/D = 15 for
5000 randomly-selected samples. (a) Hybrid model;
(b) EMST (same code); (c) Experiment [8].

Figure 5: Favre-averaged OH profiles. As per Fig. 1.

Figure 6: Burning Indices for: (a) temperature; (b) CO;
(c) OH. Hybrid model, +; EMST (same code), ×;
EMST [10], ; Experiment, ○.
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Although LES/PDF has been implemented in several previous works (e.g. [1-3]), numerically solving the
PDF equation adequately remains to be investigated and validated. A new Monte Carlo particle code
(called HPDF) suitable for RANS/PDF and LES/PDF studies is developed as a platform for studying
numerical algorithms and for practical turbulent combustion modeling. Accurate numerical schemes are
developed and implemented in the code to advance the particles in the physical and compositional space
to ensure overall second-order numerical accuracy in both space and time. In contrast, all previous
LES/PDF studies achieve only first-order accurate in the time advancement [4]. In addition, the code has
the following attributes: scalable up to at least 4096 cores with MPI parallelization; supporting Cartesian
and cylindrical coordinate systems; parallelizable by domain decomposition in two dimensions; and
having a general interface to facilitate coupling to different existing LES (or RANS) codes.
The HPDF code has been verified comprehensively with a wide range of manufactured test cases, and has
been initially combined with an LES code developed by Pierce [5]. The first set of LES/HPDF
simulations has been performed for the DLR flame A [6]. For simplicity and computational economy, the
flamelet model is used to compute the thermochemical properties based on the mixture fraction. A single
scalar (the mixture fraction) is solved for the particles. In this initial study, the following issues are
discussed: the verification of the HPDF code, the effect of the LES grid resolution, the consistency
between LES and PDF, and the performance of different time-integration schemes (first-order and
second-order) in HPDF. Second-order accuracy of the code in space and time is verified by a
manufactured 1D test case. Strong grid-dependency is found for the DLR flame A. In order to study
consistency, the numerical solutions of the mixture fraction are duplicated in LES and HPDF. At the level
of the governing equations, the first two moments of the mixture fraction are consistent in the LES and
PDF approaches, so that any discrepancy between their simulation results is due to numerical errors. The
results of the mixture fraction fields from LES and HPDF agree well with each other, indicating good
numerical consistency. The effect of first and second order time integration schemes are also compared in
the flame simulations, and negligible difference is observed due to the very small local CFL number in
the flow downstream. The numerical results are compared to the experimental data, and overall good
agreement is observed for the velocity, turbulence and scalar fields, which demonstrates the capability of
the new code.
In the initial application of HPDF [6], a simple flamelet model is used. One of the goals of this
development of new LES/PDF capability is to perform massively parallel LES/PDF computations of the
TNF target flames for parametric studies of chemistry mechanisms and turbulence-chemistry interactions.
To perform detailed chemistry calculations, direct integration of the reaction ODE is far too expensive for
LES/PDF and a chemistry acceleration algorithm is needed, such as ISAT [7,8]. In this work, we combine
LES/PDF with ISAT, and perform initial LES/PDF/ISAT simulations for Sandia flame D.
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ISAT is combined with LES/PDF for simple local processing in the parallel computations, i.e., a single
and independent ISAT table is created on each process. The ISAT parallelization for balancing workloads
has been developed in a package called x2f_mpi [8] and will be used in the future.
In the current simulations of flame D, the domain size is [80D, 20D] in the axial and radial directions,
where D is the jet diameter. The number of 256x128x32 nonuniform grid cells are used in the axial, radial
and azimuthal directions. A number of 40 particles per cell are used. The ARM1 mechanism is used for
chemical reaction and the modified Curl model is used for mixing. One-way coupling is used in the
current study, with which the density is obtained from LES with a flamelet model and is provided to
HPDF. The contour plots of velocity, density and temperature from LES and HPDF are shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1: Contour plots of velocity u, density ρ, temperature from LES and temperature from HPDF.
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